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Grade Level Change to Charter Amendment Request Narrative
Rationale
CASA Academy is requesting to amend its charter contract by adding grades 4-8 to the charter
contract. This will enable CASA Academy to serve grades in K-8, creating an academic and
character pathway for students from kindergarten through eighth grade, better aligning with
parent needs and requests, and improving CASA’s operations.
Creating a pathway through elementary and middle school
CASA Academy is unique in that it provides students with not only rigorous academics but also
the character traits necessary for them to be successful in life. We are proud of the academic
and character-building curriculum we offer in the primary grades and seek to extend this
curriculum for our students as they grow up through elementary and middle school. CASA’s
mission is to provide low-income students with the early academic foundation and character
skills necessary to graduate from college and succeed in life. In order to ensure students are
truly prepared to attend a college preparatory high school and attend college one day, we must
extend the foundation that we are providing through the higher elementary and middle school
grade levels. Having students attend CASA for only grades K-3 is simply not enough time to
build and strengthen the foundation in character development and academics that we seek to
provide for our students.
Parent needs and requests
Based on parent survey data, parents are overwhelmingly happy with the unique education and
environment that CASA provides their children. On an annual parent survey CASA administered
for the 2018-19 school year, CASA earned a rating of 4.73 out of 5. 100% of CASA parents
completed this survey, strongly agreeing with statements such as “CASA Academy holds high
expectations for my child” and “My child is on the road to college.” Frequently, parents have
told CASA staff members that they wish CASA served higher grade levels and that they would
bring their children back to CASA without hesitation if we did serve upper grades. There is
overwhelming support from CASA’s parents for the environment and education CASA Academy
provides and extending this to grades 4-8.
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Improved operations
Operationally, adding grade levels 4-8 to CASA’s charter contract will enable CASA to be more
successful as a school in several ways. This change will help to counteract the significant deficit
in CASA’s budget due to the state only providing funding for half-day kindergarten. In fiscal year
2019 alone, CASA was at a deficit of $220,000 based on the fact that it provides the full-day
kindergarten program that our students need without being funded for that full-day program
by the state. As we add additional grade levels, the kinder deficit in funding will have less of a
toll on CASA’s budget. Adding additional grades levels that are fully funded by the state will
allow CASA Academy the flexibility to add additional positions and resources to benefit our
students’ education. Additionally, growing larger as an organization will enable us to expand
our team and delegate roles accordingly so that individuals can become true experts in their
areas of oversight, rather than one person being in charge of many facets of CASA’s operations.
While we have managed having one person oversee many roles on our campus successfully
thus far, it is in the long-term interests of staff and students to add additional roles and divide
responsibilities further moving forward.
Detailed Staffing Plan
In FY19, CASA Academy has the following roles:
• CEO
• Director of Curriculum and Instruction
• Director of Students and Operations
• School Operations Associate
• Office Assistant
• Paraprofessionals (2)
• Kindergarten Teachers (2)
• First Grade Teachers (2)
• Second Grade Teachers (2)
Recruitment and Hiring
To fill open positions, CASA Academy uses the following means of recruiting and hiring highquality staff: One Teacher, a recruitment company that helps match CASA with strong-fit
candidates, Indeed, Craigslist, LinkedIn, and networking through current staff. CASA has
successfully found right-fit candidates for all open positions through employing these methods
in the past and will continue to do so to implement the Staffing Chart attached to this
amendment request. For all positions, there is an extensive hiring process including a phone
screen, in-person interview with demo lesson, activities, role plays, and reference checks.
Candidates must successfully pass all portions of the interview process in order to be
considered for a role on CASA’s team. Through this process, CASA ensures that new staff have
the qualifications and skills to meet the needs of the target population and to help CASA
maintain strong enrollment numbers.
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A large part of recruiting and hiring best-fit individuals relies on CASA Academy creating a
climate and school culture where staff (administrative, instructional, and non-instructional)
want to stay long-term. CASA Academy has retained the majority of its staff over the past two
years. In the 2018-19 school year, CASA retained 92% of its staff, and in the 2019-20 school
year, CASA will again retain 92% of its staff. CASA Academy has a variety of processes in place
(weekly staff surveys, teacher joy events, a culture committee, etc.) to ensure it is cultivating a
positive climate and culture where staff want to stay. Having staff members remain at CASA for
multiple years ensures that they know and excel at maintaining CASA’s campus culture,
executing high levels of instruction to ensure the needs of the target population are addressed,
and that processes and systems for student enrollment are executed well and improved upon
constantly.
Training
CASA Academy takes great pride in the excellent training and ongoing professional
development it provides to all staff, including administrative, instructional and noninstructional staff. Providing high quality training initially and on an on-going basis ensures that
staff members are constantly growing as professionals, that enrollment numbers are met, and
that the needs of the target population are addressed at the highest levels possible. The
processes described below for instructional staff, non-instructional staff, and administrative
staff will continue to be implemented with all new staff hired as outlined in the attached
Staffing Chart.
Instructional Staff
The Director of Curriculum and Instruction oversees instructional staff training on CASA’s
campus. Instructional staff (teachers and paraprofessionals) begin their employment at CASA
with three full weeks of summer professional development. During this time, they learn and
practice how CASA executes classroom management and instruction and practice the first
weeks of lesson plans. On an on-going basis, instructional staff receive weekly coaching and
feedback and have opportunities to practice implementing feedback to improve instruction in
the classroom. Staff receive weekly professional development in the form of morning huddles
and lay-up drills (quick 15-minute professional development sessions that include practice) and
professional development sessions (two-hour professional development sessions targeted to
the needs of all staff based on trends occurring on campus) that happen on a specified schedule
throughout the course of the week. Additionally, teachers meet to analyze data at the
conclusion of each unit assessment and STEP (reading) testing round. All of these pieces
combined ensure that instructional staff are well trained and supported throughout the year.
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The schedule below provides an idea of the weekly professional development and support
provided to instructional staff:
Monday
•
•
•

Tuesday
Morning
Huddle
Data
analysis
meetings
Lay-up Drill

•
•

Wednesday
Morning Huddle
Individual staff
check-ins

•
•

Thursday
Schoolwide
•
professional
development
Individual
staff checkins

Friday
Morning
Huddle

Non-Instructional Staff
The Director of Students and Operations trains all non-instructional staff. Non-instructional
staff receive extensive initial training that is targeted towards their specific role(s) on CASA’s
campus. This differs based on the position but is scheduled to occur over the initial several
weeks of employment and involves extensive hands-on modeling, practice, and training. Based
on the employee’s needs, additional training sessions are scheduled with the given individual to
address various topics. Non-instructional staff have daily check-ins with the Director of Students
and Operations in addition to a separately scheduled weekly coaching and feedback session.
The schedule below provides an idea of the weekly professional development and support
provided to non-instructional staff:
Monday
• Daily
individual
check-in

•
•

Tuesday
Morning
Huddle
Daily
individual
check-in

•
•
•

Wednesday
Morning Huddle
Daily individual
check-in
Weekly coaching
and feedback

•

Thursday
Daily
individual
check-in

•
•

Friday
Morning
Huddle
Daily
individual
check-in

Administrative Staff
Administrative staff (i.e. Directors) are trained by the CEO. They receive extensive initial training
and support that is mapped out and targeted to the specific position. This training often occurs
over the summer during administrative work days, then continues on an on-going basis once
school is back in session. Administrative staff have daily check-ins with the CEO in addition to a
separately scheduled weekly coaching and feedback session.
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The schedule below provides an idea of the weekly professional development and support
provided to administrative staff:

•

Monday
Daily
individual
check-in

•

Tuesday
Daily
individual
check-in

•
•

Wednesday
Daily individual
check-in
Weekly coaching
and feedback

•

Thursday
Daily
individual
check-in

•

Friday
Daily
individual
check-in

Justification for Enrollment Targets in the Enrollment Matrix
CASA Academy has served two classes of students per grade level (25-33 students per class)
since its third year of operation. CASA Academy intends to continue to recruit and enroll two
classes of students at 50-66 students per grade level each year moving forward. Given the
transiency of the low-income population that CASA serves, we over-enroll students at the
beginning of each year up to 132% of the target goal of 50 students per grade level. This has
worked well for CASA in the past and has ensured CASA has always remained enrolled at a
minimum of 100% throughout the course of a given school year. In the past several years,
CASA has demonstrated strong student enrollment numbers in the first month of school each
year, being overenrolled by at least 108% of its target enrollment.
As CASA Academy grows each year, we will continue to build on the same student recruitment
model that has worked well for us in the past. Additionally, CASA will work hard to retain a high
percentage of students from one year to the next as it does currently.
It is important to note that currently CASA Academy’s ADM is significantly under our enrollment
cap of 275 students. This is because we have intentionally made the decision to keep
enrollment numbers at two classes per grade level in the grades K-2 for the time being. As
noted above, this has led to CASA consistently being overenrolled by our targets. We do not
currently serve third grade due to a partnership with another school, though we will begin
serving third grade in the 2020-21 school year again when that partnership dissolves and we
begin to grow towards our ultimate goal of serving eighth grade.
Plans for meeting each years’ enrollment targets
Student recruitment is managed directly by CASA’s Director of Students and Operations in
conjunction with the School Operations Associate. The Director of Students and Operations sets
a timeline with enrollment targets to meet by given dates beginning in January each year for
the upcoming school year and works with the recruitment team to ensure these targets are
met. CASA Academy collects Intent to Enroll forms prior to the date when it can officially begin
enrolling students. In the spring and summer months, additional members of the student
recruitment team include the Office Assistant, paraprofessionals who stay on as canvassers,
and additional individuals as needed.
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Necessary advertising and/or promotion to meet the targets
CASA has consistently used canvassing and word-of-mouth as the primary methods for
informing the community about CASA Academy. Beginning in the spring months, the
recruitment team canvasses throughout the week during the day and after student dismissal
and during early release Thursdays. The team canvasses full-time over the summer during
administrative work days. Additionally, the recruitment team plans events and activities to
enroll new students and partners with local apartment complexes and businesses to ensure
targets are met.
Through a combination of canvassing, word-of-mouth promotion, events, activities, and
partnering with local apartment complexes and businesses, CASA Academy has consistently
maintained a strong student enrollment. CASA will continue to employ these methods as we
grow as specified in the Enrollment Matrix.
Number of returning students
CASA Academy has consistently retained between 70-90% of students from one year to the
next. 73% of students returned to CASA from the 2017-18 school year to the 2018-19 school
year. Based on current data, 86% of students will be returning to CASA from the 2018-19 school
year to the 2019-20 school year. Retaining a strong percentage of students each year is a
priority for CASA Academy and ensures there are less open spots for the recruitment team to
fill.
Anticipated new student enrollment
Given the student retention data to date, CASA Academy anticipates it will retain between 7090% of students from year-to-year moving forward. This means that CASA Academy anticipates
needing to recruit and enroll a full grade of students for kindergarten and between 10-30% for
each additional grade level each year. Given that CASA will implement a slow growth model,
adding one grade level each year, the students already at CASA will be able to grow up with us
into the next grade level up through eighth grade. The Enrollment Matrix attached details the
growth through fourth grade, but CASA will plan to continue adding one grade level per year
beyond fourth grade until eighth grade is reached and CASA is fully grown out as a school.
Concrete Resources Needed for Implementation
To grow as a school and add grades 4-8, additional concrete resources will be needed to
effectively implement curriculum, assessment, and instruction.
Curriculum
CASA Academy has spent extensive time, money, and energy fully developing curriculum for
grades K-2 in reading comprehension and math. Each grade level and content area has a
6

specific pacing guide broken into units that address the Arizona State Standards in ELA and
math. Each unit includes a test developed to meet and exceed the rigor of the standards, a test
summary that breaks down the test questions and provides exemplar student responses, a unit
plan broken into objectives that are backwards planned to ensure student mastery of the
standards, and lesson plans and materials for each day of instruction in the given unit. Having
high-quality, rigorous units that are aligned directly to state standards has allowed teachers to
execute lessons to the highest level possible and students to demonstrate mastery of the
standards.
Additionally, CASA provides curriculum for phonics, writing, science, social studies, and
additional content areas so that teachers are able to effectively provide a well-rounded
education to students.
To prepare for the implementation of each additional grade level CASA Academy will add, CASA
will hire a full-time Curriculum Writer/Grant Writer who will be charged with researching and
developing curriculum for grades 4-8 as we grow. In the upcoming school year, the Curriculum
Writer/Grant Writer will create and finalize CASA’s third and fourth grade curriculum in
preparation for adding each grade level in the coming years. This process will continue in future
years until all curriculum is fully mapped out and prepared for teachers to execute.
Concrete resources needed to implement the curriculum will include the unit and lesson
materials (kept as soft copies), online resources, and concrete resources such as books,
magazines, math manipulatives, science materials, etc.
Assessment
The Curriculum Writer/Grant Writer in conjunction with the Director of Curriculum and
Instruction will research assessments for grades 4-8 in advance of implementing these grade
levels on CASA Academy’s campus. Benchmark assessments will be selected for reading and
math and unit assessments will be created at the rigor of the standards for all grade levels as
well. Assessment kits and/or online subscriptions will need to be purchased for benchmark
testing so that these resources are available for teacher and student use as each grade level is
added.
Instruction
Instruction will stem from the curriculum with close alignment to assessments. To implement
instruction, resources will be needed such as the unit and lesson materials, online resources,
and concrete resources such as books, magazines, math manipulatives, science materials, etc.
Additionally, extensive training on the curriculum and instruction must be provided through
professional development trainings so that teachers are comfortable and knowledgeable while
implementing the curriculum. Concrete resources for professional development will include
PowerPoints, teacher handouts, etc.
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Clear Promotion Criteria
Students in grades 4-8 will promote to the next grade based on their academic achievement.
CASA Academy will use grade-specific assessments to determine student achievement in
academics.
Summative assessments will be conducted at the end of each unit. These assessments, over the
course of the year, will cover all of the Arizona state standards for each particular grade level.
Eighty percent is CASA Academy’s indictor of mastery for core content. In order to move on to
the next grade level, a student must score an 80% or above on math summative assessments
80% of the time and make one year of growth according to CASA’s benchmark reading
assessment. If exceptions arise in regards to this policy, the ultimate retention decision will be
made with consensus between the teacher, parent, and Director of Curriculum and Instruction.
In the case that a consensus cannot be reached, the Director of Curriculum and Instruction will
make the final retention decision.
Unique Program of Instruction
CASA Academy offers a unique program of instruction by focusing on both character
development as well as rigorous academics. Many schools in the current area focus their
programs exclusively on academics. However, at CASA, we believe that it is not enough for
students to be smart – they must be good people with strong character skills as well in order to
be successful in life. CASA’s core values are woven throughout the academic model and the
cultural fabric of our school. You will frequently hear teachers talking about our core values
during lessons, for example discussing the importance of perseverance on a challenging math
problem. You will also see our core values implemented throughout many of the unique parts
of our schedule, for example at High Five Friday where students receive “shout outs” each week
for demonstrating CASA’s core values. We live and breathe character development in addition
to our academic program, making CASA unique from many other schools in the area.
Academic Data
Given that CASA Academy currently serves grades K-2, CASA Academy does not currently have a
state letter grade. However, CASA Academy takes academic data and growth very seriously and
uses rigorous internal measures to determine school performance. CASA Academy’s internal
goals are as follows:
•
•

CASA Academy will average 80% or higher on all math common formative assessments
given in an academic year.
CASA Academy will average 3 STEPS (1 year) of reading growth per year as measured by
the STEP (Strategic Teaching and Evaluation of Progress) reading assessment.
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Results in the Current 2018-19 School Year
CASA Academy met both its math and reading goals in the 2018-19 school year as
demonstrated in the table below, demonstrating that CASA Academy is performing at or above
the average performance of a majority of schools within a five-mile radius of the school’s
location.
Assessment Area
Math
Reading

Goal
1 year of growth
80% or higher

2018-19 School Achievement
1.01 years of growth – goal met
88% average – goal met
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Clear Form

Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Enrollment Matrix
Complete the table to provide the current and target enrollment, indicating the proposed timeline for
implementing the request.
Directions*:
 In each box under the “Number of Students” columns, identify the number of students served
per grade for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
 In the “Total Enrollment” row, provide the total enrollment for each fiscal year.
 Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.
School Name:

CASA Academy
Number of Students
Target - FY 20

Grade Level
Current - FY 19
Target - FY 21
Target - FY 22
Kindergarten
51
50
50
50
1st Grade
48
50
50
50
2nd Grade
53
50
50
50
3rd Grade
50
50
4th Grade
50
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade
10th Grade
11th Grade
12th Grade
Total
Enrollment
*To view an example of a completed Enrollment Matrix, please see The Guide (Attachment Guidelines).

152
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150

200

250

Clear Form

Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
Staffing Chart
Complete the table to provide the current and anticipated staffing for the school(s) operated by the
Charter Holder. Include staff members needed if the request is granted.
Directions*:
In each box under the “Number of Staff Members” columns, identify the number of staff
members for each position/category for the current and upcoming three fiscal years.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.
School Name:

CASA Academy
Position
Administration

Number of Staff Members
Current - FY 19 Anticipated - FY 20 Anticipated - FY 21 Anticipated - FY 22

3

3

4

4

Teachers/Instructional Staff
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade
8th Grade
9th Grade
10th Grade
11th Grade
12th Grade
Specialty Staff (Music,
Art, PE, etc.)
Special Education
Paraprofessional

2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0

0

1

0
3

0
3

0
3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

18

21

Additional Staff
List title:

1
School Operations Associate
List title:

Office Assistant
List title:

Curriculum Writer/Grant Writer

Total Number of
15
Staff Members
Continue on page 2: Leadership Staffing Chart
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Leadership Staffing Chart
Complete the table below to provide current and anticipated leadership for the school(s) operated by
the Charter Holder.
Directions:
In the “Title” column, list the title of each leadership position at the school. Consider all
individuals who are part of the leadership team (e.g. principal, instructional coach, lead teacher,
etc.).
In the “Current” and “Anticipated” columns, list the names of the individuals that will hold each
of the leadership positions during the current and upcoming three fiscal years. If an existing
staff member will not hold the position in the projected year, write “New Hire” or “TBD” (to be
determined) in the box for that position.
Copy and paste the chart for each school operated by the Charter Holder.
School Name:

Title

Current - FY 19

Leadership Team
Anticipated - FY 20 Anticipated - FY 21 Anticipated - FY 22

*To view an example of a completed Staffing Chart, review The Guide.
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CASA ACADEMY
Minutes
Board Meeting

Date and Time
Thursday April 4, 2019 at 6:30 PM
Location
CASA Academy (1500 W Maryland Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85015)

CASA Academy Governing Board meetings will take place at the CASA Academy
campus (1500 W Maryland Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85015). Per A.R.S. § 38-431.02, notice of
meetings for CASA Academy and any of its committees will be posted on this website.
Notices will also be posted in the front office of CASA Academy (1500 W Maryland Ave,
Phoenix, AZ 85015), which is open from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm, Monday through Friday.

Trustees Present
E. Hunt, M. Campillo, M. Major, M. Tucker, P. McHonett
Trustees Absent
D. Brown, D. Puente, T. Wee
Ex-Officio Members Present
T. Clayton Cundy

Non Voting Members Present
T. Clayton Cundy

I. Opening Items
A. Record Attendance and Guests
B. Call the Meeting to Order
T. Clayton Cundy called a meeting of the board of trustees of CASA ACADEMY to
order on Thursday Apr 4, 2019 @ 6:30 PM at CASA Academy (1500 W Maryland
Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85015).
C. Approve Minutes
P. McHonett made a motion to approve minutes from the Board Meeting on
03-07-19.
E. Hunt seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
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D. Brown
Absent
P. McHonett Aye
T. Wee
Absent
D. Puente Absent
M. Campillo Aye
M. Tucker Aye
M. Major
Aye
E. Hunt
Aye

II. New Business
A. CEO Update
Discussions regarding
Discussions regarding
Discussions regarding
Discussions regarding
annual goals.
Discussions regarding

enrollment for next school year.
staff culture and staff openings for next year.
financials.
academic progress and performance as it relates to our
STEP data.

B. Review Growth Plans and Tentative Staffing Plan
Discussions regarding grants that will enable us to hire new positions as we grow.
Discussions regarding timeline for charter application in connection with growth.
Discussions regarding tentative staff growth plan and positions.
C. Review Draft Budget for 19-20 SY
Discussions regarding budget for the 2019-2020 school year.
D. Vote on Audit Engagement Letters
M. Major made a motion to engage Henry Fortino to perform an audit for the
fiscal year 2019 and approve the terms of his engagement letters.
E. Hunt seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
D. Puente Absent
M. Campillo Aye
M. Tucker Aye
P. McHonett Aye
E. Hunt
Aye
M. Major
Aye
D. Brown
Absent
T. Wee
Absent

E. Vote on Education Technology Consortium Quote for 19-20 SY
E. Hunt made a motion to approve quote #1157 from the Education Technology
Consortium, which includes paying the annual membership fee.
M. Campillo seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
M. Campillo Aye
M. Major
Aye
D. Puente Absent
M. Tucker Aye
P. McHonett Aye
D. Brown
Absent
E. Hunt
Aye
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T. Wee

Absent

F. Vote on adding grades 4-8 to current charter contract
E. Hunt made a motion to approve the submission of a Grade Level Change to
Charter Amendment Request to add the grade levels 4-8 to CASA's charter
contract.
M. Tucker seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
M. Tucker Aye
E. Hunt
Aye
D. Puente Absent
P. McHonett Aye
T. Wee
Absent
M. Major
Aye
D. Brown
Absent
M. Campillo Aye

G. Vote on serving grade 3 in the 2020-2021 school year
M. Major made a motion to approve serving grade 3 in the 2020-2021 school year
and future years.
P. McHonett seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
M. Tucker Aye
E. Hunt
Aye
M. Campillo Aye
P. McHonett Aye
T. Wee
Absent
M. Major
Aye
D. Puente Absent
D. Brown
Absent

H. Vote on Bylaws
E. Hunt made a motion to approve the amended and restated bylaws.
M. Major seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
D. Brown
Absent
T. Wee
Absent
M. Major
Aye
M. Tucker Aye
D. Puente Absent
M. Campillo Aye
E. Hunt
Aye
P. McHonett Aye

I. Sign Board Member Agreements
Done.
Tacey to send out the agreement to absent board members.

III. Committee Updates
A. Finance Committee Update
The finance committee reviewed the seventh year growth plan and budget.
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B. Culture Committee Update
Discussions regarding staff culture, surveys, round tables, and retention.
C. Governance Committee Update
Discussions regarding the board member responsibility tracker (e.g., roster, give/
get, school visits, etc.).
Discussions regarding a way to track our previous donors and help from the
board members to facilitate compiling that list.
This committee has worked on amended and restating the bylaws, and is
continuing to work on on-boarding documents/training for new board members.
Discussions regarding recruiting 3-5 new board members and what kind of
individuals would be a good fit / have a good skill set for the board.
D. Facilities Committee Update
SOV expects to have a decision about the building around the end of May, and
discussions regarding the same.
E. Marketing Committee Update
None. Now that the event is over, this committee will focus on brand templates
and guides. Discussions regarding non-board members also joining this
committee.

IV. Closing Items
A. Closing Remarks
Discussions regarding CEO survey.
B. Adjourn Meeting
M. Major made a motion to adjourn the meeting.
E. Hunt seconded the motion.
The board VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.
Roll Call
P. McHonett Aye
D. Puente Absent
M. Campillo Aye
M. Major
Aye
M. Tucker Aye
T. Wee
Absent
E. Hunt
Aye
D. Brown
Absent

There being no further business to be transacted, and upon motion duly made,
seconded and approved, the meeting was adjourned at 7:41 PM.
Respectfully Submitted,
M. Tucker
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

4

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

These math lessons will serve as the “Math Content Lesson” as described in the Program of Instruction. A large focus for math
content lessons is developing conceptual understanding, which is accomplished in these lessons through the variety of hands-on,
real life problems students will solve with their measurement tools and by converting units of measurement. These lessons
follow the direct instruction model, including setting a purpose for learning, introduction to new material, guided practice,
independent practice, and closure. Additionally, these lessons use authentic approaches because of the real-world contexts of the
problems students are solving.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed

Content Area

Math

Grade: 4
Domain: Measurement & Data (MD)
Cluster: 4.MD.A Solve problems involving measurement and conversion of measurements from a larger unit to a smaller unit.
Standard: #1: Know relative sizes of measurement units within one system of units which could include km, m, cm; kg, g; lb,
oz.; l, ml; hr, min, sec. Within a single system of measurement, express measurements in a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit
and in a smaller unit in terms of a larger unit. For example, know that 1 ft is 12 times as long as 1 in. Express the length of a 4 ft
snake as 48 in. Generate a conversion table for feet and inches listing the number pairs (1,12), 2,24), (3,36).
(M) 4.MD.A.1 Know relative sizes of measurement units within one system of units which could include km, m, cm; kg, g; lb,
oz.; l, ml; hr, min, sec. Within a single system of measurement, express measurements in a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit
and in a smaller unit in terms of a larger unit. For example, know that 1 ft is 12 times as long as 1 in. Express the length of a 4 ft
snake as 48 in. Generate a conversion table for feet and inches listing the number pairs (1,12), 2,24), (3,36).
Math notebooks, meter sticks, How Tall How Short How Faraway by David A. Adler or Millions to Measure by David M.
Schwartz, yarn, math card game, notecards, jigsaw activity, classroom objects for measurement, assessment copies

List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will understand the difference between standard and
nonstandard units of measurement.

1

Introduction to New Material (15 minutes): Teacher will introduce unit by
sharing a personal story about visiting a theme park and seeing the requirement
to be 48” to ride. She had to convert the measurement to feet to know if she
could ride the rides. Teacher will explain importance of measurement and
preview the upcoming unit. Teacher will form groups of three students per group
and share that they will begin by exploring a few important vocabulary words.
Teacher and students will discuss the meaning of the word standard by first
asking students what they think standard means. Teacher will repeat the process
for measurement. Teacher will jot down the definitions into a math notebook,
modeling its use and students will copy.

Students will listen actively as teacher previews unit. Students will form groups
and write vocabulary words into math notebooks.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will instruct students to come up with
one nonstandard unit in their groups. For example, for this activity they may
decide to use Ben’s hand, Mary’s math book, or Jamie’s pencil. Teacher will
have the group assign roles: recorder/reporter, measurer, and taskmaster.
Teacher will tell students that they will be measuring the three items listed in
their notebooks with their nonstandard unit. Teacher will have the groups of
three come together as a whole class to report back to the large group. In
addition to having the reporters of each group report the information they
gathered in their notebooks, the teacher will ask questions like the following: Is
group one’s measurement of the width of a student desk the same as group
two’s? Is group three’s measurement of the length of the paperclip the same as
group four’s? Is group five’s measurement of the height of the door the same as
group six’s? Teacher will lead the group to come up with the idea that there is a
need for some sort of standard in measurement. Teacher will point out that
measurement is a comparison with a known standard. (4.MP.2, 4.MP.3)

Students will choose a nonstandard unit of measurement and assign roles in the
group. Students will measure items listed in their notebooks throughout the
classroom. Students will share full group and observe the differences. Students
will discuss the importance of a standard unit of measurement. (4.MP.2, 4.MP.3)

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will provide each student with a
meter stick. Students will then engage in the same activity independently
measuring different classroom objects with the meter stick and recording their
findings. Teacher will walk around and support students who may be struggling

Students will engage in same activity with the use of a meter stick. Students will
measure objects and record their findings. Students will think-pair-share with a
partner to share measurements and draw conclusions. (4.MP.5, 4.MP.6)
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to use the measurement tool. Students will think-pair-share with a partner to
share their findings and jot down what they observe. (4.MP.5, 4.MP.6)

2

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together to share out
their findings. Students will share that they found the same measurements using
the same standard unit of measurement.
Objective: Students will be able to determine which unit of measurement is
appropriate when measuring the length of an object.

Students will share findings full group. Students will listen actively to other
students’ findings.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will begin this lesson
with a story that discusses a bit of the history of measurement. Two possibilities
are: How Tall How Short How Faraway by David A. Adler or Millions to
Measure by David M. Schwartz. Whatever story is chosen will include
information on the fact that early people (e.g. the Egyptians, Sumerians,
Hebrew, Europeans) used parts of their bodies as measurement units and make
comparisons to previous lesson. Teacher will share that there are several units to
measure the length of an object or distance, but we must choose wisely. Teacher
will invite students to an area where the differences in measurement can be
demonstrated. Teacher will show the length of 1 mm, 1 cm, 1 m, and 1 km to
build conceptual understanding of each unit. Teacher will ask students what they
would choose to measure different objects such as a dime, a pencil, a school bus,
or the distance to the park. Students will share their ideas and reasoning.
(4.MP.1, 4.MP.2)

Students will listen actively as teacher reads story aloud. Students will discuss
the history of measurement and make connections to previous lesson. Students
will listen actively and observe teacher model of unit of measurement, to build
conceptual understanding. Students will discuss which unit of measurement
would be best to measure objects and share their reasoning. (4.MP.1, 4.MP.2)

Guided Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will provide students with a list of
objects around the classroom and school and ask students to select which unit of
measurement would be best to measure its length. Students will think-pair-share
their responses and provide their reasoning. Teacher will ask students with
exemplar responses to share with the whole group. (4.MP.3)

Students will select unit of measurement to appropriately measure classroom and
school objects. Students will think-pair-share responses and provide reasoning.
(4.MP.3)

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will direct students to complete
the independent practice worksheet, where students must choose the correct unit
of measurement. While students complete the independent practice, the teacher
will work with a group of students who have not demonstrated mastery and who
require additional support with the objective. Teacher will work with these
students further in guided practice and release students to independent practice
as they demonstrate mastery of the objective.

Students will complete independent practice worksheet and choose the correct
unit of measurement to demonstrate mastery.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together. Teacher will
direct students to their math notebooks to write in the measurements (mm, cm,
m, km) discussed in the lesson. Teacher will share that they will begin to
develop an understanding on the relationship between these measurements and
be able to convert them in the upcoming lesson.

Students will update math notebooks and listen while previewing upcoming
lesson.
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Objective: Students will demonstrate the relationship between the length units
of measurement in the metric system (mm, cm, m, km).

3

4

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will provide students
with the materials to build their own 1 meter ruler, ensuring that they line up the
numbers at every 10 and asking guiding questions to build conceptual
understanding. Teacher will ask students what they know about the relationship
between a millimeter, centimeter, meter, and kilometer. Teacher will share the
measurements and meaning of the roots. Teacher will jot down in math
notebook and students will copy.
10 mm = 1 cm
100 cm = 1 m
1000 m = 1 km
Teacher will share the Latin roots in these words (mil means 1000th, centi
means 100, kilo means 1000). Teacher will ask students if they know of other
words with these roots. In addition, before beginning the activity, teacher will
give students the abbreviations for millimeter (mm), centimeter (cm), meter (m),
and kilometer (km). (4.MP.4, 4.MP.5, 4.MP.6, 4.MP.8)

Students will build their own 1 meter rulers using mm and cm. Students will
discuss the importance of lining up measurements correctly. Students will share
prior knowledge of the relationship between units of measurement. Students will
copy conversions into math notebooks. (4.MP.4, 4.MP.5, 4.MP.6, 4.MP.8)

Guided Practice (15 minutes): To build fluency and understanding, students
will play Measurement Concentration. Each pair of students will receive a stack
of cards and lie them face down. Similar to the game Memory, students will flip
over two cards. If they are equivalent (for example, 100 cm = 1 m) students will
read the math sentence out loud and keep the cards. They are able to use their
notes in their notebooks to refer to during the first few rounds. Teacher will
circulate and support understanding for students who are not demonstrating
mastery.

Students will play card game to build fluency with a partner. Students will read
math sentences aloud.

Independent Practice (17 minutes): Teacher will direct students to complete
the independent practice worksheet, where students must calculate the
equivalent to each unit of measurement. While students complete the
independent practice, the teacher will work with the group of students who have
not demonstrated mastery and who require additional support with the objective.
Teacher will work with these students further in guided practice and release
students to independent practice as they demonstrate mastery of the objective.

Students will complete independent practice where they must calculate the
equivalent of each measurement.

Closure (3 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together. Teacher will
choose one problem from the worksheet to review whole class so that students
can check their work and explain their answers.
Objective: Students will convert units of measurement from larger to smaller
units and smaller to larger units.

Students will listen to the teacher review one problem from the worksheet.
Students will explain their answers as prompted.

Introduction to New Material (15 minutes): Teacher will begin by sharing a
personal story about converting from one unit of measurement to another.

Students will listen actively as teacher models unit conversions. Students will
copy definition into math notebooks as prompted by teacher.
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Teacher will define conversion and students will copy into math notebooks.
Teacher will share that today they will be working as detectives to crack an
important code and that they should listen actively as the teacher models how to
convert from one unit of measurement to another. Teacher will model converting
200 cm to 2 m. Additionally, the teacher will model converting from a larger
unit to a smaller unit such as 3 kilometers to 3000 meters, reminding students to
think about the meaning of the prefixes. After modeling a few examples, teacher
will guide students to begin cracking the code.

5

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to join small
groups and provide directions for the activity. In small groups, students will
move around the room looking for task cards with a unit of measurement. It is
their job to convert it to the required unit of measurement to unlock a letter of
the code. Students will continue to move around the room working to convert
the units of measurement and reveal the secret code. (4.MP.1, 4.MP.5, 4.MP.6)

Students will move around the room converting units to crack the secret code.
(4.MP.1, 4.MP.5, 4.MP.6)

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will direct students to complete
the independent practice worksheet, where students must convert each unit of
measurement. While students complete the independent practice, the teacher will
work with a group of students who have not demonstrated mastery and who
require additional support with the objective. Teacher will work with these
students further in guided practice and release students to independent practice
as they demonstrate mastery of the objective.

Students will complete independent practice where they must convert each given
unit.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together. Teacher will
direct students to their math notebooks to practice a few conversion challenge
problems discussed in the lesson. Teacher will share that they will begin to
develop their own conversion tables for measurements as they move from one
standard of measurement to another (for example, time, weight, etc.).
Objective: Students will generate a conversion table for units of measurement,
listing the numbers of the pairs.

Students will update math notebooks and listen while previewing upcoming
lesson.

Introduction to New Material (15 minutes): Each student will have a card face
down on their desk with a unit of measurement. To start the lesson, teacher will
prompt students to find their partner by finding the students with the card of an
equivalent measurement. Teacher will share that as a class they will work to
develop a conversion table for units of measurement. Teacher will model using
the chart to demonstrate pairs (1 mm, 10 cm; 2 mm, 20 cm, etc.).

Students will find their partner by converting units. Students will listen actively
as teacher models generating a conversion chart and gives directions.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will explain the activity directions.
Students will generate their conversion tables as a jigsaw activity. Each group of
students will be assigned a different unit of measurement to create a conversion
chart for. After crafting their conversion charts, students will form
heterogeneous groups to share their work. Students will share each portion of the

Students will form small groups and begin to develop a portion of the
conversion chart. Students will form new heterogeneous groups and share their
conversation in the jigsaw activity. Students will complete their charts in their
math notebooks. (4.MP.4, 4.MP.7)
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larger conversion chart to be developed by the class. Students will copy
additional conversions into their math notebooks. Teacher will circulate and
support small groups in generating conversions and listing pairs. (4.MP.4,
4.MP.7)
Independent Practice (16 minutes): Teacher will direct students to complete
the independent practice worksheet, where students must list the number of the
pairs for a specific conversion (i.e. 1 ft, 12 inches; 2 ft, 24 inches). While
students complete the independent practice, the teacher will work with the group
of students who have not demonstrated mastery and who require additional
support with the objective. Teacher will work with these students further in
guided practice and release students to independent practice as they demonstrate
mastery of the objective.

Students will complete independent practice where they must list the pairs for
various measurement units.

Closure (4 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together. Teacher will
direct students to their math notebooks to practice a few conversion challenge
problems referring to their conversion charts in their math notebooks.

Students will complete problems and update math notebooks.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

Students will complete the assessment questions to show their knowledge of
relative sizes of measurement units within one system of units and to express
units in larger and smaller units. Students will answer the questions below on
their summative assessment independently. The teacher will circulate during the
assessment but will not assist students with the content in any way.
1. To measure the length of your desk, you would use:
a. meters
b. inches
c. millimeters
2. How many millimeters are in one centimeter?
a. 1000
b. 10
c. 100
3. Which of the following is equal to two feet?
a. 70 centimeters
b. 24 inches
c. 200 millimeters
4. How many meter sticks would you have to lay down to make three
kilometers? Explain your answer. (2 points)

S.A.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
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by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
*Answers are indicated in red bold type throughout the assessment. Students must earn 4 out of 5 points (80%) to demonstrate mastery. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is
80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
1.

2.

3.

4.

To measure the length of your desk, you would use: (1 point)
a. meters
b. inches
c. millimeters
How many millimeters are in one centimeter? (1 point)
a. 1000
b. 10
c. 100
Which of the following is equal to two feet? (1 point)
a. 70 centimeters
b. 24 inches
c. 200 millimeters
How many meter sticks would you have to lay down to make three kilometers? Explain your answer. (2 points – 1 point for correct number of meter sticks, 1 point for
valid explanation of answer)
You would need 3000 meter sticks. I know this because 1 km is equivalent to 1000 meters.
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

4

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, these lessons follow the direct instruction model, including setting a purpose for
learning, introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure. Additionally, these lessons use
authentic approaches as they allow students to read natural text for authentic purposes, practice strategies in the context of
reading, and gradually gain ownership of the strategies and use them independently.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Content Area

Reading

Grade: 4
Strand: Reading Standards for Literature (RL)
Cluster: Craft and Structure
Standard: #6 - Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, including the difference
between first-and third-person narrations.
(M) 4.RL.6 Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are narrated, including the difference between
first-and third-person narrations.

Point of view guided notes and worksheet

Materials/Resources Needed
List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).

Venn Diagrams
1st/3rd person posters
1st/3rd person note cards
Books: Cinderella, Seriously, Cinderella is So Annoying, The Three Little Pigs, The True Story of the Three Little Pigs, The
Princess and the Pea, The Very Smart Pea and the Princess-To-Be, Hansel and Gretel, Trust Me, Hansel and Gretel are Sweet
Assessment copies
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to identify the differences between first-and
third-person points of view in texts.

1

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will ask students about
the last time they had a sleepover with friends or family. Teacher will ask
students to share about the sleepover from their perspective and capture details
on the board (popcorn, video games, staying up late, fun, laughing, chatting,
etc.) Then teacher will ask the students to contrast their experience with how a
parent might experience it (tired kids the next day, loud talking so it’s hard to
sleep, kids running around in the house and making a mess, etc.). Teacher will
note how the sleepover is different based on one’s point of view. Teacher will
guide students to the conclusion that among many of the choices authors make,
they also choose which point of view the story will be told from and that we will
explore stories narrated from different points of view and compare and contrast
the experiences of the characters. Teacher will tell students that today we will
focus on identifying the point of view that the stories are written from, both first
person and third person. Teacher will read aloud Cinderella and model
identifying the point of view from which the story is written, Teacher will read
aloud Seriously, Cinderella is So Annoying and model identifying a different
point of view. Teacher will ask students to copy examples onto Point of View
(POV) chart citing evidence.

Students will describe their experience at a sleepover. Students will share the
experiences of a parent during a sleepover. Students will compare and contrast
the experiences based on the point of view. Students will actively listen using
predetermined listening norms. Students will copy the teacher’s model onto their
own papers as prompted.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher and students will read a new section of
Cinderella stopping to think about and write down the point of view. Teacher
will prompt students to think-pair-share the point of view in appropriate places
before writing down ideas. Teacher and students will repeat this with the text
Seriously, Cinderella is So Annoying citing evidence to support their answers.
Teacher will gradually release more responsibility to students throughout the
guided practice, having students do more and more of the work.

Students will read a new section of Cinderella as prompted by the teacher,
stopping to think about and write down the point of view. Students will thinkpair-share the point of view as directed by the teacher. Students will repeat this
with the text Seriously, Cinderella is So Annoying.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will assign students sections of
Cinderella and Seriously, Cinderella is So Annoying. Using the information
provided in the selected pages, teacher will tell students to identify the point of
view and support their answers, recording them on their papers. Meanwhile, the
teacher pulls a small group of students who are unable to read the book at an

Students will read the assigned sections of Cinderella and Seriously, Cinderella
is So Annoying. Using the information provided in the selected pages, students
will identify the point of view and provide evidence from the text, recording the
evidence and point of view on their papers. A small group of students (who are
unable to read the text on an independent level) work with the teacher.
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independent level to provide further guided practice and support
with the text.

2

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will review the objective, prompting students to
think-pair-share the point of views they found in each text and the similarities
and differences in the stories. Teacher will circulate to hear student responses
and ask several students with exemplar responses to share.
Objective: Students will be able to compare the point of view from which
different stories are narrated, including differences between first-and thirdperson narrations.

Students will think-pair-share the points of view they found in each text. Several
students with exemplar responses will share with the class as prompted by the
teacher. Students not sharing will be actively listening to their peers.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will open with an
activity to review first and third person point of view. Teacher will read short
passages from different texts. If students believe that it is written in first person
point of view they will move toward the front of the classroom near a poster that
says First Person POV. If they believe that the passage is written in third person
point of view they will move to the back of the classroom toward the poster that
says Third Person POV. Teacher will read the passage, allow students to move,
and ask students to share their rationale, citing evidence from the passage (both
read and projected). Students will return to their seats and teacher will share the
objective. Teacher will note that today students will continue to identify points
of views in the stories and make comparisons between the stories. Teacher will
read aloud a passage from The True Story of the Three Little Pigs, identifying
the point of view from which the story is written. Teacher will then read aloud a
passage from The Three Little Pigs. The teacher will model completing a Venn
Diagram to draw comparisons between the stories. Teacher will ask students to
copy examples onto their Venn Diagrams to compare the points of view, finding
similarities.

Students will listen to the passages as read by the teacher, determine the point of
view, and walk to the corresponding corner of the classroom. Students will
discuss and share their choice and the evidence they hear/see to support it.
Students will actively listen using predetermined listening norms. Students will
copy the teacher’s model onto their own papers as prompted.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher and students will read new sections of
The Three Little Pigs and The True Story of the Three Little Pigs, stopping to
think about and write down the point of view and similarities between the
stories. Teacher will prompt students to think-pair-share the point of view in
appropriate places before writing down similarities onto Venn Diagrams.
Teacher will gradually release more responsibility to students throughout the
guided practice, having students do more and more of the work.

Students will read a new section of The Three Little Pigs and The True Story of
the Three Little Pigs as prompted by the teacher, stopping to think about and
write down the similarities between the two points of view. Students will thinkpair-share the points of view and similarities.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will assign students sections of
The Three Little Pigs and The True Story of the Three Little Pigs. Using the
information provided in the selected pages, teacher will tell students to identify
the point of view and compare the stories recording them on their papers
independently. Meanwhile, the teacher pulls a small group of students who are
unable to read the book at an independent level or lack evidence of mastery from
the previous lesson to provide further guided practice and support with the text.

Students will read the assigned sections of the two stories. Using the information
provided in the selected pages, students will identify the points of view and
similarities providing evidence from the text, recording them on their papers. A
small group of students (who are unable to read the text on an
independent level) work with the teacher.
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3

4

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will review the objective, prompting students to
think-pair-share the comparisons they found in each text and the similarities in
the stories. Teacher will circulate to hear student responses and ask several
students with exemplar responses to share.
Objective: Students will be able to contrast the point of view from which
different stories are narrated, including the difference between first-and thirdperson narrations.

Students will think-pair-share the comparisons and similarities they found in the
texts. Several students with exemplar responses will share with the class as
prompted by the teacher.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will share that today
students will continue to consider the relationship between the points of view
between the pigs and the wolf. Teacher will read aloud a passage from The True
Story of the Three Little Pigs, identifying the point of view from which the story
is written. Teacher will then read aloud a passage from The Three Little Pigs.
The teacher will model completing a Venn Diagram to find the differences
between the stories. Teacher will ask students to copy examples onto their Venn
Diagrams to compare the points of view, finding only differences.

Students will actively listen using predetermined listening norms. Students will
copy the teacher’s model onto their own papers as prompted.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher and students will read new sections of
The Three Little Pigs and The True Story of the Three Little Pigs, stopping to
think about and write down the point of view and contrasting the stories.
Teacher will prompt students to think-pair-share the point of view in appropriate
places before writing down differences onto Venn Diagrams. Teacher will
gradually release more responsibility to students throughout the guided practice,
having students do more and more of the work.

Students will read a new section of The Three Little Pigs and The True Story of
the Three Little Pigs as prompted by the teacher, stopping to think about and
write down the differences between the two points of view. Students will thinkpair-share the points of view and contrast the two texts.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will assign students sections of
The Three Little Pigs and The True Story of the Three Little Pigs. Using the
information provided in the selected pages, teacher will tell students to identify
the point of view and contrast the stories, recording differences in points of view
on their papers independently. Meanwhile, the teacher pulls a small group of
students who are unable to read the book at an independent level or lack
evidence of mastery from the previous lesson to provide further guided practice
and support with the text.

Students will read the assigned sections of the two stories. Using the information
provided in the selected pages, students will identify the points of view and
differences, providing evidence from the text and recording them on their
papers. A small group of students (who are unable to read the text on an
independent level) work with the teacher.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will review the objective, prompting students to
think-pair-share the differences they found between the two points of view from
which the two stories are narrated. Teacher will circulate to hear student
responses and ask several students with exemplar responses to share.
Objective: Students will be able to compare and contrast the point of view from
which different stories are narrated, including the difference between first-and
third-person narrations.

Students will think-pair-share the differences they found between the two points
of view from which the two stories are narrated. Several students with exemplar
responses will share with the class as prompted by the teacher.
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Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will note that today
students will continue to compare and contrast the points of view between
stories with new stories. Teacher will read aloud The Princess and the Pea,
identifying the point of view from which the story is written. Teacher will then
read aloud a passage from The Very Smart Pea and the Princess-To-Be. The
teacher will model completing a Venn Diagram to compare and contrast the
points of view of the two stories. Teacher will ask students to copy examples
onto their Venn Diagrams to compare and contrast the points of view.

Students will actively listen using predetermined listening norms. Students will
copy the teacher’s model onto their own papers as prompted.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher and students will read new sections of
The Princess and the Pea and The Very Smart Pea and the Princess-To-Be,
stopping to think about and write down the point of view and comparing and
contrasting the stories. Teacher will prompt students to think-pair-share the
points of view in appropriate places before writing down similarities and
differences onto Venn Diagrams. Teacher will gradually release more
responsibility to students throughout the guided practice, having students do
more and more of the work.

Students will read a new section of The Princess and the Pea and The Very
Smart Pea and the Princess-To-Be as prompted by the teacher, stopping to think
about and write down the similarities and differences between the two points of
view. Students will think-pair-share the points of view and compare and contrast
the two texts, recording ideas in their Venn Diagrams.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will assign students sections of
The Princess and the Pea and The Very Smart Pea and the Princess-To-Be.
Using the information provided in the selected pages, teacher will tell students to
identify the points of view and compare and contrast the points of view in the
stories, recording ideas on their papers. Meanwhile, the teacher pulls a small
group of students who are unable to read the book at an independent level to
provide further guided practice and support with the text.

Students will read the assigned sections of the two stories. Using the information
provided in the selected pages, students will identify the points of view and
similarities and differences between the points of view, providing evidence from
the text and recording ideas on their papers. A small group of students (who are
unable to read the text on an independent level) work with the teacher.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will review the objective, prompting students to
think-pair-share the point of views they found in each text and the similarities
and differences in point of view in the stories. Teacher will circulate to hear
student responses and ask several students with exemplar responses to share.
Objective: Students will be able to compare and contrast the point of view from
which different stories are narrated, including the difference between first-and
third-person narrations.

Students will think-pair-share the points of view they found in each text and the
similarities and differences in point of view in the stories. Several students with
exemplar responses will share with the class as prompted by the teacher.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will give students two
cards, one that says 1st person and another that says 3rd person. Teacher will
review by reading passages from throughout the week and asking students to
hold up the card they believe identifies the point of view. Teacher will ask
students to share with partners and whole group to share their rationale. Teacher
will share that today they will complete their final Venn Diagram comparing and
contrasting the points of views of two fairytales, Hansel and Gretel and Trust
Me, Hansel and Gretel are Sweet. Teacher will begin by reading the stories
aloud.

Students will listen to the short examples read by the teacher, listening for clue
words. Students will hold up card that they believe states the point of view from
which the passage is written. Students will think-pair-share their reasoning citing
evidence from the passage. Students will actively listen using predetermined
listening norms.
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Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher and students will read a new section of
Hansel and Gretel stopping to think about and write down the point of view.
Teacher will prompt students to think-pair-share the points of view and
similarities and differences between the two points of view before writing down
ideas. Teacher and students will repeat this with the text Trust Me, Hansel and
Gretel are Sweet. Teacher will gradually release more responsibility to students
throughout the guided practice, having students do more and more of the work.

Students will read a new section of Hansel and Gretel and Trust Me, Hansel and
Gretel are Sweet are as prompted by the teacher, stopping to think about and
write down the similarities and differences between the two points of view.
Students will think-pair-share the points of view and compare and contrast the
points of view in the two texts, recording ideas in their Venn Diagrams. Students
will repeat this with the next set of passages.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will assign students sections of
Hansel and Gretel and Trust Me, Hansel and Gretel are Sweet. Using the
information provided in the selected pages, teacher will tell students to identify
the point of view and compare and contrast the points of view recording them on
their papers. Meanwhile, the teacher pulls a small group of students who are
unable to read the book at an independent level to provide further guided
practice and support with the text.

Students will read the assigned sections of the two stories. Using the information
provided in the selected pages, students will identify the points of view and
compare and contrast the points of view recording them on their papers. A small
group of students (who are unable to read the text on an independent level) work
with the teacher.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will review the objective, prompting students to
think-pair-share the point of views they found in each text and the similarities
and differences in point of view in the stories. Teacher will circulate to hear
student responses and ask several students with exemplar responses to share.

Students will think-pair-share the points of view they found in each text and the
similarities and differences in point of view in the stories. Several students with
exemplar responses will share with the class as prompted by the teacher.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

Students will use the stories Jack and the Beanstalk and Trust me, Jack’s
Beanstalk Stinks! to complete the assessment. Students will answer the
questions below on their summative assessment independently. The teacher will
circulate during the assessment but will not assist students with the content in
any way.
1.
2.
3.
4.

From what point of view is the story, Jack and the Beanstalk, written?
a. First person
b. Third person
Cite evidence from the text to support your answer.
Identify one similarity between the two points of views from the two
stories? Cite specific evidence from the text.
Identify one difference between the two points of views from the two
stories? Cite specific evidence from the text.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
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*All of the questions are open-ended but should include responses similar to the exemplar responses listed in red bold type within the assessment below. As long as the response
provides similar answers and reasoning, it will be considered correct even if the sentences are not exactly like the ones written below. There are a total of 9 points that can be
earned on the summative assessment and all assessment items will together determine a student’s proficiency with the given standard. Students must earn at least 8 out of 9 points
(88%) to demonstrate mastery. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Summative Assessment and Answer Key:
Directions: Use “Jack and the Beanstalk” and “Trust me, Jack’s Beanstalk Stinks!” to complete the assessment. For questions #2-#4, please write your responses in complete
sentences.
1.

From what point of view is the story, Jack and the Beanstalk, written? (1 point)
a. First person
b. Third person

2.

Cite evidence from the text to support your answer. (2 points)
Trust me, Jack’s Beanstalk Stinks is written in first person point of view. I know this because the story starts with the Giant saying that this story is about his
experience and the clue words like “I” and “me.”

3.

Identify one similarity between the two points of views from the two stories? Cite specific evidence from the text. (3 points) From both points of view, the Beanstalk is
very tall and scary to climb.

4.

Identify one difference between the two points of views from the two stories? Cite specific evidence from the text. (3 points) From the narrator’s point of view, Jack
was sacred that the big, mean Giant was going to eat him. From the Giant’s point of view, Fee Fi Fo Fum translates to “Go home, I am not going to eat you.”
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

4

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, these lessons follow the direct instruction model, including setting a purpose for
learning, introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure. Additionally, these lessons use
authentic approaches as they allow students to apply scientific concepts to real life in authentic ways by creating circuits,
coming up with hypotheses, and building on prior knowledge.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed
List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).

Rev. 08/08/16

Content Area

Science

Physical Sciences: Students develop an understanding of how Earth’s resources can be transformed into different forms of
energy. Students develop a better understanding of electricity and magnetism.
(M) 4.P4U1.2 Develop and use a model that explains how energy is moved from place to place through electric currents.

Short video containing a general overview of electricity (Suggestions include Bill Nye the Science Guy: Electricity or
Scholastic’s The Magic School Bus Gets Charged), chart paper, student science journals, a rubber balloon, a piece of wool cloth,
shoebox or other suitable cardboard container, one fresh D-cell battery, 3 to 5 feet of insulated wire, flashlight lightbulb, tape,
simple circuits from previous lesson, 2 nails, various objects to test for conductivity (paper clip, Styrofoam, water, etc.),
electrical tape, simple circuit from previous lesson, various objects to test for conductivity, one paper clip per group, two brads
per group, assessment copies
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will build a working knowledge of electricity and recognize
its importance to everyday life.

1

2

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will ask students where
they see examples of electricity in their everyday lives. Teacher will introduce
the electricity unit to the students by showing a short video containing general
information about electrical concepts. Teacher and students will discuss video to
allow students to begin formulating ideas about what electricity actually is.

Students will share where they observe electricity in their everyday lives.
Students will view the video and discuss what electricity is.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Following the discussion, teacher will ask
students, “What is electricity?” Students will form small groups and record their
ideas on the chart paper and post it in the classroom. These charts will be refined
at the end of each electricity lesson. Students will add new ideas to the chart and
remove those that they no longer consider accurate. This allows the students to
formulate an accurate definition of electricity as they continue to experiment
with it throughout the unit.

Students will form small groups and record their ideas on chart paper.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Students will be given their own science
journals for the unit. They will do a short gallery walk and jot down the different
examples and working definitions into their own science notebooks for future
editing and reference.

Students will do a gallery walk of the posters and jot down different examples
and working definitions into their science journals.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to record two to three
questions and answers about electricity in their journals. Teacher will observe
for student understanding by walking around and observing journal entries. For
homework, students will brainstorm five ways to use electricity safely.
Objective: Students will be able to identify static electricity and its uses.
Students will use various experiments to demonstrate the force exerted by static
electricity and that like charges repel each other.

Students will record two or three questions and answers about electricity. For
homework, students will brainstorm five ways to use electricity safely.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will begin the lesson by
reviewing the previous day’s material. Teacher will share that today we will
begin to learn about a particular type of electricity. Teacher will begin by
demonstrating a group experiment for the class. Teacher will ask for a volunteer
to be part of the experiment. During the demonstration, students will jot down

Students will listen actively as teacher reviews definitions from previous lesson.
Students will listen actively and take observation notes as teacher demonstrates
static electricity experiment.
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their questions and curiosities in their science journals. Teacher will blow up and
tie a rubber balloon. Teacher will rub wool against the balloon very quickly.
Teacher will bring the balloon near, but not touching the student’s hair. Students
will observe and record what happens.

3

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Students will think-pair-share what happened
and why, leading them to an accurate definition of static electricity. Teacher will
ask students to share whole group. Teacher and students will review new
vocabulary in their science journals as a class. Teacher will assign each group a
static electricity experiment. Groups will complete experiment using the
scientific method. Students will present their experiment to the class. After each
presentation, teacher will discuss the results with the class. Teacher will lead
students to understand what caused these results (opposite charges attract, like
charges repel).

Students will discuss what they observed in partners and share whole group with
the class. Students will review new vocabulary for the lesson in their science
notebooks. Students will complete different static electricity experiments using
the scientific method. Groups will share a short presentation of their experiment
with the class. Students will record learnings and observations in their science
journals.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Students record new definitions and two
new questions about electricity in their journals. Students will respond to the
following: How do we use static electricity in our daily lives?

Students will record findings and definitions in their science journals and write
questions and curiosities. Students will respond to the science prompt in their
journals.

Closure (5 minutes): For closure, teacher will allow time for students to add
statements to or remove statements from their “What is Electricity?” chart.
Students must justify the addition or removal of an item with an explanation.
Objective: Students will identify the three main parts of a circuit. Students will
create a circuit.

Students will revisit their earlier definitions and add or edit their learnings about
electricity with the new knowledge acquired for this lesson.

Introduction to New Material (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to
join hands and form a circle. Teacher will squeeze hand of person to right. That
student then proceeds to squeeze the hand to their right. Each student in turn
passes the squeeze, or impulse, around the circle until it returns to teacher. The
impulse is then sent in the opposite direction. Teacher asks students leading
questions that allow them to form a working definition as to what a circuit might
be. Teacher explains that they will build circuits in small groups and create a
shared definition.

Students form a circle and participate in the squeeze activity to simulate a
circuit.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher and students will review new
vocabulary in their science journals as a class. Teacher will prompt students to
form small groups of four and teacher will pass out prepared materials. Teacher
will model and take students through how to build a circuit using the directions
and diagram.

Students will review new vocabulary for the lesson in their science journals.
Students form small groups and collect experiment materials. Students observe
actively as teacher models experiment and record observations.

Building a Simple Circuit: 1. Tape the D-cell battery on to the inverted lid of the
shoebox. 2. Strip 1/2 to 1 inch of insulation off of both ends of a 6 to 8-inch
section of wire with scissors. 3. Tape one end of the wire to one end of the
battery. 4. Strip 1/2 to 1 inch of insulation off a 1 foot section of wire. 5. Tape
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one end of the wire to remaining end of battery. 6. Hold end of one wire to the
metal end of the lightbulb and the other wire to the part of the bulb that sticks
out. When bulb lights, a closed circuit has been formed.

4

Independent Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to build
sample circuits. Teacher will prompt students to observe what happens and
record in their science journals. Teacher will prompt students to record new
definitions and write two new questions about electricity in their journals.

Students work together to follow directions and diagrams in science journals to
build their own circuits and record findings. Students generate two questions in
their journals.

Closure (5 minutes): For closure, teacher will allow time for students to add
statements to or remove statements from their “What is Electricity?” chart.
Students must justify the addition or removal of an item with an explanation.
Objective: Students will explain the difference between an open and closed
circuit. Students will create various open and closed circuits. Students will
explain the difference between conductors and insulators and complete an
experiment.

Students will revisit their earlier definitions and add or edit their learnings about
electricity with the new knowledge acquired for this lesson.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher prompts students to join
hands in circle. Teacher squeezes hand of student to right. That student then
proceeds to squeeze the hand to their right. Each student, in turn, passes the
squeeze or impulse around the circle so that it returns to the teacher. The
impulse is then sent in the opposite direction. Teacher informs the class that this
is a closed circuit and then asks if anyone has any ideas as to what an open
circuit could be. Students turn to partners and discuss. Students join hands again.
This time, however, two students are NOT to hold hands. The class will notice
that the impulse stops at the break, an open circuit. Students are then asked
questions in order to form working definitions of open and closed circuits.
Teacher shares that today’s lesson will discuss the difference between
conductors and insulators, using their circuits to test the materials. Students
collect their circuits from previous lesson. Teacher shares the definitions for
conductor and insulators and shares that they will be testing different objects
using their circuits.

Students form a circle and participate in the squeeze activity to simulate a
circuit. Students share ideas of what an open circuit could be. Students discuss
full group and copy their ideas for definitions into their science journals.
Students actively listen to teacher’s explanation of insulators and conductors and
jot down information in their science journals.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Students complete the conductor/insulator
experiment. Students touch the probes (nails) by placing the nails at opposing
ends of objects to see if they conduct electricity or if they are insulators. Teacher
provides each group with a variety of objects to test. Groups should use the
scientific method in performing this experiment. Hypotheses should be made as
to which item will conduct electricity and which will not. Students tape their
objects to a class size T-chart divided into columns for insulators and
conductors. Teacher leads a class-wide discussion of results and the importance
of insulators and conductors.

Students follow directions in journals to test new materials with their circuits.
Students use scientific method to record findings and hypothesis. Students tape
objects to large t-chart and engage in discussion of the results.
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Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher prompts students to record new
definitions and two new questions about electricity in their journals. Teacher
also has them respond to the following: How do we use insulators and
conductors in our daily lives? Teacher will prompt students to share some
responses.

Students record new definitions and questions in their journals. Students respond
to the science prompt and share their answers. Students not sharing will actively
listen.

Closure (5 minutes): For closure, teacher will allow time for students to add
statements to or remove statements from their “What is Electricity?” chart.
Students must justify the addition or removal of an item with an explanation.
Objective: Students will identify the purpose of a switch as part of a circuit.
Students will create a switch.

Students will revisit their earlier definitions and add or edit their learnings about
electricity with the new knowledge acquired for this lesson.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will review material
from previous lesson. Teacher will question students so as to lead them to the
realization that their simple circuits could benefit from the addition of a switch.
(Do you turn on your lights, radio, etc. at home by touching two probes
together?) Discussion should focus in on the importance of using a switch to
control the flow of electricity.

Students listen actively as teacher reviews material and vocabulary. Students
respond to questioning to determine that their circuits need a switch.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will lead students to brainstorm ideas
for the addition of a switch to the students’ simple circuits. Teacher will prompt
students to work in groups to add a switch to their circuits, following the
directions in their science journals.

Students brainstorm ideas in their journals and in discussion to add a switch.
Students work in groups to add switches to their circuits.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher prompts students to record new
definitions and two new questions about electricity in their journal.

Students record new learnings and definitions in science journals. Students
generate and record new questions and curiosities.

Closure (5 minutes): In closure, teacher will allow time for students to add
statements to or remove statements from their “What is Electricity?” chart.
Students must justify the addition or removal of an item with an explanation.

Students will revisit their earlier definitions and add or edit their learnings about
electricity with the new knowledge acquired for this lesson.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.
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Students will complete the assessment questions listed under the summative
assessment items and scoring below to show they can develop and use a model
that explains how energy is moved from place to place through electric currents.
On the assessment, students will demonstrate that they understand how to create
an open circuit, understand what materials are insulators, and understand how
different charges attract and repel one another.
Students will answer the questions on their summative assessment
independently. The teacher will circulate during the assessment but will not
assist students with the content in any way.
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Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
*Correct answers are provided in red bolded type and point values are indicated in bolded type throughout the assessment. There are a total of 12 points that can be
earned on the summative assessment and all assessment items will together determine a student’s proficiency with the given standard. Students must earn at least
10 out of 12 points (83%) to demonstrate mastery. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn
exactly 80%.)
Summative Assessment Items and Answer Key:
1. Draw a model of an open circuit. Include a light bulb, battery and switch. (3 points – 1 point for light bulb in correct location, 1 point for battery in
correct location, 1 point for switch in correct location)
Sample answer:
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2. Circle the materials below that are considered insulators? (4 points – 1 point for each correct item that is circled; Correct items are indicated in red
bold type below)

(Basketball, rubber duck, tire, glass)
3. Complete the following statement.
Opposite charges ___(attract)____ while like charges ___(repel)_____. (2 points – 1 point for attract in the first blank, 1 point for repel in the
second blank)
4. Using arrows, draw the direction of the static electricity between the charges. (3 points – 1 point for each set of two arrows indicating the correct
directions; Both arrows must be correct in a set in order for students to earn a point)

-

+

+

-

-

+

-

+

+

-

-

+
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

4

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, CASA Academy’s writing block is based off of Lucy Calkin’s Writing Workshop
model. Within Writing Workshop, teachers will target daily instruction based on student needs as demonstrated by data. Each
lesson will have an authentic purpose connected to the real world and will follow the direct instruction model (introduction to
new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure). During independent practice, the teacher will differentiate for
individual students by providing additional coaching and support as necessary. These components can be found throughout the
curriculum sample.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed

Content Area

Writing

Grade: 4
Strand: Writing Standards (W)
Cluster: Text Types and Purposes
Standard: #1 - Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
a. Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an organizational structure in which related ideas are grouped to
support the writer’s purpose.
b. Provide reasons that are supported by facts and details.
c. Link opinion and reasons using words and phrases (e.g., for instance, in order to, in addition).
d. Provide a concluding statement or section related to the opinion presented.
(M) 4.W.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
(M) a. Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an organizational structure in which related ideas are
grouped to support the writer’s purpose.
(M) b. Provide reasons that are supported by facts and details.
(M) c. Link opinion and reasons using words and phrases (e.g., for instance, in order to, in addition).
(M) d. Provide a concluding statement or section related to the opinion presented.
Student copies of writing rubric, teacher’s exemplar essay, list of transition words, graphic organizers, writing workshop
notebooks, assessment copies

List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to choose a topic for writing and
write a topic sentence that expresses an opinion that supports their point of view
about the topic.

1

2

Intro to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will set an authentic purpose for
learning by engaging students in a conversation about why being able to express
an opinion and support it with relevant information is important (versus just
sharing how they feel about a topic). Teacher will read an example of an opinion
piece of writing supported by facts and details to show students what they will
be able to write by the end of this unit. Teacher will build upon students’ prior
knowledge of the five components of a letter and elements of persuasion to
model choosing a topic. Teacher will model brainstorming issues and events and
selecting one issue or event. Teacher will then model creating a topic sentence
that expresses an opinion about the chosen issue or event that supports his/her
point of view.

Students will discuss why being able to persuade is important. Students
will track the teacher and listen actively. Students will copy the teacher’s
brainstorm and topic sentence as directed by the teacher.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher and students will brainstorm issues
using think-pair-share, select a topic together, and write a topic sentence on their
whiteboards. Teacher will check all whiteboards to ensure that students have
written an appropriate topic sentence and provide feedback. Students with
exceptional sentences will share with the class.

Students, with guidance from the teacher, will brainstorm issues using thinkpair-share, select a topic together, and write a topic sentence on their
whiteboards. Students will make revisions as prompted from teacher feedback.
Students with exceptional sentences will share with the class.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will monitor and provide
differentiated support as needed while students brainstorm their own topics and
express their opinions about those topics in topic sentences.

Students will brainstorm issues or events that they care about, circle one
issue or event that will be the topic of their writing, and write a complete
sentence expressing their opinion about the topic.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will review the rubric that students will be graded
on for their final written work and end by having students reexamine the purpose
of opinion writing by sharing with a partner.
Objective: Students will be able to create an organizational structure
for their writing and write reasons supported by facts and details to support their
opinion.

Students will follow along as the teacher reviews the rubric. Then, students will
share with a partner how they can use persuasive writing in their lives.

Intro to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will set a purpose for the lesson
by reminding students why opinion writing and persuasion is important. Teacher
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will then show students a graphic organizer that will assist them as they plan
their writing piece. Teacher will model writing four reasons supported by facts
and details that support his/her opinion in complete sentences. All of these ideas
will be put into the graphic organizer.

Students will track the teacher and listen actively. Students will fill in
information on their graphic organizers as prompted by the teacher while the
teacher models.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will provide a different topic for guided
practice. Teacher and students together will discuss their feelings about that
topic and write reasons that explain and support their opinions supported by
facts and details.

Students will discuss their opinions about the given topic as prompted by
the teacher. Students will write reasons and information that explain and support
their opinions supported by facts and details.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will monitor and assist students as
they create four reasons supported by facts and details that support their opinion
about their chosen topic for their independent piece of writing.

Using their topic sentence from day one, students will create an organizational
structure and write at least four reasons supported by facts and details that
support their opinion.

Closure (10 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to share some of the
reasons or facts that support their opinions with the class during Author’s Chair.
Teacher and students will offer feedback on the given reasons. Teacher will
prompt students to think-pair-share about why it is important to provide strong
reasons supported by facts and details to support their opinions. Using the
provided rubric, the teacher will prompt students to grade their writing based on
the reasons they have provided to support their opinion.
Objective: Students will be able to write a draft, adding linking words and
phrases to their writing to connect their opinions and reasons.

Students will share their reasons with the class as prompted by the teacher
during Author’s Chair. Students will provide feedback to other students
regarding the shared reasons. Students will think-pair-share about why it is
important to provide strong reasons supported by facts and details to support
their opinions. Using the provided rubric, students will grade their own writing
based on the reasons they have provided that support their opinion.

Intro to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will remind students that drafting
is the next step in getting their ideas down on paper. They don’t need to worry
about spelling and conventions at this stage. Teacher will model using the
graphic organizer to help write a draft. The teacher does not copy directly from
the organizer, but instead rephrases and adds new ideas. Teacher will refer
frequently to a list of effective linking words and phrases (for instance, in order
to, in addition, etc.) and use these words to connect written ideas.

Students will track the teacher and copy the teacher’s draft as prompted by the
teacher. Students will refer to the list of linking words and phrases.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will provide a completed graphic
organizer. Using this organizer, teacher and students will write a draft,
rephrasing information from the organizer and adding new information when
necessary. Teacher and students will focus on using linking words and phrases
to connect the reasons and facts provided on the organizer.

Students will write a draft, as guided by the teacher, rephrasing information from
the provided graphic organizer and adding new information when necessary.
Students will focus on using linking words and phrases to connect reasons
provided on the organizer.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will direct students to complete
their rough drafts on their independent writing pieces, adding linking words and
phrases. While students work independently, teacher will conference with
individual students, providing assistance to students who require support.

Students will use their completed graphic organizers from yesterday’s lesson to
write a rough draft. Students will utilize linking words and phrases to connect
the reasons in their drafts.
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S.A.

Closure (10 minutes): Teacher will prompt selected students (who have written
exemplar drafts demonstrating proper use of linking words and phrases) to share
their drafts with the class during Author’s Chair. Teacher will point out strong
examples within the drafts shared. Teacher will prompt students to use the rubric
to grade their own rough drafts based on the linking words and phrases they
have used.
Objective: Students will be able to write a concluding statement that connects
back to their opinion.

Students selected by the teacher (who have written exemplar drafts
demonstrating proper use of linking words and phrases) will read their drafts to
the class during Author’s Chair. Students will listen actively as other students
read their drafts and as the teacher points out strong examples within the drafts.
Students will grade their drafts based on the linking words and phrases they have
used using the provided rubric.

Intro to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will tell students that today they
will finish their drafts by writing a concluding section. Teacher will facilitate a
conversation about why having a strong conclusion in a piece of writing is
important. Teacher will model writing a concluding section by thinking aloud,
making sure to connect the conclusion back to the opinion stated.

Students will discuss why it is important to provide a strong conclusion in their
writing. Students will listen actively as the teacher models how to write a
concluding section.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Using the draft the class wrote together
yesterday, teacher and students will work together to form a concluding section.
Teacher will instruct students to work with their partners to write a strong
concluding section on their whiteboards. Teacher will walk around to monitor
and assist students as necessary. Teacher will prompt students with strong
concluding sections to share their work with the class.

Using the draft the class wrote together yesterday, students will work with their
partners to write a strong concluding section on their whiteboards. Students will
share their work as prompted by the teacher.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to write
strong concluding sections for their independent writing drafts from yesterday.
Teacher will conference with individual students, providing assistance to
students who require support.

Using their rough drafts from yesterday, students will write strong concluding
sections for their drafts. Students will conference individually with the teacher.

Closure (10 minutes): Teacher will prompt students who have exemplar
conclusions to share their conclusions with the class by reading them aloud
during Author’s Chair. Teacher will prompt students to use the rubric to grade
their own rough drafts based on the conclusions they have written.

Students selected by the teacher (who have written exemplar conclusions) will
read their conclusions to the class during Author’s Chair. Students will listen
actively as other students read their conclusions. Students will grade their own
conclusions using the provided rubric.
Students will complete the assessment items listed below independently. The
teacher will circulate during the assessment but will not assist students with the
content in any way.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.
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1. Write a topic sentence answering the question “Should CASA Academy have
a dress code?”
2. Write a supporting detail that supports the topic sentence below:
“Students should have the chance to have a morning snack every day.”
3. Write a letter to your teacher answering the question, “Should students have
homework every night?”
Be sure to include the following components:
• Write a clear topic sentence that expresses your opinion.
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Create an organizational structure in which related ideas are
grouped together.
• Include at least four (4) reasons supported by facts and details that
directly support your opinion.
• Include linking words and phrases to connect your opinions and
reasons.
• Provide a strong concluding statement related to your opinion.
Before submitting your writing, remember to use the rubric to check your work.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
Summative Assessment Answer Key and Scoring Rubric:
*The three assessment items included will together provide a cumulative score to show whether students demonstrated mastery of the given standard. Points are awarded as
indicated in the answer key and rubric below for a total of 12 points possible. Students must earn at least 10 out of 12 points (83%) to demonstrate mastery of this standard. (The
bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
1. Write a topic sentence answering the question “Should CASA Academy have a dress code?” The topic sentence provided must be a complete
sentence that provides an opinion relating to the question. An example of an acceptable response is “I believe that we should get rid of the dress code at CASA
Academy.” (1 point)
2. Write a supporting detail that supports the topic sentence below:
“Students should have the chance to have a morning snack every day.” The detail students write must support the topic sentence provided
using valid reasoning. An example of an acceptable response would be “Students should have a snack in the mornings in order to have the nutrition they need to grow
and learn.” (1 point)
3. Write a letter to your teacher answering the question, “Should students have homework every night?” Be sure to include the following components:
• Write a clear topic sentence that expresses your opinion.
• Create an organizational structure in which related ideas are grouped together.
• Include at least four (4) reasons supported by facts and details that directly support your opinion.
• Include linking words and phrases to connect your opinions and reasons.
• Provide a strong concluding statement related to your opinion.
Before submitting your writing, remember to use the rubric to check your work.
The rubric below will be used to score #3. (10 points)
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Opinion Writing Scoring Rubric

Topic
Sentence that
States Opinion

0 points
My writing does not have a
topic sentence that states
my opinion.

1 point
My writing has a topic
sentence, but it does not
clearly state my opinion.

2 points
My writing has a topic
sentence that clearly states
my opinion.

Creating an
Organizational
Structure

My writing does not
include an organizational
structure.

My writing has an
organizational
structure, but it is confusing
to follow.

My writing has an
organizational
structure that will make
sense to my reader because
it includes
related ideas that are
grouped to support my
opinion.

My writing does not
include any reasons
supported by facts and
details that
support my opinion.

My writing includes 1-3
reasons that are supported
by facts and details and/or
may support my opinion.

My writing includes 4
reasons that are supported
by facts and details and
support my opinion.

Linking
Words and
Phrases

I did not include any
linking words and phrases
in my writing.

I included 1-2 linking words
and phrases in my writing
that connect my opinion and
reasons, but my writing
would benefit from more.

I included 3 or more linking
words and phrases to
connect my opinion and
reasons.

Concluding
Sentence

I did not write a
concluding sentence.

I attempted to write a
concluding sentence, but the
conclusion did not restate
my opinion.

I wrote a strong concluding
sentence that restated my
opinion.

Reasons and
Supporting
Facts and
Details

Score __________________/10
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before
submission.

Grade Level
Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

5

Alignment to Program of Instruction

These math lessons will serve as the “Math Content Lesson” as described in the Program of Instruction. A large focus for math
content lessons is developing conceptual understanding, which is accomplished in these lessons through creating visual models
and story contexts for various fraction multiplication problems. These lessons follow the direct instruction model, including
setting a purpose for learning, introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure. Additionally,
these lessons use authentic approaches because of the real-world contexts of the problems for which students are writing story
contexts and solving.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed

Content Area

Math

N/A

Grade: 5
Domain: Number and Operations-Fractions (NF)
Cluster: 5.NF.B Use previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions.
Standard: #4
(M) 5.NF.B.4: Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction by a whole number and a
fraction by a fraction.
(M) a. Interpret the product (a/b) x q as a parts of a partition of q into b equal parts. For example, use a visual fraction model to
show (2/3) x 4 = 8/3, and create a story context for this equation.
(M) b. Interpret the product of a fraction multiplied by a fraction (a/b) x (c/d). Use a visual fraction model and create a story
context for this equation. For example, use a visual fraction model to show (2/3) x (4/5) = 8/15, and create a story context for
this equation. In general, (a/b) x (c/d) = ac/bd.
c. Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the appropriate unit fraction side
lengths and show that the area is the same as would be found by multiplying the side lengths. Multiply fractional side lengths to
find areas of rectangles, and represent fraction products as rectangular areas.
Rulers, 10 inch strips of paper, blank paper for creating visual models and learning posters, individual whiteboards for students,
whiteboard markers, fraction cards, worksheets with prepared problems for the day’s lesson, assessment copies

List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to multiply a fraction by a whole number by
using multiplication strategies, creating a visual model, and creating a story
context for the equation.

1

Introduction to New Material (15) minutes: Teacher will introduce today’s
objective to students through an activity. Teacher will give students each a strip
of paper and a ruler. Teacher will ask students to measure their strip of paper (it
will be ten inches long). Teacher will write on the board that students need to
find out what 1/5 of 10 inches would be in inches. Teacher will tell students to
work with their shoulder partner to decide how they could figure this out, using
just their rulers and prior knowledge. Teacher will circulate as students are
brainstorming and working with their partners, offering probes and suggestions
to students who are struggling. (Students will most likely divide 10 by 5 and
figure out it is 2 inches). Teacher will continue to guide students along until each
student has determined that 1/5 of 10 inches is 2 inches.

When teacher instructs, students will hold their rulers up to the piece of paper to
determine its length. Students will then begin brainstorming with their partners
about how they could come up with a response to teacher’s question. Students
will use prior knowledge and observations from the ruler to deduce that 1/5 of
10 is 2 inches.

Once students are finished, teacher will call on a few student volunteers to share
how they came up with their answer (most will probably say they came up with
the answer visually using their rulers, or that they used division of 10 ÷ 5 to get
2 inches). Teacher will then explain that since we are taking a fraction of the
total length of the paper (10 inches), the answer could also be found using
multiplication. Teacher will instruct students to take out their math notebooks to
copy teacher’s model of this example under the document camera. Teacher will
document the steps for multiplying the example of the paper strip (1/5 x 10),
demonstrating for students how to create a fraction from 10 wholes by putting it
as a fraction over 1 and multiplying straight across. Teacher will also model how
to create a visual model to demonstrate finding 1/5 of 10, similar to the visual
representation they saw with their paper strips. Finally, teacher will model how
to create a story context for the problem 1/5 x 10. Teacher will model
metacognition so that students understand the thought process for how to create

Students will volunteer to share their thinking aloud to their classmates. Students
will take out math notebooks and copy teacher’s model of the objective.
Students will listen intently to teacher’s explanation and copy teacher’s model
into their notebooks. (5.MP.1, 5.MP.4)
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an accurate story context for a given multiplication expression involving
fractions. (5.MP.1, 5.MP.4)

2

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will write a new problem on the board:
¼ of 12. Teacher will guide students to first make a visual model, prompting
students to first create their visual model with questions like: How many wholes
are there? How many equal parts should each whole be divided into? Teacher
will then prompt students. When students are done solving, they will flip their
whiteboards over to indicate they are finished solving to the teacher. Once most
whiteboards are flipped over, teacher will have the students raise their
whiteboards in the air to check their work for understanding. Teacher will then
ask students to create a story context for the problem. Students should
brainstorm ideas with their shoulder partners, and work together to write down
their story context on the whiteboard. Teacher will circulate to guide students
and look for exemplar responses to have students share aloud. Teacher will
repeat this process for a few more problems. After a few more examples and
checks for understanding on whiteboards, teacher will transition class into
independent practice. (5.MP.1, 5.MP.4)

Students will follow along with teacher prompting and their fellow classmates to
create a visual model on their whiteboards. Students will solve the problem on
their whiteboards. Students will raise their whiteboards in the air for their
teacher to check their work. Students will work with their shoulder partners to
come up with a story context for the given problem. Students will share their
exemplar responses with the class. Students will continue solving problems on
their whiteboards and having their teacher check for understanding. (5.MP.1,
5.MP.4)

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will direct students to complete
the independent practice worksheet where students will need to multiply a
fraction by a whole number to get the product, create a visual model, and create
a story context for the given problem. While students complete the independent
practice, teacher will work with a small group of students who did not master the
content during the guided practice, as evidenced by their whiteboard checks for
understanding.

Students will complete their independent practice worksheet.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together. Teacher will
ask students to think-pair-share with their partners to answer the question: When
you multiply a whole number by a fraction, why is your product always smaller
than that whole number? Teacher will choose a few students with exemplar
responses to share with the class.
Objective: Students will multiply proper fractions using visual fraction models
and create story contexts for the problems.

Students will think-pair-share through the teacher’s posed question and raise
their hand to share their responses whole-group.

Introduction to New Material (15) minutes: As a 5-minute warm up, teacher
will have students draw three identical rectangular models. The students will
divide and shade the correct number of parts on the models to represent each
fraction: 2/3, ¾, 4/5. Teacher will discuss with students how the rectangular

Students will complete teacher’s warm up activity and draw the three fraction
models on their paper. Students will listen intently to teacher’s explanation and
set-up of the lesson.
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models they drew represent pictorial representations of fractions and allow us to
better visualize how much each fraction represents. This warm-up will prime
students for their lesson today. Teacher will write 2/3 of 1/2 on the board.
Teacher will remind students that they just learned that when they wanted to find
2/3 of a whole number, such as 5, they would multiply these two values. Finding
½ of 2/3 is the same as performing ½ x 2/3. This means that when they multiply
fractions, they are ultimately finding a fraction of a fraction, meaning their
product will be less than both of their factors.
Teacher will say that instead of focusing on the act of multiplication today, we
will be finding our product using visual models. Teacher will model this process
while students follow along, showing their work under the document camera at
each step. Teacher will pass out a sheet of paper to each student and have them
fold the paper in half. Teacher will instruct students to take out two different
colored pencils and, using one color, shade half of the paper. Teacher will then
instruct students to take the paper and fold it into three equal parts going the
other direction. Using the other color, students will shade two of the three equal
parts to represent 2/3. Teacher will then explain to students that where the two
colors overlap is the numerator (2 boxes should overlap) and the total number of
boxes on the paper is the denominator, or whole (6). Therefore, the answer is
2/6, which simplifies to 1/3. Teacher will pass out another sheet of printer paper
and model the same problem but begin with representing 2/3 on the piece of
paper first, having students follow along with their own papers. Once this is
finished, teacher will show students that both models resulted in the same
product. Thus, ½ x 2/3 = 2/3 x ½. It does not matter what order the fractions are
multiplied. Teacher will model writing a story context for this equation as well.

Students will follow teacher’s directions for how to fold their papers and shade
their equal parts to make their models correctly. Students will follow along with
the teacher, following their directions and copying the model to ensure their
work is accurate. Students will repeat this process with the teacher again, closely
following their directions to create their models. Students will observe the
teacher’s model of creating a story context for this problem.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will give students more pieces of paper
and write new multiplication problems on the board for students to create
models for. Teacher will prompt students through the first guided example,
asking them questions like: How many equal parts should we divide the paper
into in this direction? How many equal parts should we shade? How many equal
parts should we make going the opposite direction? Teacher will call on students
to answer questions for the first example. After the visual model is created,
teacher will ask students to write a story context for the problem. After this is
complete, teacher will write four practice problems on the board and students
will continue making fraction models but this time instead of using an entire
piece of paper for the model, teacher will help students draw equal boxes to use
as the model in their notebooks. Students can work collaboratively with their

Students will continue to follow teacher’s instructions, making their visual
models and raising their hand to answer teacher’s questions. Students will create
story contexts for the problems. Students will work collaboratively with their
partners to create their fraction models in their notebooks. Students will come to
the document camera to show their work and share their steps for how they
created their models. (5.MP.1, 5.MP.4, 5.MP.6)
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partners during this time and teacher will circulate and answer student questions.
If teacher sees any students who are struggling to make their models, teacher
will bring them to the back to work in a small group, providing more in-depth
probing and instruction. At the end of the guided practice, teacher will pick a
few exemplar models that students have made and have the students come up to
the document camera to show their work. Teacher will do a check for
understanding to see that students’ models match that of the exemplar response
by having students give thumbs up or thumbs down if their models match the
one on the board/screen. (5.MP.1, 5.MP.4, 5.MP.6)
Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will have students complete a
worksheet which requires students to make 4 more visual models representing
the product of two proper fractions and then create story contexts for those
problems. Teacher will circulate as students work and continue to pull any
students to the back who are in need of additional support.
Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together. Teacher will
ask students to think-pair-share with their partners to answer the question: When
you multiply a proper fraction by another proper fraction, why is your product
always smaller than both fractions? Teacher will choose a few students with
exemplar responses to share with the class.
Objective: Students will multiply proper fractions using multiplication strategies
including standard algorithm and butterfly method.

3

Students will complete their worksheets silently and independently.

Students will think-pair-share through teacher’s closing question. Students will
raise their hand to share their ideas with their classmates.

Introduction to New Material (10) minutes: Teacher will explain that today
we are going to continue multiplying proper fractions, but today we will be
focused on the steps of multiplication and utilizing two great strategies for how
to multiply proper fractions. Teacher will have students take out their math
notebooks to follow along with teacher’s model under the document camera. In
the notebook, teacher will model an example problem using both the standard
algorithm where students multiply the numerators and denominators straight
across and then simplify at the end using division (a strategy they have used
already when they multiplied fractions and whole numbers) and the butterfly
method where students draw “wings” around the numerator and denominator of
the opposite fractions, find the greatest common factor, and simplify the
fractions before solving. (5.MP.1, 5.MP.4)

Students will listen intently to teacher’s introduction of the lesson. Students will
take out their notebooks and follow along with the teacher’s model, watching
and listening to ensure they are copying the model correctly. (5.MP.1, 5.MP.4)

Guided Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will have students take out their
whiteboards and draw a line down the center. For each example problem the

Students will take out their whiteboards and draw a line down the middle. For
each problem, students will find the product of two fractions using both
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teacher gives on the whiteboard, students will find the product using standard
algorithm on the left side and butterfly method (if possible) on the right side. As
students are working on their whiteboards, teacher will circulate and help
students who seem to be struggling. Teacher will also pick students with
exemplar responses to go to the board and show their work. After enough
problems have been done and the majority of the class has mastered these two
strategies, teacher will transition to the next guided activity. (5.MP.1, 5.MP.4)

strategies that were taught during the model. Students will work alongside their
shoulder partners, comparing their work and steps with one another, guiding
each other if one needs help. (5.MP.1, 5.MP.4)

Teacher will have students pick a fraction card out of a bucket and then give
students instructions to find a new partner somewhere in the room. With their
partner, on a blank sheet of paper, the partners will work together to multiply the
two fractions together using both strategies and then create a visual model for
that problem. Once students are done, they will raise their hand for the teacher to
check their work. When their work demonstrates mastery, teacher will have
students begin their independent practice.

Students will pick a fraction card out of the bucket and upon teacher’s
instructions, find a partner to work with. The partners will treat each of their
fractions as a factor in a multiplication problem, and the students will work
collaboratively to show the product of these fractions using the standard
algorithm, butterfly method, and with a visual model.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will have students complete a
worksheet which requires students to multiply two proper fractions together,
using the two strategies that were taught during the lesson. Teacher will circulate
as students work and continue to pull any students to the back who are in need of
additional support.

Students will complete their worksheet silently and independently.

Closure (5 minutes): In their math notebooks, teacher will have students write a
written response to the following question: Which multiplication strategy from
today do you prefer and why? Answer in 2-3 beautiful, complete sentences. To
end, teacher will have students share their responses with their shoulder partners.
Objective: Students will be able to solve single/multi-step word problems
involving the multiplication of fractions.

Students will write their responses in their math notebooks. Students will then
think-pair-share their responses with their shoulder partners.

Introduction to New Material (10) minutes: Teacher will say that today we
are going to use the skills we have learned over the past few days to solve word
problems involving the multiplication of fractions. Teacher will explain that
some of these word problems will only require one step to solve, while others
might need two or three. Teacher will tell students that many of these problems
show us real-world scenarios where we might have to use fractions in order to
get important information. In order to find the answers to these problems,
teacher will explain that we will follow a set of procedures to help us be
successful. Whenever we read a word problem, we will:
1) Read the problem at least twice.

Students will follow along intently with teacher’s model and introduction to the
lesson. Students will mimic the steps teacher writes on the whiteboard on their
own boards.
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2) Look for important language, in this case: “fraction of”
3) Label each step along the way
4) Write our answer in a complete sentence.
Teacher will display the model problem under the document camera and model
going through the procedures, modeling each step on the whiteboard as students
follow along on their own whiteboards.
Guided Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will continue to post one word problem
at a time under the document camera. For each problem, students will turn and
talk to their shoulder neighbors, completing the procedure for each problem until
they’ve gotten to an answer they are confident with, or have made enough
progress to show they are trying. Teacher will circulate as students work to offer
suggestions and ask probing questions to help them along. When teacher sees
that most students have gotten an answer, teacher will bring the class back
together and ask students questions like: What was your first step? What did you
do next? How did you know you needed to (add/subtract/multiply/divide)?
Teacher will repeat this process for the duration of the guided practice time.
(5.MP.1, 5.MP.4)

When teacher poses a new problem on the whiteboard, students will first turn to
their shoulder partners and complete the list of steps that teacher modeled in the
intro to the lesson. For every problem, the students will read the problem two
times, look for important language, label their steps, and write their answer in
complete sentences. When prompted, students will raise their hands to answer
teacher’s questions to explain their thoughts and thinking for how they solved
the problem. (5.MP.1, 5.MP.4)

Students will complete their worksheets silently and independently.
Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will have students complete a
worksheet which requires students to find the answers to multistep word
problems involving the multiplication of fractions. Teacher will circulate as
students work and pull any students to the back who are in need of additional
support.
Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring class back together and ask students to
think-pair-share through why it is important to follow the procedure learned in
class today. Teacher will circulate as students discuss and select a few students
to share their responses to the whole class.

S.A.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

Students will think-pair-share through the teacher’s closing question. Students
will raise their hands to share their ideas with their classmates.

Students will be assessed on their ability to multiply a fraction by a whole
number, multiply a fraction by another fraction, and solve word problems
involving the multiplication of fractions. Students will be asked to show visual
models, equations, and story contexts. Students will answer the questions below
on their summative assessment independently. The teacher will circulate during
the assessment but will not assist students with the content in any way.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
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Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing,
for each Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student
mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the
application of the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an
identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable scores.
*Answers are indicated in bold in throughout the assessment. Students must earn 8 out of 9 points (88%) to demonstrate mastery. (The bar of mastery at CASA
Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Summative Assessment and Answer Key:
For #1 and #2, create a visual model, find the product, and create a story context for the equation. (3 points per problem- 1 point for correct model, 1 point for
correct product, 1 point for accurate story context)
1. 9 x

!
"

Model:

Product:

Story Context:

Answers:

Exemplar response, answers will vary.
!

#

"

!

9x =

2.

"
%

of

!

#

"

"

x = =3

Jake had 9 brownies. He gave 1/3 of them to his brother. How many
brownies did Jake give to his brother?

&
"

Answers:

Model:

Product:
"
%

Story Context:

&

'

"

&(

x =

=

Exemplar response, answers will vary.

!
(

2/3 of a cake was left. Emily ate 3/8 of it.
What fraction of the cake did Emily eat?
!

&

3. Answer the following question using a visual model and multiplication strategy. A flower garden occupies of a piece of land. Of the garden, is used for
&
"
growing orchids. What fraction of the land is not used for growing orchids? (3 points- 1 point for a correct model, 1 point for correctly using a multiplication
strategy, and 1 point for an accurate answer).
!
&
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level
Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

5

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, these lessons follow the direct instruction model, including setting a purpose for
learning, introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure. Additionally, these lessons use
authentic approaches as they allow students to read natural text for authentic purposes, practice strategies in the context of
reading, and gradually gain ownership of the strategies and use them independently.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Content Area

Reading

N/A

Grade: 5
Strand: Reading Standards for Informational Texts
Cluster: Craft and Structure
Standard: #6- Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting important similarities and differences in the point of
view they represent.
(M) 5.RI.6: Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting important similarities and differences in the point of
view they represent.

Materials/Resources Needed

Sample T-charts, Venn diagrams, and paragraph frames (consumable copies for students and teacher), assessment copies

List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).

Student and teacher copies of the article sets:
1. “Myers Makes History” by James Hilliard and “Missy Myers’ Final Race” by Lisa Moran
2. “KPTN Weather Update” and “What Is an Ice Storm?”
3. “The Life of the Migrant Worker” by Jill Waters and “Berry Workers Walk Off the Job” by Shawn C. Ellison
Source for Articles: Learning Farm
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to analyze multiple accounts of the same topic
or event, noting important similarities and differences in the point of view they
represent.
Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will explain that today
they are going to discover how two different authors often write about the same
event or idea differently. When you read two different accounts or descriptions
of the same subject, you can learn different things. This helps you compare and
contrast the authors’ points, or their ideas and information. Teacher will have
students take out their notebooks to glue a set of guided notes into their
notebooks. The notes will have blanks in certain areas that teacher will fill in
under the document camera while students follow along in their notebooks.

1

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s introduction. Students will take out
their notebooks and glue sticks. Students will glue their guided notes into their
notebook on the appropriate pages. Students will then put glue sticks away and
copy the teacher’s model of filling in the notes appropriately.

Notes: Point of view (TWO MEANINGS):
1st meaning: How a person sees the world based on his/her life experiences. A
person’s attitudes or beliefs about something (T will give an example about two
students who have different feelings about the rain and why their experiences
have formed their POV).
2nd meaning: A narrator’s position to the story being told.
First person- The story is told directly by the person who experienced it. Passage
is written with words like “I,” “we,” and “us.”
Third Person- The story is told by someone who did not experience it
themselves. Passage is written with words like “he,” “she,” or “they.”
BOTH meanings are important to discover why authors have written their text
and what similarities and differences there are between them.
When comparing and contrasting two passages, look for:
-The most important point in each text
-The most important details in each text
-The ideas only found in one text and not in another
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-Whether a text has more facts and details or feelings and thoughts
-Whether a text uses the pronouns “I” or “we”

2

Guided Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will pass out Passage 1 to read about
Olympian Missy Myers. Teacher will first have the students partner read the
passage, directing them to take turns reading each paragraph. When the partners
have read it once to themselves, teacher will then read it aloud again, pausing at
certain words to have the students fill in the word chorally. Teacher will then
pass out a T-chart to students, telling them that we are going to be documenting
our responses to important questions about this article and a second article to
compare them side by side. Teacher will then ask students for their thoughts on
the following questions (giving students at least 30 seconds to think and share
with their partners in a whisper voice before calling on volunteers to share whole
group). For each response, teacher will write down the students’ abbreviated
answers on the left side of the T-Chart for students to follow along with under
the document camera.
Questions:
- What is this author’s position to the story? First-person or third-person?
- How might the author have gotten the information for this story?
- What was the author’s purpose for writing this passage?
- What might this author’s attitudes or beliefs be about his/her topic?

Students will take turns reading from the passage with their shoulder partner.
Once they are finished and teacher begins reading aloud, students will fill in the
word where teacher stops. Students will think-pair-share through each question
that teacher poses. Students will then raise their hands to share their ideas aloud
with the whole class. Each time teacher writes something down on the T-chart
under the document camera, students will copy what the teacher writes.

Teacher will then pass out the second passage regarding Missy Myers and
teacher will repeat the process of having students partner read before reading the
passage aloud.

Students will take turns reading from the passage with their shoulder partner.
Once they are finished and teacher begins reading aloud, students will fill in the
word where teacher stops.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will post the four questions from
the guided practice on the board and students will answer those questions on the
right side of their T-chart for the second passage.

Students will independently read through each question, analyze the text to form
their responses, and then document their responses in the same way as they had
done before on the right side of their T-chart.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will ask the students to review the objective and
ask students to think-pair-share how this work from today will help us be able to
compare and contrast the two articles more intently tomorrow. Teacher will
circulate to listen to student responses and ask several students with exemplar
responses to share.
Objective: Students will be able to analyze multiple accounts of the same topic
or event, noting important similarities and differences in the point of view they
represent.

Students will think-pair-share through teacher’s closing question. Students who
are not sharing will listen actively.
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Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will remind students of
our objective to analyze multiple accounts of the same topic or event in order to
find the different points of view they represent. Teacher will say that today we
are going to find the important differences and similarities in the points of view
of the two authors we read from yesterday. Teacher will ask students to take out
their T-charts from yesterday. Students had completed the right side of the Tchart for their independent practice, and teacher will have also completed the
right side to display under the document camera. Before diving into the lesson,
teacher will ask students to compare their answers from yesterday’s independent
practice to the responses on the teacher’s T-chart. As a check for understanding,
teacher will ask students for a thumbs up, thumbs in the middle, or thumbs down
if their answers from yesterday had matched what the teacher had written.
Students can adjust their responses in this moment if needed.

Students will listen to teachers opening remarks. Students will take out their Tcharts from yesterday’s lesson. When prompted, students will independently
compare their written responses to the exit ticket from yesterday to the model
responses teacher has displayed under the document camera. Students will
decide if their answers are close enough to the teacher’s response and make any
necessary changes to their own responses from the day before.

Teacher will then draw a Venn diagram on the board and pass out copies of a
Venn diagram to each student. Teacher will post a series of questions under the
doc cam. Teacher will then model with the first question how to use both the
texts and the T-chart from yesterday to place the responses to these questions in
the appropriate place on the Venn diagram as students follow along on their own
Venn diagrams.
Questions for model:
-In which passage do we learn about Missy’s Olympic record?

Students will follow along intently with the teacher’s model, taking note of how
they use the text passages and T-charts to categorize information onto a Venn
diagram. Students will copy teacher’s model onto their own Venn diagrams.

Guided Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will have students categorize the next 4
questions from the list into the appropriate place on the document camera.
Teacher will give students the first 10 minutes to work with their shoulder
partner to categorize these four pieces of information appropriately on the Venn
diagram, using the T-chart and both texts to discuss where each answer would
truly belong. Teacher will circulate to ensure students are on task and will
answer questions when students raise their hand. During this time, teacher can
pull a small group to the back of the room who struggled to master the objective
from yesterday to help them complete their Venn diagrams. Once the students
have completed this task, teacher will ask student volunteers to come to the
board and write where they put their responses on the Venn diagram. Teacher
will facilitate a discussion to determine if the whole class agrees where the
information was placed and have students share whole-group about how they
completed their Venn diagrams.
Questions for guided practice:
-In which passage do we learn about Missy’s Olympic record?

With their shoulder partners, students will discuss the four questions teacher has
posed for them to work through. They will look at their passages, as well as the
T-chart, and begin using these sources to analyze where the information belongs
on the Venn diagram. Students will make these decisions with their shoulder
partner, using evidence from the text to support their reasoning.
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Students will raise their hand to come to the board and fill in the information on
the Venn diagram. Students will raise their hands to share whether they agree or
disagree with their classmate who has categorized the information on the board.
Students will raise their hands to enter into the discussion about how they came
to the answers they came to, using evidence from their materials to support
them.
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-In which passage do we learn all the members of her family that were in
attendance?
-In which passage do we learn that Missy plans to retire?
-In which passage do we learn about the result of the race?
-Which passage focuses on the details of Missy’s race?

3

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Students will independently work to
determine where the information for two final questions will belong on the Venn
diagram, following the same method that was used during the modeling and
guided practice portion.
Questions for independent practice:
-Which passage focuses on Missy’s personal life?
-Which passage focuses on Missy’s legacy?

Students will complete the process done during guided practice, this time
independently, to categorize the final two questions correctly on their Venn
diagrams.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring the class back together and ask the
students to think-pair-share how they decided to place the final two pieces of
information on the Venn diagram. Teacher will call on a few students with
exemplar responses to share with the whole class.
Objective: Students will be able to analyze multiple accounts of the same topic
or event, noting important similarities and differences in the point of view they
represent.

Students will share their work with their shoulder neighbors and share their
justifications for where they have placed their information on their Venn
diagrams. A few students will raise their hand to share their answers wholegroup.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will tell students that
today we are going to continue finding the similarities and differences between
two author’s point of view on the same topic, but today we are going to practice
going through the entire process on two new articles about a different topic: ice
storms. Teacher will pass out the two articles to students and have them partner
read the first passage before reading it aloud to the whole class. T will model
how to answer the same guiding questions from lesson 1 on the T-Chart,
prompting students to record the teacher’s model on their own T-Charts.

Students will listen intently to teacher’s instructions. Students will take turns
reading from the passage with their shoulder partners. Once they are finished
and teacher begins reading aloud, students will fill in the word where teacher
stops. Students will follow along intently with the teacher’s model, copying the
information written on the teacher’s T-chart onto their own copies.

Guided Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will have students repeat the process
with their shoulder partners for the second article, filling in the right side of their
T-chart. Teacher will also display the items for the Venn diagrams that students
can begin sorting with their shoulder partners once they are finished with their
T-Chart. Teacher will express that students should work at their own pace, but
with a goal of being done with their Venn diagrams before independent practice
time. Throughout this work time, teacher will give time updates and circulate to
monitor students’ progress, helping when necessary or when questions arise.
Teacher can also pull a small group of students who struggled with their T-

Students will partner read the second article together. When students are done
reading, they will fill in the right side of their T-chart in the same manner as was
modeled with the first passage. Then, students will receive their own Venn
diagrams and, using the questions posed on the board, will work with their
shoulder partners to complete their Venn diagrams for the two passages.
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charts or Venn diagrams from the previous two lessons and prompt them
through the process more intently while the rest of the class works with their
shoulder partners. During the last 5 minutes of the guided practice, teacher will
pull the class back together to ask for exemplar student responses to come to the
document camera to display their completed Venn diagrams.

4

Students will raise their hand to share their completed Venn diagram under the
document camera as an exemplar response.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Students will independently work to
determine where the information for two final questions will belong on the Venn
diagram, following the same method that was used during the modeling and
guided practice portion.

Students will repeat the process they completed during guided practice for two
final questions, categorizing them correctly onto their Venn diagrams.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring the class back together and ask the
students to think-pair-share how they decided to place the final two pieces of
information on the Venn diagram. Teacher will call on a few students with
exemplar responses to share with the whole class.
Objective: Students will be able to analyze multiple accounts of the same topic
or event, noting important similarities and differences in the point of view they
represent.

Students will think-pair-share their responses to the independent practice.
Students will share out with the whole class as prompted by the teacher.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will tell students that
today they are going to learn how to summarize the similarities and differences
between the authors points of view from the passages they’ve read these past
three days. Teacher will tell students we will be using our T-charts and Venn
diagrams to help us write beautiful, complete sentences with our thoughts.
Teacher will introduce students to a paragraph frame that students will be using
to write their summaries. Teacher will walk through each part of the frame and
explain what information belongs in each part of the paragraph.
Paragraph frame: The articles _____________ and _________ are both about
_________________________. The article ___________ talks mostly about
___________________________ and the article _________ talks mostly about
_____________________. These authors have similar points of view because
they both believe _____________________________________________.
These author’s points of view are different because ____________________.

Students will listen to teacher’s explanation of the day’s objective.Students will
listen intently to understand how they will soon be completing this paragraph
frame for the passages they’ve read.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will pass out empty paragraph frames
to each student and display a blank one under the doc cam. Teacher will also
have students take out their T-charts and Venn diagrams for the Missy Myers
articles. Teacher will guide students through how to complete their paragraph
frame to summarize their findings from these two articles. Teacher will ask
students to think-pair-share what should be said in each blank, going through the

Students will take out their materials for the Missy Myers article. Students will
follow along with the teacher, answering questions and offering ideas for what
to do with each blank space in the paragraph frame. Students will copy teacher’s
writing onto their own paragraph frames.
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paragraph in order. Teacher will select students to share their ideas and
document the strongest, most well-articulated thoughts from student responses
under the document camera for the class to fill in as well, until the paragraph
frame is complete.

S.A.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Students will repeat this process
independently for the two articles on ice storms they worked on the day before.

Students will fill in the entire paragraph frame for the ice storm articles, using
the same process that was done during guided practice.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will have students share their completed
paragraphs with their shoulder partners. Teacher will circulate as students are
sharing and call on a few select students with exemplar responses to share their
paragraphs with the whole class.

Students will share their completed paragraphs with their shoulder partners and
raise their hand to read their paragraph aloud (if desired). Students will listen
intently to the exemplar responses that are shared.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

Students will use the articles “The Life of the Migrant Worker” by Jill Waters
from Farm Worker’s Newsletter and “Berry Workers Walk Off the Job” by
Shawn C. Ellison from World News Daily to complete the assessment. Students
will answer the questions below on their summative assessment independently.
The teacher will circulate during the assessment but will not assist students with
the content in any way.
1. In which article(s) do the migrant workers go on strike?
2. Which article gives you a closer look at the personal struggles of a migrant
worker? Provide at least one detail from the text(s) that supports your answer.
3. In which article(s) do the migrant workers discover that they are being paid
less than they were promised?
4. In which article(s) does it show that migrant workers do hard work for little
pay? Provide at least one detail from the text(s) that supports your answer.
5. What is something that is similar about these two authors’ points of view?
6. What is something that is different about these two author’s points of view?

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing,
for each Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student
mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the
application of the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an
identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable scores.
*All of the questions are open-ended but should include responses similar to the exemplar responses listed in bold within the assessment below. As long as the
response provides similar answers and reasoning, it will be considered correct even if the sentences are not exactly like the ones written below. There are a total
of 9 points that can be earned on the summative assessment and all assessment items will together determine a student’s proficiency with the given standard.
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Students must earn at least 8 out of 9 points (88%) to demonstrate mastery. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this
assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Summative Assessment and Answer Key:
Directions: Use “The Life of the Migrant Worker” by Jill Waters from Farm Worker’s Newsletter and “Berry Workers Walk Off the Job” by Shawn C. Ellison
from World News Daily to complete the assessment. Answer the following questions in beautiful, complete sentences.
1. In which article(s) do the migrant workers go on strike?
Migrant workers go on strike in the article “Berry Workers Walk Off the Job.” (1 point)
2. Which article gives you a closer look at the personal struggles of a migrant worker? Provide at least one detail from the text(s) that supports your answer.
“The Life of a Migrant Worker” gives you a closer look at the personal struggles of a migrant worker (1 point) because in this article, we learn about
these struggles directly from two migrant workers who say their necks get sunburned for working 10 hour days (1 point).
3. In which article(s) do the migrant workers discover that they are being paid less than they were promised?
Migrant workers discover that they are being paid less than they were promised in the article “Berry Workers Walk Off the Job.” (1 point)
4. In which article(s) does it show that migrant workers do hard work for little pay? Provide at least one detail from the text(s) that supports your answer.
Both articles show that migrant workers do hard work for little pay (1 point). In “The Life of a Migrant Worker” we learn that the workers have to
work 10-hour days standing in the hot sun, but they are only paid pennies (1 point). In “Berry Workers Walk Off the Job,” we learn that the bushes of
grapes were not as big as the workers were promised, and they were being paid less than they were promised (1 point).
5. What is something that is similar about these two authors’ points of view?
These authors both think it is important to inform readers about the difficulties that migrant workers experience in their work (1 point).
6. What is something that is different about these two author’s points of view?
These two authors have different points of view because the author of “The Life of a Migrant Worker” might feel hopeless because migrant workers
face so many challenges but the author of “Berry Workers Walk Off the Job” might feel more hopeful because he focuses on the strike and how it
helped the workers get better working conditions (1 point).
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before
submission.

Grade Level
Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

5

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, CASA Academy’s writing block is based off of Lucy Calkin’s Writing Workshop
model. Within Writing Workshop, teachers will target daily instruction based on student needs as demonstrated by data. Each
lesson will have an authentic purpose connected to the real world and will follow the direct instruction model (introduction to
new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure). During independent practice, the teacher will differentiate for
individual students by providing additional coaching and support as necessary. These components can be found throughout the
curriculum sample.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed
List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Content Area

Writing

N/A

Strand: Writing Standards (W)
Cluster: Text Types and Purposes
Standard: #1 - Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
a. Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an organizational structure in which ideas are logically grouped
to support the writer’s purpose.
b. Provide logically ordered reasons that are supported by facts and details.
c. Link opinion and reasons using words, phrases, and clauses (e.g., consequently, specifically).
d. Provide a concluding statement or section related to the opinion presented.
(M) 5.W.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
(M) a. Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an organizational structure in which ideas are logically
grouped to support the writer’s purpose.
(M) b. Provide logically ordered reasons that are supported by facts and details.
(M) c. Link opinion and reasons using words, phrases, and clauses (e.g., consequently, specifically).
(M) d. Provide a concluding statement or section related to the opinion presented.
Prompts for teacher model, guided practice, and student essays (independent practice), blank circle maps, blank 4-paragraph
outlines, list of linking words/phrases, writing paper, assessment copies
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to establish their point of view on a topic by
brainstorming reasons and information that support their opinion on a circle
map.

1

Introduction to New Material (15 minutes): Teacher will set an authentic
purpose for the lesson by having students think-pair-share what it means to
“persuade.” Teacher will call on students to share their ideas and prior
knowledge. Teacher will say that we are going to learn how to write 4 paragraph
persuasive essays in which we will share our opinions with the reader and try to
get them to agree with our opinion using reasons and information that are
supported by facts and details. Teacher will display a circle map under the
document camera and say that we are going to use these maps to brainstorm the
reasons and information that support our opinions. Teacher will share a prompt
with students that will be used strictly to model the process of forming an
opinion and writing the reasons and information that will support their opinion
on the circle map. This model will use a heavy amount of metacognition so that
students can understand the thought process behind establishing an opinion and
finding reasons and information to support it.

Students will listen to teacher’s introduction. Students will think-pair-share what
it means to persuade.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will introduce a new prompt to use
during guided practice time and pass out circle maps. Teacher will ask students
to form their opinion on the prompt using their own prior knowledge and
experiences. For the sake of the guided practice, teacher will have the students
vote on their opinion (whether it is in agreement or disagreement with the
prompt). Whatever the majority of students voted for is the opinion that the class
will brainstorm for during guided practice. During this time, teacher will ask
students to work with their shoulder partners and come up with as many reasons
and pieces of information as they can think of to support the opinion. Teacher
will ask students to share their ideas and model how to write them in on the
circle maps. Students will follow along with what teacher writes.

Using the new prompt, students will begin to think about their opinion. Students
will vote on the opinion to use for the guided practice when prompted by the
teacher. Students will work with shoulder partners to come up with as many
reasons as they can think of to support the opinion. Students will raise their hand
to share their ideas. Students will fill in the circle map as teacher fills it out
under the document camera.
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Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will introduce the topic that
students are going to write their essays about throughout the next few lessons.
Teacher will have students form their opinions and complete a circle graph with
reasons and information they came up with themselves that supports their own
opinion.

Students will read the prompt and spend time forming their opinions. Students
will brainstorm various reasons that support their opinion and write them on
their circle maps.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will have students think-pair-share through a
reason or piece of information that they came up with to support their opinions.
Teacher will pick exemplar responses to share aloud with the class.
Objective: Students will be able to organize their thoughts into a four-paragraph
outline, arranging their reasons and information in logical order.

Students will think-pair-share through some of the reasons that they included on
their circle maps and present their reasons to the class.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will explain that today
we are going to begin organizing the reasons and information from our circle
maps onto a four-paragraph outline, which we will use to plan our essays.
Teacher will introduce the outline template that the students will be using.
Modeling under the document camera, teacher will create a completed outline
for the same model prompt that was used in the previous lesson. Teacher will
model heavy metacognition so that students understand the teacher’s thought
process for how to create the outline from the circle map, especially for
paragraph three where teacher will introduce the concept of counter-arguments.

Students will listen to teacher’s introduction to the lesson intently to learn about
how to create an outline for their essays using the circle maps they created
yesterday. Students will watch as teacher models how to create the outline,
paying close attention to the teacher’s thought process.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Using the prompt that the students used during
yesterday’s guided practice as a class, teacher will pass out blank outline
templates and teacher will walk students through filling out each section of the
template for each paragraph. Teacher will walk students through the process by
asking guiding questions like: What key words from our circle map belong in
this paragraph? When questions are posed, teacher will give students plenty of
wait time, as well as opportunities to turn to their shoulder partners and discuss
their ideas. This process will be very discussion-based and teacher will call on
students for exemplar responses. When those exemplar responses are given,
teacher will write them under the document camera for students to follow along
with and copy for themselves.

Students will follow along with teacher to build an outline for their guided
practice prompt. Students will think through teacher’s questions and raise their
hands to share their ideas, discussing with their shoulder partners as prompted.
Students will copy down what the teacher writes under the document camera
into their own outline templates.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Using the prompt that students will use for
their essays and their circle maps from yesterday’s independent practice,
students will receive a blank outline and complete their outlines for their own
essays. Teacher will monitor as students work, answering questions and looking

Students will make their own outlines using their circle maps from yesterday’s
guided practice.
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for students who might need further guidance to pull to the back and work in a
small group.

3

Closure: Teacher will display a checklist on the document camera for students
to use to ensure that their templates are completed well and will be ready to use
during tomorrow’s lesson.
Objective: Students will be able to write the introduction paragraph of their
essays where their opinions are clearly stated to support their purpose.

Students will check their outline against the checklist that the teacher has
provided on the board to ensure their outlines are ready for them to begin writing
tomorrow.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will say that today we
are going to use our outlines to help us actually write our essays. Today’s lesson
will focus on just the introduction paragraph. Teacher will tell students that this
paragraph needs to hook readers into the topic by providing some interesting
background information or details, and then clearly state the opinion. Teacher
will model how to write an introduction paragraph using the model prompt and
outline from the past two lessons. Teacher will use metacognition to show
students how to take the ideas from the outline and form them into complete
sentences, as well as the thought process necessary to craft a strong hook and
opinion statement.

Students will listen intently to the teacher’s explanation of how to form a strong
introduction paragraph. Students will watch as teacher models how to create the
outline, paying close attention to the teacher’s thought process.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Using the guided practice prompt and outline
from the past two days, teacher and students will write an introduction paragraph
together. For each sentence in the paragraph, teacher will ask students to thinkpair-share through their ideas of strong sentences they should write for the
introduction. Teacher will prompt student thinking by asking questions like:
What is a strong opening sentence that will pull the reader in and get them
thinking about your topic? What background information does this reader need
to know right away to understand your topic? How can you best express your
opinion to your reader? For each question, teacher will circulate to listen for
exemplar student responses and ask students to share aloud. Teacher will then
help unify students’ ideas and compile their thoughts into one model sentence
that everyone will write together, until the paragraph is done.

Students will follow along with teacher to write an introduction paragraph for
their guided practice prompt. Students will think through the teacher’s questions,
think-pair-share, and raise their hands to share their ideas. Students will copy
down what teacher writes under the document camera into their own writing
papers.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Using their own outlines, students will
write the introduction paragraphs of their own essays. Teacher will circulate as
students are working. Teacher can pull a small group of students who seem stuck
to work in the back of the room, prompting them with similar questioning that
was used in the guided practice.

Students will write their own introduction paragraphs using their outlines,
following the same steps that they went through during the guided practice.
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Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will select a student who has written an exemplar
introduction paragraph. Student will display the paragraph under the document
camera and read it aloud to the class. Teacher will then display the rubric for
students to check their own paragraphs to grade their own paragraphs.
Objective: Students will be able to write the first body paragraph of their essay,
placing their thoughts into a logical order, supporting their thoughts with facts
and details, and linking their opinion and reasons using words, phrases, and
clauses.

Students will listen as their classmate shares an exemplar response. Students will
cross check their own introduction paragraphs with the student rubric that
teacher has given them.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will say that today we
are moving on to writing our first body paragraph. It is in this paragraph that we
will provide the reader with the bulk of our reasons and information. Teacher
will explain that we will connect our opinions and reasons using various phrases
and clauses. Teacher will display a list of commonly used linking-phrases and
clauses for students to see. Then, teacher will model writing the first body
paragraph of his/her model essay, using the outline and the list of
phrases/clauses to help. Teacher will model strong metacognition so students
understand the thought process of crafting a strong paragraph.

Students will listen intently to the teacher’s explanation on how to form a strong
first body paragraph. Students will watch as the teacher models how to create the
outline, paying close attention to the teacher’s thought process.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Using the guided practice prompt and outline
from the past three days, teacher and students will write a first body paragraph
together. For each sentence in the paragraph, teacher will ask students to thinkpair-share through their ideas of strong sentences they should write for this
paragraph, using their reasons and information from their outlines and including
common linking phrases. Teacher will prompt student thinking by asking
questions like: What is the most important reason to give your readers first?
What other important information does your reader need to know? For each
question, teacher will circulate to listen for exemplar student responses and ask
students to share aloud. Teacher will then help unify students’ ideas and compile
their thoughts into one model sentence that they will prompt everyone to write
together, until the paragraph is done.

Students will follow along with teacher to write a first body paragraph for their
guided practice prompt. Students will think through the teacher’s questions and
raise their hands to share their ideas. Students will copy down what teacher
writes under the document camera onto their own writing papers.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Using their own outlines, students will
write the first body paragraphs of their own essays. Teacher will circulate as
students are working. Teacher can pull a small group of students who seem stuck
to work in the back of the room, prompting them with similar questioning that
was used in the guided practice.

Students will write their own first body paragraphs using their outlines,
following the same steps that they went through during the guided practice.
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Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will select a student who has written an exemplar
first body paragraph. Student will display the paragraph under the document
camera and read it aloud to the class. Teacher will then display the rubric for
students to check their own paragraphs to grade their own paragraphs.
Objective: Students will be able to write the second body paragraph of their
essay, placing their thoughts into a logical order, supporting their thoughts with
facts and details, and linking their opinion and reasons using words, phrases, and
clauses.

Students will listen as their classmate shares an exemplar response. Students will
cross check their own first body paragraphs with the student rubric that the
teacher has given them.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will say that today we
are moving on to writing our second body paragraph, known as the
counterargument. Teacher will explain that this paragraph is used to
acknowledge the differing opinions that might exist that conflict with our own.
Then, the paragraph continues to provide more reasons and information that
support why the author’s opinion is stronger. Teacher will model writing the
second body paragraph of the model essay, continuing to use the outline and the
list of phrases/clauses to help. Teacher will model strong metacognition so
students understand the thought process of crafting a strong paragraph.

Students will listen intently to the teacher’s explanation to how to form a strong
second body paragraph. Students will watch as teacher models how to create the
outline, paying close attention to the teacher’s thought process.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Using the guided practice prompt and outline
from the past four days, teacher and students will write a first body paragraph
together. For each sentence in the paragraph, teacher will ask students to thinkpair-share through their ideas of strong sentences they should write for this
paragraph, using their reasons and information from their outlines and including
common linking phrases. Teacher will prompt student thinking by asking
questions like: What is a reason someone might feel differently than you do on
this topic? Why is your opinion stronger than theirs? Etc. For each question,
teacher will circulate to listen for exemplar student responses and ask students to
share aloud. Teacher will then help unify students’ ideas and compile their
thoughts into one model sentence that they will prompt everyone to write
together, until the paragraph is done.

Students will follow along with the teacher to write a second body paragraph for
their guided practice prompt. Students will think through the teacher’s questions
and raise their hands to share their ideas. Students will copy down what teacher
writes under the document camera into their own writing papers.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Using their own outlines, students will
write the second body paragraphs of their own essays. Teacher will circulate as
students are working. Teacher can pull a small group of students who seem stuck
to work in the back of the room, prompting them with similar questioning that
was used in the guided practice.

Students will write their own first body paragraphs using their outlines,
following the same steps that they went through during the guided practice.
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S.A.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will select a student who has written an exemplar
second body paragraph. Student will display paragraph under the document
camera and read it aloud to the class. Teacher will then display the rubric for
students to check their own paragraphs to grade their own paragraphs.
Objective: Students will be able to write a strong conclusion paragraph for their
essays that relates to the opinion presented.

Students will listen as their classmate shares an exemplar response. Students will
cross check their own second body paragraphs with the student rubric that
teacher has given them.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will say that today we
are going to finish our essays by writing the conclusion paragraph. Teacher will
explain that this paragraph is used to summarize the strongest points that were
made in the previous paragraphs and relate them back to the opinion once again.
Teacher will model writing the conclusion paragraph of the model essay,
modeling strong metacognition so students understand the thought process of
crafting a strong paragraph.

Students will listen intently to the teacher’s explanation of how to form a strong
conclusion paragraph. Students will watch as teacher models how to create the
outline, paying close attention to the teacher’s thought process.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Using the guided practice prompt and outline
from the past five days, teacher and students will write a conclusion paragraph
together. Teacher will prompt student thinking with questions to get them to
select the strongest points to summarize and how best to rephrase these points
again. Teacher will then help unify students’ ideas and compile their thoughts
into one model sentence that they will prompt everyone to write together, until
the paragraph is done.

Students will follow along with teacher to write a conclusion paragraph for their
guided practice prompt. Students will think through teacher’s questions and raise
their hands to share their ideas. Students will copy down what teacher writes
under the document camera into their own writing papers.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Using their own outlines, students will
write the conclusion paragraphs of their own essays. Teacher will circulate as
students are working. Teacher can pull a small group of students who seem stuck
to work in the back of the room, prompting them with similar questioning that
was used in the guided practice.

Students will write their own conclusion paragraph using their outlines,
following the same steps that they went through during the guided practice.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will select a student who has written an exemplar
conclusion paragraph. Students will display paragraph under the document
camera and read it aloud to the class. Teacher will then display the rubric for
students to check their own paragraphs to grade their own paragraphs.
1.
Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative

Students will listen as their classmate shares an exemplar response. Students will
cross check their own conclusion paragraphs with the student rubric that the
teacher has given them.

Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
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Students will write a 4-paragraph essay using the prompt listed. They will
address each of the 4 sub-categories in the assessment (Introduce your topic
clearly, state an opinion, and create an organizational structure where ideas are
logically grouped; Provide logically ordered reasons that are supported by facts
and details; Link opinion and reasons using words, phrases, and clauses; Provide
a concluding statement related to your opinion). Students will complete their
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mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

assessment silently and independently. Teacher will monitor student progress
but will not assist students with anything related to the objective.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each Summative
Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of the content and/or
skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in
the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable scores.
Summative Assessment Items: Please note that students will be given one prompt to respond to for their summative assessment. However, within this one overarching
prompt, there are four distinct assessment items included (numbered below). Each of these four distinct assessment items will be graded separately and together will
determine student mastery of the standard.
Prompt: Write an essay responding to the following prompt: Is it better for students to wear school uniforms or to wear their choice of clothing each day? Write your
opinion in a four-paragraph essay. In your essay, do the following:
1. Introduce your topic clearly, state an opinion, and create an organizational structure where ideas are logically grouped (3 points)
2. Provide logically ordered reasons that are supported by facts and details (3 points)
3. Link opinion and reasons using words, phrases, and clauses (3 points)
4. Provide a concluding statement related to your opinion (3 points)
Summative Assessment Scoring Rubric: *The assessment items included will together provide a cumulative score to show whether students demonstrated mastery of
the given standard. Points are awarded as indicated in the rubric below for a total of 12 points possible. Students must earn at least 10 out of 12 points (83%) to
demonstrate mastery of this standard. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Rubric
0 points
1 point
2 points
3 points
Introduction of topic, stated
Contains none out of 4: 4
Contains 1 out of 4: 4
Contains 2 out of 4: 4 paragraph
4 paragraph essay structure,
opinion, and organization
paragraph essay structure, ideas paragraph essay structure,
essay structure, ideas are
ideas are logically grouped,
structure with logically grouped are logically grouped, strong
ideas are logically grouped,
logically grouped, strong
strong introduction of topic,
ideas that support the author’s
introduction of topic, clearly
strong introduction of topic,
introduction of topic, clearly
clearly stated opinion.
purpose
stated opinion.
clearly stated opinion.
stated opinion.
Logically ordered reasons that
No reasons that are supported
Few reasons for opinion are
Some reasons for opinion are
Reasons for opinion are
are supported by facts and
with facts or details.
supported by facts and details,
supported by facts and details,
supported by facts and details
details
order is illogical.
most ordered logically.
and logically ordered.
Link opinion and reasons using No linking words, phrases, or
1 linking word, phrase, or
2 linking words, phrases, or
3 or more linking words,
words, phrases, and clauses
clauses were used.
clause was used.
clauses were used.
phrases, and clauses were used.
Concluding statement or
No concluding paragraph is
Concluding paragraph either
Concluding paragraph restates
Concluding paragraph is strong,
section related to the opinion
written.
fails to restate opinion or
opinion and summarizes some
restates opinion well, and
presented
summarize key points.
key points, but is not as
summarizes all key points.
compelling as a 3-point response.
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

6

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

These math lessons will serve as the “Math Content Lesson” as described in the Program of Instruction. A large focus for math
content lessons is developing conceptual understanding, which is accomplished in these lessons through the variety of real life
problems students will solve using visual models and ratio language. These lessons follow the direct instruction model,
including setting a purpose for learning, introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure.
Additionally, these lessons use authentic approaches because of the real world contexts of the problems students are solving and
writing.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed
List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).

Rev. 08/08/16

Content Area

Math

Domain: Ratios and Proportion (RP)
Cluster: 6.RP.A Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems.
Standard: #1 - Understand the concept of a ratio as comparing two quantities multiplicatively or joining/composing the two
quantities in a way that preserves a multiplicative relationship. Use ratio language to describe a ratio relationship between two
quantities. For example, "There were 2/3 as many men as women at the concert.”
(M) 6.RP.A.1 Understand the concept of a ratio as comparing two quantities multiplicatively or joining/composing the two
quantities in a way that preserves a multiplicative relationship. Use ratio language to describe a ratio relationship between two
quantities. For example, "There were 2/3 as many men as women at the concert.”

•
•
•
•
•

Guided notes
Skittles or colored manipulatives
Whiteboards/markers
Independent practice worksheets
Assessment copies
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to understand the concept of a ratio and use
ratio language and visual models to describe a ratio relationship between two
quantities.

1

Introduction to New Material (20 minutes): Teacher hands out a bag of
Skittles to each set of shoulder partners and asks them to compare the colors in
their bags. (Each bag students receive has the same ratio of colors.) Teacher
rotates around the room and listens to student discussion. After 2-3 minutes of
discussion, teacher asks shoulder partners to work together to draw a visual
model comparing the number of reds to the number of purple Skittles in their
bags. Teacher calls students back together to discuss what they found about the
relationships between red and purple Skittles. Teacher facilitates a discussion
that leads students to understand the relationships between red and purple
skittles is for every 3 red Skittles in the bag there are 2 purple Skittles, thus the
ratio of red to purple Skittles is 3 to 2. Teacher says, “Let’s say the ratio of red to
purple is consistent in a big bag of Skittles. If I grabbed a handful out of a bag
and there were 18 red Skittles, how many purple Skittles would there be?”
Teacher has students discuss with their shoulder partners, then brings students
back together to share out their responses. (6.MP.1, 6.MP.3, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.7)

Students will listen actively. Students will work with their shoulder partners to
sort and compare the different color Skittles in the bag. Students will draw a
visual model comparing the red and purple Skittles. Students will discover there
are 3 red Skittles and 2 purple Skittles. Students will actively listen and actively
engage in discussion as teacher asks questions about their findings. (6.MP.1,
6.MP.3, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.7)

Teacher will explain to students that they will continue to explore the
relationships of numbers in terms of ratios and use their knowledge of fractions
to compare different quantities in different situations. Teacher will show the
following scenario: “At recess yesterday, there were four times as many girls as
boys on the soccer field.” Teacher will explain the ratio of girls to boys can be
expressed as 4 to 1, 4:1, 4/1 or said as “for every four girls there is one boy.”
Teacher will explain that we can write this as a complete sentence: “The ratio of
girls to boys is 4:1 because for every 4 girls there is 1 boy.” Teacher will draw a
visual model:

Students will listen actively and take notes in their guided notes on the different
forms of writing ratios.

Girl

Girl

Girl

Girl

Boy
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Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will ask, “What if there were 8 girls on
the soccer field? How many boys would there be?” Teacher will ask students to
work independently based on their knowledge that for every 4 girls there is one
boy on the soccer field. Teacher will rotate around to watch students’ different
methods. Teacher will ask students to turn to shoulder partners and discuss their
answers and their methods. Teacher will rotate around and observe different
methods and accuracy of answers. Teacher will ask a few different pairs to share
their answers based on the variety of methods.

Students will work independently to find the number of boys on the soccer field
when there are 8 girls. When prompted, students will turn to their shoulder
partners and share their answers and methods. Students will come back together
and share their answers and strategies with their classmates as prompted by the
teacher. Students not sharing will listen actively.

Teacher will provide additional problems for practice, asking students to show
the various ways the ratio can be expressed in numbers, visual models, and ratio
language. Teacher will gradually release more work to students, bringing
students back together after each problem to discuss their methods, answers, and
reasoning. Teacher will clarify any misconceptions. (6.MP.1, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.7)

Students will complete the additional problems as prompted by the teacher to
show the various ways ratios can be expressed in numbers, visual models, and
using ratio language. (6.MP.1, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.7)

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will hand out independent
practice worksheets which will have students compare the numbers of animals in
a zoo using ratio language and then utilize ratios to compare animals to animal
characteristics. Teacher will remind students that they should show the various
ways the ratio can be expressed in numbers, visual models, and ratio language
for each problem. Teacher will rotate around the room, identify misconceptions,
and answer questions as they arise. Teacher may also work with a small group of
students struggling to master the objective as needed. (6.MP.1, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.7)

Students will work independently and silently to compare the animals and
animal characteristic using ratio language and strategies they learned during the
first part of class. Students will show the various ways the ratios can be
expressed in numbers, visual models, and ratio language for each problem.
(6.MP.1, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.7)

Closure (10 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together to discuss
where they use ratios in their everyday life. Teacher will call on students to
share ideas.
Objective: Students will be able to describe ratios in different forms and
compare quantities in terms of part to part and part to whole in the simplest
form.

Students will share their responses about where they use ratios in their everyday
lives. Those who are not sharing will be actively listening.

Introduction to New Material (15 minutes): Teacher will show and read the
ratio problem on the board to address multiple learning/communication styles:
“At a local animal shelter there are 25 dogs and 15 cats. What is the ratio of dogs
to cats?” Teacher will ask students to solve the problem independently on their
whiteboards. Teacher will rotate around the room to monitor exemplar answers
and monitor misconceptions. Teacher will ask students to flip their whiteboards
over and put them the air so teacher can check answers. Teacher will ask
students to explain their answers and use questioning to clarify
misconceptions/importance of order: “Why is the ratio 25:15 rather than 15:25?
What if the problem said, what is the ratio of cats to dogs?”

Students will actively and silently use whiteboards to represent the ratio
described. Once students have an answer, they will flip their whiteboards over to
signal completion. Students will flip whiteboards over to display answers when
signaled by teacher. Students will explain their reasoning and describe 25
represents the number of dogs which was presented first in the problem.
Students will raise their hands and explain cats to dogs would be represented as
15 to 25 because cats were presented first in the problem. (6.MP.1, 6.MP.4,
6.MP.6, 6.MP.7)

Teacher will read/show the next problem, prompting students to follow along in
their guided notes: “The shelter holds an adoption day and many dogs and cats

Students will actively follow along in their guided notes. Students will raise their
hands to explain the connection that they need to write original fractions in
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are adopted by community members. If the ratio remained the same, how many
dogs would there be if there were 3 cats?” Teacher will write the original ratio of
25/15 and then write ?/3 to represent the reduced number of animals. Teacher
will encourage students to utilize their knowledge of equivalent fractions to help
them solve this problem. Teacher will ask students what they notice about the
relationship between the two ratios/fractions. Teacher will call upon students to
explain their connections. If students don’t see they connection, teacher can ask
probing questions such as: “What is the relationship between 15 and 3? “What
do we know about the numerator and denominator of fraction?” “Do you see a
common factor between 25 and 15?” (6.MP.1, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.6, 6.MP.7)

simplest form, therefore if there were 3 cats, there would be 5 dogs. Students
will follow along in their guided notes and write the ratio in its simplest form.
(6.MP.1, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.6, 6.MP.7)

Teacher will note the ratio of dogs to cats would be 5:3. Teacher will explain
dogs to cats and cats to dogs are part to part ratios and that you can also
represent part to whole ratios. Teacher will write the part to whole ratio of dogs
to total animals as 5:8 and ask students how the number 8 was determined.
Teacher will call on students to discuss their responses.

Students will listen actively to teacher’s model. Students will follow along in
their guided notes. Students will discuss their responses when prompted by the
teacher.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Together, teacher and students will work to
solve a series of ratio problems based on a picture of fish/aquatic life in an
ocean. Teacher will direct students to solve the problems on their whiteboards,
showing the teacher their answers after each step. Teacher will gradually release
students to work more independently as understanding is gauged. If a student
demonstrates confusion, teacher will back up and review a step that has been
identified as a misconception across the classroom. Teacher will pose one final
question to students and ask them to complete it independently on their
whiteboards. Teacher will rotate around the room and monitor students’ progress
and release them to independent practice as they demonstrate understanding.
(6.MP.1, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.6, 6.MP.7)

Students will practice a variety of ratio relationships using part to part and part
to whole ratios on whiteboards as prompted by the teacher. Students will
complete the final problem independently on their whiteboards and show the
teacher once they are complete. (6.MP.1, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.6, 6.MP.7)

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will instruct students to complete
the independent practice worksheet utilizing the skills they have discussed
throughout the lesson. The worksheet will contain ratio examples in a table and
ask students to represent the ratios in the different forms, in part to part, part to
whole and reduce to simplest form if necessary. Teacher will work with students
who didn’t demonstrate mastery during the lesson and gradually release them to
independent practice as they demonstrate mastery. Teacher will identify
common gaps and trends in learning to create differentiated grouping moving
forward to target skill gaps. (6.MP.1, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.6, 6.MP.7)

Students will work independently to complete the worksheet by writing ratios in
all forms and simplifying when necessary. Students who did not demonstrate
understanding during the lesson will work through the worksheet with the
teacher and will be gradually released to independent practice as they
demonstrate mastery/understanding. (6.MP.1, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.6, 6.MP.7)

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will ask students to come up with their own ratio
problems and share them with their shoulder partners so their shoulder partners
can solve them.

Students will write their own ratio problems and switch papers with their
shoulder partners to solve each other’s problems.
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Objective: Students will be able to solve equivalent ratio problems when given
one quantity of a part-to-part ratio.
Introduction to New Material (15 minutes): Teacher will inform students they
will be building on their knowledge of equivalent ratios. Teacher will show the
following problem: “You are making banana splits for you and seven friends. To
make ONE banana split you need one banana and three scoops of ice cream.
Teacher will ask, “What is the ratio of bananas to ice cream? Teacher will
prompt students to write their answers on their whiteboards. Teacher will point
out different forms and draw a visual model on the board.

Students actively listen and write the ratio of bananas to ice cream on their
whiteboards to show the teacher. Students copy the teacher’s model into their
guided notes.

Banana
Ice Cream

Ice Cream

Ice Cream

Teacher will build an equivalent ratio table based on the 1:3 ratio and model
how students could use the table or the visual model to determine the amount of
banana and ice cream for 8 people. (8:24)

3

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Together, teacher and students will practice a
variety of equivalent ratio problems where students have one of the quantities in
the ratio and are asked to create equivalent ratios using multiple different forms
of ratios and using visual models to demonstrate their thinking. Teacher will
prompt students to show the problems on their whiteboards, showing the teacher
when they are finished so the teacher can check work and clarify any
misconceptions. Teacher will gradually release students to work more
independently as understanding is gauged. If a student demonstrates confusion,
teacher will back up and review a step that has been identified as a
misconception across the classroom. Teacher will pose one final question to
students and ask them to complete it independently on their whiteboards.
Teacher will rotate around the room and monitor students’ progress and release
them to independent practice as they demonstrate understanding. (6.MP.1,
6.MP.3, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.7)

Students will perform the problems on their whiteboards and show the teacher as
prompted. Students will complete the final question and show the teacher.
(6.MP.1, 6.MP.3, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.7)

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will have three different stations
set up with different equivalent ratio problems at each as well as a challenge
activity. Students will have five minutes at each station to solve the problems
independently, then will move on to the challenge activity. Teacher will work
with students who didn’t demonstrate mastery during the lesson and gradually
release them to independent practice as they demonstrate mastery. (6.MP.1,
6.MP.3, 6.MP.4, 6.MP.7)

Students will rotate around to the different stations and complete the problems.
If students complete each station, they will move onto a challenge activity.
Students who did not demonstrate mastery the day before or during the first part
of the lesson will work with the teacher in a small group. (6.MP.1, 6.MP.3,
6.MP.4, 6.MP.7)
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Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to describe how they would
explain creating equivalent ratios in two sentences or less. Teacher will call on
students to share with the class.

Students will write two sentences or less about how they would explain creating
equivalent ratios and share out with the class when prompted.
Students will complete the assessment questions to show their knowledge of
ratios and ratio language. Students will answer the questions below on their
summative assessment independently. The teacher will circulate during the
assessment but will not assist students with the content in any way.

S.A.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative Assessment
Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed independently and
are separate from instruction and guided or independent practice. In the
Student Activities column, describe the Summative Assessment Items that
will allow students to demonstrate mastery of the rigor of the
standard/components identified as the focus of review, and the context in
which the items will be administered.

1) At a local grocery store the most commonly purchased cereal is Honey
Nut Cheerios. The table below shows the number of Honey Nut
Cheerios Boxes ordered compared to the total number of cereal boxes
ordered.
a. Complete the table below.
Honey Nut Cheerios Boxes
Total Cereal Boxes
80
20

160
200

b.

What is the ratio of the number of Honey Nut Cheerios
boxes to total cereal boxes ordered? Write your ratio in
simplest form. Then, write a complete sentence that
describes the ratio relationship between the Honey Nut
Cheerios boxes and total cereal boxes.
2) To bake a one-layer cake, you need 3 eggs and 2 cups of water. If you
want to make a triple layer cake, how many eggs and cups of water
would you need. Use a visual model to explain your answer.
3) The ratio of boys to girls in your class is 3:1.
a. If there are 18 boys in your class how many girls are there?
b. How many total students are in our class?

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each Summative
Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of the content and/or
skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in
the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable scores.
*The assessment items included will together provide a cumulative score to show whether students demonstrated mastery of the given standard. Answers and point values are
indicated in bold throughout the assessment. Students must earn at least 8 out of 10 points (80%) to demonstrate mastery of this standard. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy
is 80% or higher.)
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Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
1) At a local grocery store the most commonly purchased cereal is Honey Nut Cheerios. The table below shows the number of Honey Nut Cheerios Boxes ordered compared
to the total number of cereal boxes ordered.
c.

d.

Complete the table below.
Honey Nut Cheerios Boxes

Total Cereal Boxes

10 (1 point)

80

20

160

25 (1 point)

200

What is the ratio of the number of Honey Nut Cheerios boxes to total cereal boxes ordered? Write your ratio in simplest form. Then, write a complete
sentence that describes the ratio relationship between the Honey Nut Cheerios boxes and total cereal boxes.
1:8 (1 point)
The ratio of Honey Nut Cheerios boxes to total cereal boxes is 1:8 because for every 1 box of Honey Nut Cheerios there are 8 total cereal boxes.
(1 point)

2) To bake a one-layer cake, you need 3 eggs and 2 cups of water. If you want to make a triple layer cake, how many eggs and cups of water would you need. Use a visual
model to explain your answer.
Eggs
Water
3
3
3
2
2
2
= 9 eggs
= 6 cups water
(1 point for the eggs visual model; 1 point for the water visual model; 1 point for the correct number of eggs; 1 point for the correct number of cups of water)
3) The ratio of boys to girls in your class is 3:1.
c.

If there are 18 boys in your class how many girls are there?
There are 6 girls. (1 point)

d.

How many total students are in our class?
18 + 6 = 24 total students (1 point)
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

6

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, these lessons follow the direct instruction model, including setting a purpose for
learning, introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure. Additionally, these lessons use
authentic approaches as they allow students to read natural text for authentic purposes, practice strategies in the context of
reading, and gradually gain ownership of the strategies and use them independently.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed
List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Content Area

Reading

Main Standard:
Strand: Reading Standards for Informational Text
Cluster: Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
Standard: #9 - Compare and contrast one author's presentation of events with that of another author.
(M) 6.RI.9 Compare and contrast one author's presentation of events with that of another author.
Supporting Standard:
Strand: Reading Standards for Informational Text
Cluster: Key Ideas and Details
Standard: #2 - Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text
distinct from personal opinions or judgments.
6.R1.2 Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text
distinct from personal opinions or judgments.
Text Set:
• The Journey That Saved Curious George: The True Wartime Escape of Margret and H.A. Rey by Louise Borden 2010
950 L
• The Invisible Thread (An excerpt) -Yoshiko Uchida 1991 980L
• The Bill of Rights
Graphic organizers
Assessment copies
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to determine how central idea is developed and
conveyed through details and examples in a text.

1

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will set the purpose of
the lesson by explaining “Today we will review pieces of the text The Journey
That Saved Curious George: The True Wartime Escape of Margret and H.A.
Rey to discuss and determine how the author used illustrative examples and
details to convey the central idea of courage. Later we will use the same strategy
to compare this text with other texts that deal with the topic of courage.”
Teacher will start the discussion using a set of text dependent close reading
questions, beginning by prompting students to recap the challenges faced by the
subjects of the text. Teacher will prompt students to use habits of discussion to
discuss the questions in small groups. Teacher will circulate to hear student
responses.

Students will come to the lesson having already read the text titled: The Journey
That Saved Curious George: The True Wartime Escape of Margret and H.A.
Rey independently over the course of 6 independent reading sessions. Students
will listen intently to the teacher’s introduction. Students will use the established
habits of discussion procedure and routine to discuss the text dependent
questions with each other in small groups. Students will refer to the text
providing textual evidence to support their claims and responses.

Teacher will model using a central idea graphic organizer and will explicitly
state the central idea for students, “The Reys exhibit courage as they escape
from Europe during World War 2.”

Students will listen to the teacher share the central idea and follow along with
the central idea graphic organizer.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will have students turn to the page of
the text where the author states, “Hans and Margaret are not afraid,” and ask
how this is developed throughout the text. Teacher will guide students to the
section in the text that provides the example of Hans and Margaret waiting in
line for hours to get travel visas. The teacher will ask, “How does this depict
courage?” Teachers and students will record their responses in the graphic
organizer.

Students will turn to the pages in the text as requested and will discuss the
teacher’s questions, using examples and providing evidence to support how their
examples connect to the central idea. Students will record their responses in the
graphic organizer as prompted.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will instruct students to find two
additional illustrative examples that show how the Reys exhibit courage and
record the examples in their graphic organizers.

Students will complete the graphic organizer by adding two additional examples
that show how the Reys exhibit courage throughout their journey.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will pose the question, “As a reader, how do you
analyze the development of the central idea in an informational text?” Teacher
will ask students to discuss this question in their small groups. Teacher will

Students discuss the teacher’s question in their small groups. 1-2 students will
share their thoughts with the class while other students listen intently.
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circulate and listen to student responses. Teacher will ask 1-2 students to share
their thoughts with the class.
Objective: Students will be able to analyze how the author’s use of dialogue
develops a central event and connects to the central idea.

2

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will set the purpose of
the lesson by explaining “Today we will analyze how an author’s use of
dialogue develops a central event and connects to the text’s central idea. To do
this, we will revisit the excerpt from The Invisible Thread that we read
previously. We will analyze key events, individuals, and ideas in order to think
about how the author, her family, and her friends define and display courage.”
Teacher will facilitate the close reading discussion by stating: “In this excerpt,
the author and her family lose their freedom, but no one complains. I think this
reaction illustrates courage because they are making the best out of a situation
they cannot change. What are some reasons for this calm reaction? What does
this tell you about the relationship between courage and freedom?”

Students will come to the lesson having already read the text titled The Invisible
Thread. Students will engage in a whole group discussion using the established
close reading routine to respond to the teacher’s opening questions. Students will
point to text evidence to support their claims and responses.

Teacher will model using a dialogue web. Teacher will explicitly state, “One
strategy that authors use to elaborate on key events is dialogue. By analyzing
what characters say, readers are able to learn about an event and understand how
it relates to the central idea.” Teacher will turn students’ attention to the dialogue
tag where the stranger says “Since you’re leaving anyway.” Teacher will say,
“This shows me that that the woman is unconcerned about the family’s situation
and even takes advantage of it.”

Students will follow the teacher model using a dialogue web graphic organizer.
Students will listen actively to the teacher’s model.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will turn student’s attention to a
different dialogue tag, “We could have been spared all that worry.” Teacher will
ask, “What does this tell you about how the character is responding to the
event?” Teacher will prompt students to use habits of discussion to discuss this
question whole group.

Students will find the dialogue tag as prompted by the teacher. Students will
consider the teacher’s question and use habits of discussion to discuss the
question whole group.

Teacher will provide two additional pieces of dialogue and have students
analyze what the dialogue reveals about the characters’ responses to the events
in the text and the idea of courage. Teacher will prompt students to discuss with
their partners and then record their analysis in the dialogue web graphic
organizer.

Students will look at the additional dialogue tags and analyze what the dialogue
reveals about the characters’ responses to the events in the text and the idea of
courage. Students will discuss with their partners and then record their analysis
in the dialogue web graphic organizer.

Independent Practice (7 minutes): Teacher will provide two additional pieces
of dialogue and have students independently analyze what the dialogue reveals
about the characters’ responses to the events and the idea of courage, then record
their analysis in their graphic organizers.

Students will look at the additional dialogue tags and analyze what the dialogue
reveals about the characters’ responses to the events in the text and the idea of
courage. Students will record their analysis in the dialogue web graphic
organizer.

Closure (8 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together and pose the
question, “How did tracking dialogue between the family in this memoir help
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3

you understand the central idea?” Teacher will ask students to discuss the
question in their small groups, then select 1-2 students to share their responses
with the whole class.
Objective: Students will be able to compare and contrast two authors’
presentation of events in two texts with a similar central idea.

Students will carefully consider the teacher’s question and discuss the question
in their small groups. 1-2 students will share their responses with the whole class
as prompted by the teacher. The students who are not sharing will listen actively.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will set the purpose of
the lesson by explaining, “We have now read two texts that focus on similar
topics and central ideas: World War II and courage. Now, we will compare and
contrast the texts to analyze how the authors present information on a similar
topic.” Teacher will facilitate the opening close reading discussion by posing the
following question: “How are presentations of events are common between The
Journey That Saved Curious George: The True Wartime Escape of Margret and
H.A. Rey and The Invisible Thread?” Teacher will prompt students to discuss
the question in small groups using habits of discussion. Teacher will circulate,
listening to student responses. Teacher will choose 1-2 students to share out
whole group.

Students will listen actively as the teacher sets the purpose for today’s lesson.
Students will consider the teacher’s question and discuss it in small groups using
habits of discussion. 1-2 students will share out whole group while the rest of the
class listens actively.

Teacher will explain that today we will be using a T-Chart to compare and
contrast the authors’ presentation of events by looking at how each author
organizes information and develops narration and point of view in each text.
Teacher will model filling out one item in the “Alike” column and one item in
the “Different” column on the T-Chart, prompting students to record the model
in their T-Charts.

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s introduction of the T-Chart.
Students will follow along with the teacher model, filling out one item in the
“Alike” column and one item in the “Different” column.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work with their
partners to identify one more item for the “Alike” column and one more item for
the “Different” column. Teacher will circulate while students work, prompting
students and asking probing questions as necessary.

Students will work with their partners to identify one more item for the “Alike”
column and one more item for the “Different” column.

Independent Practice (12 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work
independently to identify at least one more item for the “Alike” column and one
more item for the “Different” column. Teacher will circulate while students
work, prompting students and asking probing questions as necessary.

Students will work independently to identify at least one more item for the
“Alike” column and one more item for the “Different” column.

Closure (3 minutes): Teacher will ask students to use their completed T-Charts
to respond to the question, “Which perspective, first-person or third-person, is
more effective at engaging readers and giving information about World War II
and central ideas relating to courage? Why?” Teachers will prompt students to
discuss the question with their partners, then bring students back together to
have 1-2 students share their responses whole class.
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Students will use their completed T-Charts to respond to the teacher’s question.
Students will discuss the question with their partners, then 1-2 students will
share with the whole class as prompted by the teacher. Students will listen
actively as other students share their reseponses.
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Objective: Students will be able to compare and contrast two authors’
presentation of events by analyzing the authors’ purposes and language usage.

4

Introduction to New Material (7 minutes): Teacher will set the purpose of the
lesson by explaining, “Yesterday we looked at how two authors present events
in two texts with a similar central idea. Today, we will continue to compare and
contrast two authors’ presentation of events but this time we will closely analyze
the authors’ purposes and language usage.” Teacher will model identifying the
author’s purpose and describing the author’s language usage in The Journey
That Saved Curious George: The True Wartime Escape of Margret and H.A.
Rey. Teacher will ask students to identify the author’s purpose and describe the
author’s language usage in The Invisible Thread through a discussion with their
partners. Teacher will circulate as students discuss, prompting students as
needed.

Students will listen actively as the teacher sets the purpose of the lesson and
models identifying the author’s purpose and language usage in The Journey That
Saved Curious George: The True Wartime Escape of Margret and H.A. Rey.
Students will work their partners to discuss the author’s purpose and language
usage in The Invisible Thread.

Teacher will bring students back together and explain, “Now that we have a
strong understanding of the author’s purpose and language usage in each text,
we are going to compare and contrast the author’s presentation of events by
analyzing the authors’ purposes and language usage in the texts.” Teacher will
model comparing and contrasting the author’s purposes in the two texts, citing
text evidence and recording responses in a graphic organizer.

Students will listen actively to the teacher. Students will copy the teacher’s notes
into their graphic organizers.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will tell students that now they will
work with their partners to compare and contrast how the authors use language
to present text events. Teacher will prompt students to cite evidence from the
text and record their responses in their graphic organizers as they work.

Students will compare and contrast how the authors use language to present text
events, citing evidence from the text and recording responses in their graphic
organizers.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will tell students that they will
now work independently to find additional examples that compare and contrast
the authors’ presentation of events by analyzing the authors’ purposes and
language usage and recording them in their graphic organizers. Teacher will
circulate as students work, asking guiding questions as necessary to support
students who are struggling.

Students will work independently to find additional examples that compare and
contrast the authors’ presentation of events by analyzing the authors’ purposes
and language usage. Students will record their responses in their graphic
organizers.

Closure (3 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together and prompt
students to share out some of the additional examples they recorded on their
graphic organizers, comparing and contrasting the authors’ presentation of
events by analyzing the authors’ purposes and language usage.

Students will share out some of the examples they recorded on their graphic
organizers with the class. Students who are not sharing will listenly actively.
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Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

S.A.

Students will respond independently to the following questions:
Part I
1. Complete the chart below comparing and contrasting how the Fifth
Amendment is presented by the authors of the official Bill of Rights and the text
The Invisible Thread. Include at least two accurate responses in the “Alike”
column and two accurate responses in the “Different” column.
Part II
Amendment V as it is mentioned within the Bill of Rights and by the author of
The Invisible Thread states that a person should not be held for a crime without
due process of law.
2. How is language used differently between these two texts to explain the
amendment?
3. What is each author’s difference in purpose?
4. How do these differences in author’s purpose impact the reader?
Teacher will circulate while students work to monitor progress but will not assist
students in any way.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
*All of the questions are open-ended but should include responses similar to the exemplar responses listed in bold within the assessment below. As long as the response provides
similar information that answers the given question accurately, it will be considered correct even if the sentences are not exactly like the ones written below. There are a total of 7
points that can be earned on the summative assessment and all assessment items will together determine a student’s proficiency with the given standard. Students must earn at least
6 out of 7 points (86%) to demonstrate mastery. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Summative Assessment Items and Answer Key:
Use the Fifth Amendment in the official Bill of Rights and the text The Invisible Thread to answer the questions.
Part I
1. Complete the chart below comparing and contrasting how the Fifth Amendment is presented by the authors of the official Bill of Rights and the text The Invisible Thread.
Include at least two accurate responses in the “Alike” column and two accurate responses in the “Different” column. (Students will earn 1 point for each accurate response in
the “Alike” column for a total of 2 points; Students will earn 1 point for each accurate response in the “Different” column for a total of 2 points. This question is worth 4
points total (2 points for the “Alike” category and 2 points for the “Different” category). Please note that there are 4 possible correct responses in the “Different” column
– students can provide any two of these responses to earn their 2 points for this category.)
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The Fifth Amendment
•
•

Alike
Both texts cite the fifth amendment. (1 point)
Both texts use the phrase "due process of law." (1 point)

•
•
•
•

Different
The official Bill of Rights lists and explains citizens' rights and The Invisible
Thread illustrates how rights have been ignored. (1 point)
The official Bill of Rights is an informational text and The Invisible Thread is
a memoir. (1 point)
The official Bill of Rights uses formal, technical language and The Invisible
Thread uses literary language and narrative devices such as figurative
language. (1 point)
The purpose of the official Bill of Rights is to inform; the purpose of The
Invisible Thread is to describe the author’s experience during war time,
including loss of civil rights. (1 point)

Part II
Amendment V as it is mentioned within the Bill of Rights and by the author of The Invisible Thread states that a person should not be held for a crime without due process of law.
2. How is language used differently between these two texts to explain the amendment?
Technical and formal language is used in the Bill of Rights while figurative and literary language is used in The Invisible Thread. (1 point)
3. What is each author’s difference in purpose?
The author’s purpose in the Bill of Rights is to explain the amendment legally and the author’s purpose in The Invisible Thread is to evoke emotion from the reader and
explain and describe a personal experience. (1 point)
4. How do these differences in author’s purpose impact the reader?
The reader gains an understanding of the amendment in The Bill of Rights and feels empathy for the author in The Invisible Thread. (1 point)
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

6

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, CASA Academy’s writing block is based off of Lucy Calkin’s Writing Workshop
model. Within Writing Workshop, teachers will target daily instruction based on student needs as demonstrated by data. Each
lesson will have an authentic purpose connected to the real world and will follow the direct instruction model (introduction to
new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure). During independent practice, the teacher will differentiate for
individual students by providing additional coaching and support as necessary. These components can be found throughout the
curriculum sample.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed
List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Content Area

Writing

Strand: Writing Standards (W)
Cluster: Text Types and Purposes
Standard: #2
(M) 6.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information
through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.
(M) a. Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition,
classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and
multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.
b. Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples.
c. Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts.
d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.
e. Establish and maintain a formal style.
(M) f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the information or explanation presented.
Text Set: Samples of Biographies: Steve Jobs: The Man Who Thought Different: A biography – Karen Blumenthal, 2012, Frida
-Jonah Winter, 2002 (Frida Kahlo biography), biography student exemplar piece, The Journey that Saved Curious George, three
column chart graphic organizer, main idea graphic organizer, outline template, peer review checklist, biography rubric, timeline
of the life of Steve Jobs, article on the life of Steve Jobs, online link to a video interview with Steve Jobs (optional), assessment
copies
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to analyze an exemplar biography and identify
the craft moves made by the writer to understand the structure of a biographical
essay.

1

Intro to New Material (5 minutes): Teacher will set a purpose for
the lesson by explaining that there are three non-fiction genres in which a
person’s life is the main subject. Teacher will present a chart or visual showing
Biography, Autobiography, and Memoir with characteristics of each. Teacher
will set the purpose of the unit by presenting the unit’s essential question, “How
do writers write about a person’s life?”. Teacher will explain that the focus of
this writing unit will be to develop the story of a person’s life by writing a
biography. Teacher will explain that as we write, we will select a topic, organize
information, and analyze the information we are presenting. We will include a
strong introduction and a strong conclusion. We will first read a sample
biography written by another sixth grader and we will analyze how the writer
developed the biography.

Students will actively listen to the teacher’s model and explanation of the unit.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will distribute the exemplar biography
written by a sixth grader about Anne Frank. Teacher will read the exemplar
while students follow along. Teacher will guide the analysis by asking the
following questions and having students think pair share their answers:
1. How does the writer begin the biography?
2. How does the author organize ideas, concepts, and information?
3. The writer used headings - how does this help the reader?
4. What do you notice about the way the writer concludes the biography?

Students will follow along while the teacher reads. Students will think pair share
the answers to the teacher’s questions as prompted by the teacher. Students will
actively listen to others.

Independent Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will tell students that they will
brainstorm people to write about for their biographies. Teacher will give the
following parameters for choosing subjects: Person must be of cultural relevance
to your community, and/or family. Person must have made an impact on his/her
community by displaying courage in the face of adversity. Teacher will prompt
students to begin brainstorming who they will write about in their small groups,
using digital resources to begin researching potential subjects. Teacher will
rotate around the room holding quick writing conferences to ensure students are
on the right track with choosing a biography subject.

Students will follow the teacher’s parameters for choosing a subject to write
about for their biographies. Students will brainstorm in their small groups, using
digital resources to research potential subjects.
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2

3

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to write down the name of
the person they will write about for their biography and why. Teacher will
prompt students to think pair share their responses.
Objective: Students will be able to conduct a guided research of their
biography’s person of interest to aid in the development of a biographical essay.

Students will write down the name of the person they have chosen to write about
and why they have selected that person. Students will think pair share their
responses.

Intro to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will set a purpose for
the lesson by explaining, “Writers need to research facts and evidence from a
variety of sources in order to write an accurate, detailed, and interesting
biography. Writers ask questions to guide their research and often come up with
new or more specific questions as they review their findings.” Teacher will
introduce a three column chart graphic organizer with one guiding question in
each column.
1. Where did my subject grow up?
2. What is my subject known for?
3. What events in my subject’s life led up to their notable courageous act
or acts?

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s model.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to use the
exemplar piece from the previous day’s lesson and identify the pieces of the
exemplar biography that demonstrate answers to the research questions in their
three column chart graphic organizer. Teacher will rotate providing feedback
and confirmation. Teacher will choose a group with an exemplar response to
share their analysis with the whole group.

Students will use the exemplar piece from the previous day’s lesson to identify
the pieces of the exemplar biography that demonstrate answers to the research
questions in their three column chart graphic organizer. Students will conference
with the teacher.

Independent Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to use
websites and texts provided by the teacher to begin researching answers to their
questions and fill out their three column chart graphic organizers. Teacher will
conduct one on one conferences during this time. Teacher will rotate conducting
writing conferences.

Students will use websites and texts to begin researching the answers to their
questions and record their research in their three column chart graphic
organizers.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to consider the question,
“How did using the guided questions impact the research you did in class
today?” Teacher will ask students to think pair share their responses. Teacher
will let students know that they will continue their research for homework.
Objective: Students will be able to organize their research findings into
categories, analyze relevant content, and create an outline for their biographies.

Students will consider the teacher’s question and think pair share their responses
to it. Students will listen actively as other students share out. Students will
continue their research independently for homework.

Intro to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will set a purpose for the lesson
by explaining, “Writers plan biographies by keeping the idea they want to
convey in the mind. Today we will start by using the main idea graphic
organizer to ensure the details we include in our biographies are directly
connected to the main idea we wish to convey. After we complete the main idea

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s model and explanation.
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graphic organizer, we will create an outline to guide our writing. This outline
will enable us to organize our research into categories and analyze relevant
content we want to include in our biographies.” Teacher will present the main
idea graphic organizer and outline templates side by side. Teacher will model
how students will use the information from the main idea graphic organizer to
create an outline. Teacher will present the following guiding questions:
1. What influential event do I want to use to convey as central to my
subject’s story?
2. What minor details about my subject’s life led up to the central event?
3. What are my main categories, related headings, and their order?

4

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will guide students through using their
research notes to reflect on the guiding questions using the main idea graphic
organizer. Teacher will guide students through the process of how they will use
their outlines to organize their research into categories and analyze relevant
content to include in their biographies.

Students will follow along with the teacher as the teacher guides them through
using their research notes to reflect on the guiding questions using the main idea
graphic organizer. Students will pay close attention to how they will use their
outlines to organize their research into categories and analyze relevant content to
include in their biographies.

Independent Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to use the
main idea graphic organizer and outline to organize their research findings into
categories, analyze relevant content, and create an outline for their biographies.
Teacher will circulate around the room to monitor student progress and confer
with students as they are working.

Students will use the main idea graphic organizer and outline to organize their
research findings into categories, analyze relevant content, and create an outline
for their biographies.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will have students exchange their outlines with
their writing partners and provide feedback.
Objective: Students will draft an interesting introductory paragraph that
introduces the subject of their biography to the reader.

Students will exchange their outlines with their writing partners and provide
feedback.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will set a purpose for the
lesson by explaining, “Today we will draft introductory paragraphs for our
biographies that introduce the subjects of our biographies to the reader.” Teacher
will chart three possible opening paragraph strategies:
• A revealing anecdote about the person’s life
• A specific detail or little-known fact that will interest readers
• A quote that shows what the person is like or how others see him or
her.
Teacher will model using a mentor text. Teacher will read the first three
paragraphs of Steve Jobs: The Man Who Thought Different: A biography by
Karen Blumenthal aloud.

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s model. Students will listen as the
teacher reads aloud and introduces the three possible opening paragraph
strategies.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will ask students to identify the
strategy Karen Blumenthal used to open her biography about Steve Jobs.

Students will identify the opening strategy Karen Blumenthal used to open her
biography about Steve Jobs. Students will discuss the impact this strategy had on
them as readers as prompted by the teacher.
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Teacher will guide a discussion about the impact this strategy had on them as
readers.

5

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will direct students to choose a
strategy to open their biographies and try it. Students will work on biography
drafts with a focus on their introductory paragraphs. Teacher will rotate
conducting writing conferences. Teacher will share additional introductory
paragraph models during conferences with individual students based on
formative data.

Students will choose an opening strategy on their biographies and try it. Students
will focus on writing their introductory paragraphs. Students will conference
with the teacher as prompted.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will ask students to share their opening
paragraphs within their small groups while their audience determines what type
of opening was used by the writer. Teacher will rotate listening in and capturing
anecdotal notes to use during writing conferences with individual students.
Objective: Students will be able to use the cause and effect strategy to develop
and organize ideas, concepts, and information in their biographies.

Students will share their opening paragraphs with their small groups. Students
will determine what type of opening strategies were used by the writers.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will set a purpose for the
lesson by explaining that the way they organize their biographies is important
because it will help clearly convey the central message of their biography.
Teacher will explain that they can use strategies such as definition,
classification, comparison/contrast, and cause and effect. Teacher will provide
examples of each of these strategies. Teacher will explain that because their
biographies are using events to demonstrate how their subjects showed courage,
the cause and effect structure may be a good strategy in this case. Teacher will
model using a mentor text. Teacher will read the entire picture book Frida Jonah Winter, 2002 (Frida Kahlo biography).

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s model.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will ask students to identify the
structure used by Jonah Winter to tell Frida Kahlo’s story. Teacher will facilitate
a brief discussion by asking students how the story’s structure impacted them as
readers. Teacher will remind students that they will have an opportunity to uses
the cause and effect strategy in their biographies today.

Students will identify the structure used by Jonah Winter. Students will discuss
how the story’s structure impacted them as readers.

Independent Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will direct students to explain
their major event by beginning with why an event happened (its cause) or what
happened as a result of it (its effect). Teacher will remind students that they’ve
already decided on the event that had the greatest impact on their subject.
Teacher will have students list all the details of the event and how it happened to
identify the cause and effect. Teacher will prompt students to work on the body
paragraphs of their biographies, using the cause and effect strategy throughout.
Teacher will rotate conducting individual writing conferences.

Students will explain their events in writing using the cause and effect strategy.
Students will write the body paragraphs of their biographies.
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6

7

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt student volunteers to share how their
biographies used the cause and effect strategy. Teacher will tell students to
finish writing their body paragraphs for homework.
Objective: Students will include appropriate headings throughout their
biographies.

Students will share how their biographies used the cause and effect strategy.
Students will finish their body paragraphs for homework.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will set a purpose for the
lesson by explaining that now that we have crafted strong body paragraphs, we
are going to include formatting that will assist our reader in better understanding
our biographies. Teacher will explain that we can use a variety of formatting to
help make our writing even more clear. We can use formatting (e.g. headings),
graphics (e.g. charts, tables), and/or multimedia to aid to the reader’s
comprehension. Today, we will be adding headings to our biographies based on
the events that occurred in each paragraph. Teacher will remind students of the
exemplar student biography we read earlier in the unit. Teacher will state that
today we will be re-reading the biography and making it even stronger by adding
in headings to aid the reader’s comprehension. Teacher will read the biography
while students follow along under the document camera. Teacher will model
strong metacognition while deciding on a heading that goes along with the first
paragraph.

Students will listen intently to the teacher’s model and explanation.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will tell students that now they will
work with their partners to come up with a heading for the second paragraph.
Teacher will remind students that the heading they select should aid the reader’s
comprehension and further enhance the information contained in the paragraph.
Teacher will circulate while students work to listen in and prompt as necessary.
Teacher will bring students back together and cold call several groups to share
out. Teacher will repeat this process for the third body paragraph in the exemplar
student biography.

Students will create a heading for the second paragraph as prompted by the
teacher. Students will share their headings if cold called by the teacher. Students
will repeat this process with the third body paragraph.

Independent Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will tell students that now they
will work independently to add headings to their biographies that they have been
drafting. Teacher will rotate conducting individual writing conferences.

Students will work independently to add headings to their biographies that they
have been drafting.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work with partners to
share the headings they have added. Teacher will remind students to use the peer
review checklist to think about how the headings enhance the reader’s
comprehension.
Objective: Students will draft a concluding paragraph that follows from the
information or explanation presented.

Students will share the headings they added with their partners. Students will use
the peer review checklist to think about how the headings enhance the reader’s
comprehension.

Introduction to New Material (5 minutes): Teacher will set a purpose for the
lesson by explaining, “Writers understand that concluding sections of a
biography should remind the reader why the person was worth reading about.

Students will listen actively and follow along with the teacher’s model.
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We can do this by ending the story, reinforcing the central idea, and adding a
closing thought. Today I will teach you how to write a strong conclusion.
Teacher will define the characteristics of a concluding paragraph. Teacher will
model using the exemplar student biography about Anne Frank. Teacher will
facilitate an analysis of how the student writer concluded the biography on Anne
Frank. Teacher will provide students with the following guiding questions:
1. What is important to share about my subject’s life after the major
event?
2. How can I revisit my central idea?
3. What final thought will I leave readers with?

S.A.

Guided Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will facilitate an analysis of how the
student writer concluded the biography on Anne Frank using the guiding
questions. Teacher will prompt students to think pair share their answers to each
question.

Students will think pair share their answers to each of the teacher’s questions.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will direct students to revisit their
drafts with a focus on writing their concluding paragraphs. Teacher will rotate
conducting one on one writing conferences.

Students will write their concluding paragraphs.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt student volunteers to share their
concluding paragraphs within their small groups.

Students will share their concluding paragraphs with their small groups.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

Students will write a 5-paragraph essay using the prompt listed. They will
address each of the 4 sub-categories in the assessment (1. Introduce your topic;
Organize ideas, concepts and information using strategies such as definition,
classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect. 2. Convey ideas, concepts,
and information about your topic through the selection and analysis of relevant
content. 3. Include formatting (e.g. headings), graphics (e.g. charts, tables),
and/or multimedia to aid comprehension. 4. Provide a concluding statement or
section that follows from the information or explanation presented.). Students
will complete their assessment silently and independently. Teacher will monitor
student progress but will not assist students with anything related to the
assessment.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
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Summative Assessment Items: Please note that students will be given one prompt to respond to for their summative assessment. However, within this one overarching prompt,
there are four distinct assessment items included (numbered below). Each of these four distinct assessment items will be graded separately and together will determine student
mastery of the standard.
Prompt: Write a biography on Steve Jobs. Use the timeline and article on the life of Steve Jobs to conduct research, plan, outline and then write a five-paragraph essay using your
own words regarding his life. Accurately cite quotations, details, and facts from the research materials in your essay. In your essay, do the following:
1. Introduce your topic; Organize ideas, concepts and information using strategies such as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect. (2 points)
2. Convey ideas, concepts, and information about your topic through the selection and analysis of relevant content. (2 points)
3. Include formatting (e.g. headings), graphics (e.g. charts, tables), and/or multimedia to aid comprehension. (2 points)
4. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the information or explanation presented. (2 points)
Summative Assessment Scoring Rubric: *The assessment items included will together provide a cumulative score to show whether students demonstrated mastery of the given
standard. Points are awarded as indicated in the rubric below for a total of 8 points possible. Students must earn at least 7 out of 8 points (87%) to demonstrate mastery of this
standard. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Rubric
Introduce your topic; Organize
ideas, concepts and information
using strategies such as
definition, classification,
comparison/contrast, and
cause/effect.
Convey ideas, concepts, and
information about your topic
through the selection and
analysis of relevant content.
Include formatting (e.g.
headings), graphics (e.g. charts,
tables), and/or multimedia to
aid comprehension.
Provide a concluding statement
or section that follows from the
information or explanation
presented.
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0 points
Contains 0-1 out of 4: 5 paragraph essay
structure; strong introduction of topic;
ideas, concepts, and information are
logically organized; strategies such as
definition, classification,
comparison/contrast, and cause/effect are
used.
Ideas, concepts, and information about the
topic are either not conveyed or are
conveyed in ways that are confusing to the
reader. Analysis of relevant content is
lacking.
Formatting (e.g. headings), graphics (e.g.
charts, tables), and/or multimedia are not
used to aid comprehension.
Does not provide a concluding statement.

1 point
Contains 2-3 out of 4: 5 paragraph essay
structure; strong introduction of topic;
ideas, concepts, and information are
logically organized; strategies such as
definition, classification,
comparison/contrast, and cause/effect are
used.
Ideas, concepts, and information about the
topic are conveyed, through they may not
be consistently clear throughout the writing.
Relevant content is partially analyzed,
though analysis lacks details and could be
stronger.
Formatting (e.g. headings), graphics (e.g.
charts, tables), and/or multimedia are used
but their usage is infrequent or
inappropriate at times.
Contains a concluding statement or section
that follows from the information or
explanation presented; however, conclusion
is not clearly stated or lacks details that
would make it stronger.
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2 points
Contains all of the following: 5 paragraph
essay structure; strong introduction of topic;
ideas, concepts, and information are
logically organized; strategies such as
definition, classification,
comparison/contrast, and cause/effect are
used.
Ideas, concepts, and information about the
topic are clearly conveyed through the
selection and analysis of relevant content.

Formatting (e.g. headings), graphics (e.g.
charts, tables), and/or multimedia are used
frequently and appropriately throughout the
essay to aid comprehension.
Contains a strong concluding statement or
section that follows from the information or
explanation presented.
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

7

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

These math lessons will serve as the “Math Content Lesson” as described in the Program of Instruction. A large focus for math
content lessons is developing conceptual understanding, which is accomplished in these lessons through the extensive modeling
and collaborative solving of problems computing ratios using both simple and complex fractions. These lessons follow the direct
instruction model, including setting a purpose for learning, introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice,
and closure. Additionally, these lessons use authentic approaches because of the real-world contexts of the problems that
students are solving.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed

Content Area

Math

Grade: 7
Domain: Ratio and Proportion (RP)
Cluster: 7.RP.A Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve mathematical problems and problems in real-world
context.
Standard: #1
(M) 7.RP.A.1 Compute unit rates associated with ratios involving both simple and complex fractions, including ratios of
quantities measured in like or different units.

Worksheets, onion problems, math notes, assessment copies

List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to calculate unit rate with ratios of decimals in
real world contexts.

1

Introduction to New Material (20 minutes): Teacher tells students that we will
be exploring how unit rates are crucial in proportional reasoning to make
decisions in their everyday lives. Teacher asks the students “what units do you
we use to explain the speed of a car, bike, or plane?” Teacher explains that this
is used to describe the distance in one unit of time (hour). The teacher gives the
following problem to students, giving them 10 minutes to work with their
shoulder partner to solve the following problem: Lauren and Jake both went
on bike rides last weekend. Lauren was able to bike 2.5 miles in 15 minutes,
whereas Jake biked 3.25 miles in 20 minutes. If both riders biked for one
hour, which biker went further? As students work, the teacher will be
circulating the classroom, affirming or redirecting various approaches,
encouraging a visual model such as a double number line, bar graphs, or clocks.
After 10 minutes of work time, the teacher will regroup the students back to full
class instruction. Teacher will have two different partner groups share their
approach and final answers with the class. (7.MP.1, 7.MP.3, 7.MP.4, 7.MP.6)

Students are listening actively, and answering with “miles per hour” when asked
the question of units that are used to explain speed. Students work with their
shoulder partners to create an approach that would work best to determine which
bike rider is faster. Students will be having focused conversations with their
partners while the teacher is circulating and providing guided questions or next
steps, as needed. Students may be drawing clocks, bar models, double number
lines, or other visual models to determine how far each biker rode in one hour.
Students may also each take a biker and exchange their results. Students will
actively listen to the students who are sharing with the full class. (7.MP.1,
7.MP.3, 7.MP.4, 7.MP.6)

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher tells students that they will continue to
explore unit rates with task cards that require ordering 5 different brands of
peanut butter in increasing order based on their unit rate. Teacher provides
written directions and materials and instructs students to begin working with
their partners. Teacher circulates as students work to check for understanding
and ask probing questions such as: How is unit rate different than a rate?
Why is it necessary to calculate the unit rate in order to compare all of these
brands? Teacher will check each group’s unit rate ordering and will move
groups onto independent practice when they have the correct order of unit rates.
(7.MP.1, 7.MP.3, 7.MP.4, 7.MP.6)

Students work together to calculate the unit rate for each peanut butter brand,
compare the unit rates and order from lowest to highest. Students will be
performing calculations in their notes so that the teacher can check for
understanding and correct students, as needed. (7.MP.1, 7.MP.3, 7.MP.4,
7.MP.6)

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher releases students to an
independent practice worksheet that has students determine which of two items
is the better buy at the grocery store based on the price and quantity of the item.
Teacher works with students who have not yet demonstrated mastery of the
objective in a small group during this time. (7.MP.1, 7.MP.4)

Students complete independent practice worksheet silently where they will
perform unit rate calculations to determine which rate is a better deal at the
grocery store. (7.MP.1, 7.MP.4)
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2

3

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher pulls the class together. Teacher prompts students
to discuss the question, Why is it important to be able to calculate unit rate in
the real world? with their partners. Teacher circulates quickly to listen to
responses. Teacher cold calls several students to share exemplar responses with
the class.
Objective: Students will calculate and analyze unit rates associated with ratios
of simple and complex fractions in real world contexts.

Students discuss the question, Why is it important to be able to calculate unit
rate in the real world? with their partners. Students with exemplar responses
share with the class. Students listen actively while other students share.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher tells students that we will
be using unit rate to solve real world problems and that today we will be using
our knowledge of simple and complex fractions to solve these problems.
Teacher explains that the students will be given a task to determine the cost of
tiling a rectangular room. The teacher writes the room’s dimensions, the area of
one tile in square feet (fractional area), and the cost of one tile (decimal). The
teacher will build a table that writes out what information is known, what you
can find with that information, and the steps for how to find it. Teacher will
prompt students to record the model into their notes.

Students will actively listen to teacher’s model and record the teacher’s model
into their notes.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher informs students that they will work
with their partners to determine if they have enough money to purchase the tiles
that are needed if they have $115 dollars. The teacher will pull students that
were not proficient on the previous day’s independent practice to work with
them in a small group. (7.MP.1, 7.MP.3, 7.MP.4, 7.MP.6)

Students will actively listen to instructions. When work time starts, students will
have focused and productive conversations with their partners to solve the area
of the room and the number of tiles that it will take to fill the room to determine
if they have enough money to purchase all tiles. (7.MP.1, 7.MP.3, 7.MP.4,
7.MP.6)

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will have a tic tac toe worksheet
where students get to choose what set of 3 questions they want to answer. These
questions will increase in depth of knowledge to help the teacher know what
each student’s level of understanding of unit rate in real world contexts is when
given fractional values. Teacher works with students who have not yet
demonstrated mastery of the objective in a small group during this time.
(7.MP.1, 7.MP.4)

Students will silently and independently work on the 3 problems they decide to
complete on the tic tac toe board. (7.MP.1, 7.MP.4)

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher instructs students to discuss the question, How
can unit rates be used in the real world? with their partners. Teacher circulates
quickly to listen to responses. Teacher cold calls several students to share
exemplar responses with the class.
Objective: Students will be able to apply knowledge of unit rates to compare
values in multiple real-world problems involving fractions, decimals, whole
numbers, and different units.

Students will think-pair-share to answer the question How can unit rates be used
in the real world? Students will share responses with the class if called upon. If
students are not called on, they are actively listening.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher explains that unit rates
are imperative to be able to compare two items that may not look like they have
the same value initially. Common examples that have been examined in previous

Students will actively listen to the teacher’s model. Students will respond to the
teacher’s questions throughout the model as appropriate. Students will record the
teacher’s model into their notes.
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lessons are comparing prices in a store and comparing speed between two or
more objects or people. Teacher explains to the class that these problems will be
put together in a more complex and layered fashion in the form of word
problems today.
Teacher will model the following problem:
“Sam ran 2/3 of a mile in 8 minutes. If Sam runs at this speed consistently,
how long will take for her to run 1 mile? Sam’s friend Lexci joins for the
second mile. Lexci can run .125 of a mile in 30 seconds. Who is the faster
runner and by how much in minutes?”
Teacher will prompt students to follow along and copy the teacher’s model into
their notes.

S.A.

Guided Practice (12 minutes): Students and teacher will work together to solve
unit rate word problems to compare values in multiple real-world problems
involving fractions, decimals, whole numbers, and different units on individual
whiteboards. Teacher will direct students to solve the problems on their
whiteboards, showing the teacher their answers after each step. Teacher will
gradually release students to work more independently as understanding is
gauged. If a student demonstrates confusion, teacher will back up and review a
step that has been identified as a trend across the classroom. Teacher instructs
students to explain their thinking and ask questions to their shoulder partner.
After the class has demonstrated understanding, there will be one final question
for students to complete on their own in order to move onto independent
practice. (7.MP.1, 7.MP.4, 7.MP.6)

Students practice a variety of unit rate word problems to compare values in
multiple real-world problems involving fractions, decimals, whole numbers, and
different units on individual whiteboards. Students complete problems on their
whiteboards as directed by the teacher. Students will explain their thinking to
their partners as directed by the teacher. Students will complete the final
question independently on their whiteboards and show the teacher. (7.MP.1,
7.MP.4, 7.MP.6)

Independent Practice (20 minutes): Teacher explains that students will work
through an “onion” activity. Teacher explains that there are 5 layers of paper
crumpled into a ball, which have problems that will progressively increase in
complexity and difficulty. The problems are unit rate word problems with
fractions, decimals, whole numbers, and different units. Students are to work on
their own on each layer and raise their hand to have their “layer” checked before
moving onto the next layer. (7.MP.1, 7.MP.4)

Students will actively listen to the teacher’s directions and expectations.
Students will independently work on their onion activity, raising their hands
when they either have a question or are needing approval to move onto the next
layer. (7.MP.1, 7.MP.4)

Closure (3 minutes): Teacher brings the class back together. Teacher has
students discuss with their shoulder partner the following question: Why are
units rates the best method for comparing two or more items?

Students discuss the answer to the closure question with their shoulder partners.
Individual students will share out when called upon, with other students actively
listening.
Students will be assessed on their ability to compute unit rates associated with
ratios involving both simple and complex fractions, including ratios of quantities
measured in like or different units. Students will answer the questions below on
their summative assessment independently. The teacher will circulate during the
assessment but will not assist students with the content in any way.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
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mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.
Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
*Answers and point values are indicated in bold type throughout the assessment. Students must earn 13 out of 16 points (81%) to demonstrate mastery. (The bar of mastery at
CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Summative Assessment and Answer Key:
1. Which is the better buy, 3 ⅓ lbs. of Brand 1 turkey for $10.50 or 2 ½ lbs. of Brand 2 turkey for $6.25? Show your work and explain your reasoning. (4 points – see breakdown
of point values below)
a. Unit cost for Brand 1 = $3.15/pound (1 point)
b. Unit cost for Brand 2 = $2.50/pound (1 point)
c. Better buy: The 2 ½ pounds of Brand 2 turkey is the better buy. (1 point)
d. Rationale: When calculating the cost per pound, the first brand of turkey costs $3.15 per pound, whereas the second brand costs $2.50 per pound. I found the
unit costs by dividing the total cost by the weight of turkey. (1 point)
2. If 3 ¾ pounds of candy costs $20.25, how much would 1 lb. of candy cost? (1 point)
a. $6.15
b. $5.90
c. $5.40
d. $6.10
3. Who can travel further on 1 gallon of gas and by how much? (1 point)
Blue Car: travels 18 ⅖ miles using

!
"#

gallons of gas
$

Purple Car: travels 17 ⅖ miles using gallons of gas
%

a.
b.
c.
d.

Blue car, ¼ miles further
Purple car, ¼ miles further
Purple car, ⅕ miles further
Blue car, ⅕ miles further
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4. On Sunday morning, Charlie discovered that he has a leak in his bathroom. Since plumbers charge extra on the weekends, Charlie is planning on waiting until Monday morning
and will use buckets to catch and collect the dripping water until then. He places a bucket under the sink and goes to walk the dog. After half an hour, the bucket is 1/7 of the way
full.
4a. What is the rate that the bucket is leaking per hour? (1 point) 2/7 buckets per hour
4b. How long can Charlie be away from home before the bucket overflows? (1 point) 3.5 hours
5. A group of hikers are preparing for a one-week trip. All of the group’s supplies will be carried by the hikers in backpacks. The leader decides that each hiker will carry a
backpack that is the same fraction of weight to all of the other hikers’ weights. This means that the heaviest hiker would carry the heaviest load. The table below shows the weight
of each hiker and the weight of the backpack. Complete the table. Find the missing amounts of weight by applying the same value of the ratio as the first two rows. (8 points – see
breakdown of point values below)
Hiker Weight

Backpack Weight

Total Weight (lb.)

152 lb. 4 oz.

14 lb. 8 oz.

166 ¾ lb. (1 point)

107 lb. 10 oz.

10 lb. 4 oz.

117 ⅞ lb. (1 point)

129 lb. 15 oz.

12 ⅜ lb. (1 point)

142 5/16 lb. (1 point)

68 lb. 4 oz.

6 ½ lb. (1 point)

74 ¾ lb. (1 point)

91 ⅞ lb. (1 point)

8 lb. 12 oz.

100 ⅝ lb. (1 point)
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

7

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, these lessons follow the direct instruction model, including setting a purpose for
learning, introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure. Additionally, these lessons use
authentic approaches as they allow students to read natural text for authentic purposes, practice strategies in the context of
reading, and gradually gain ownership of the strategies and use them independently.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed
List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Content Area

Reading

Main Standard:
Strand: Reading Standards for Informational Text
Cluster: Key Ideas and Details
Standard: #2 - Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze their development over the course of the text; provide
an objective summary of the text.
(M) 7.RI.2 Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze their development over the course of the text; provide an
objective summary of the text.
Supporting Standard:
Strand: Reading Standards for Informational Text
Cluster: Key Ideas and Details
Standard: #1 - Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences
drawn from the text.
7.RI.1 Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text.
Text Set:
• The House on Mango Street, Sandra Cisneros
• “The Border,” in Red: Teenage Girls of America Write on What Fires Up Their Lives Today, Cindy Morand
• “Why Couldn’t Snow White be Chinese?” by Grace Lin
http://www.gracelin.com/media/press/press_snowwhiteessay.pdf
Quotation graphic organizers
Objective summary rubrics
Assessment copies
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to determine one of the central ideas of a
narrative informational text.

1

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will allow five minutes
for students to read the “About the Author”, Dedication, and Table of Contents
pages of The House on Mango Street. Teacher will say, “According to your
preview, why did Sandra Cisneros write The House on Mango Street?” Teacher
will direct students to use the established turn and talk protocol to have this
conversation in pairs, then will bring students back together to share their ideas
as a class.

Students will read the “About the Author”, Dedication, and Table of Contents
pages of The House on Mango Street. Students will use the established turn and
talk protocol to answer the teacher’s question in pairs. Students will come back
together as a class and share their ideas as prompted by the teacher.

Teacher will state that today we will be identifying one of the central ideas of a
narrative informational text as we continue to read The House on Mango Street.
Teacher will explain that a central idea is the overarching main idea or the
universal truth found in a text. Teacher will explain that texts often have two or
more central ideas and understanding these central ideas can help us better
understand an author’s perspective and the text. Teacher will explain that we are
going to read the first vignette and make inferences to determine one of the
text’s central ideas. Teacher and students will read the first vignette together
using established Control the Game procedure.

Students will listen intently to the teacher’s explanation of central ideas.
Students will read the first vignette with the teacher using the established
Control the Game procedure.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will ask students to discuss the
following questions using an established close reading protocol:
• What’s the topic of this first vignette?
• What do we learn about the author after reading the first three
paragraphs?
• What is the most important central idea about big topic revealed in
these first three paragraphs?
Teacher will circulate while students discuss the text in small groups, prompting
as necessary. Teacher will bring the class back together to share their thoughts,
guiding students to identify the most important central idea discussed so far.

Students will discuss the teacher’s questions in small groups. Students will share
their thoughts with the class as prompted by the teacher. Students who are not
speaking will listen actively.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will direct students to read the
remainder of the vignette independently and respond to the following prompt in

Students will read the vignette independently and respond to the prompt in
writing.
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writing: “How does paragraph five help establish the central idea of the
vignette? Why did the Sandra Cisneros make this vignette the title story?”

2

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together to share their
answers with the class through a discussion of the central idea of the vignette.
Teacher will ensure students are accurately identifying the central idea of the
vignette through prompts as needed.
Objectives: Students will be able to determine the central ideas of a narrative
informational text. Students will be able to cite several pieces of text-based
evidence to support an analysis of the development of central ideas over the
course of a narrative informational text.

Students will share their responses with the class through a discussion of the
central idea of the vignette. Students will listen actively when they are not
speaking.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will present a Theme,
Topic, Central Message slide presentation to students. Teacher will state, “Going
through the struggle of fitting the puzzle pieces of identity- ethnicity, cultural
inheritance, gender, and economic status is one of the recurring themes in the
novella The House on Mango Street.” Teacher will remind students that themes
are usually found in literary texts whereas a central message can be found in an
informational text. Teacher will tell students to think about what they’ve read
and previewed so far. Teacher will ask, “How is The House on Mango Street
different from a traditional informational text?”

Students will follow along with the slide presentation and the teacher’s model.

Teacher will explain that each vignette will have its own central message that
fits into the larger themes of the novella. Teacher will state, “Today we will read
the vignettes titled Hairs and Boys and Girls, identify the central ideas of these
vignettes, and analyze how the central messages in these vignettes fit into the
larger themes of the novella.”
Teacher will direct students to read the next vignette in the book, Hairs using
established Control the Game procedure. Teacher will think aloud using strong
metacognition to reveal the central message of the vignette and cite evidence
that supports the analysis of the development of the central idea over the course
of the vignette.

Students will read Hairs using the established Control the Game procedure.
Students will listen intently to the teacher’s model.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will direct students to read the third
vignette, Boys and Girls, with their partners. Teacher will tell students that while
reading, they should consider and discuss how the author develops the topic of
identity. Teacher will ask students to use text evidence to respond to the
following prompts with their partners after reading:
• Why did the author title the third vignette Boys and Girls?
• How do the first three vignettes of the text The House on Mango Street
fit into the identity theme?
• In what ways do you notice the author’s perspective changing from the
first vignette to the second? How does it remain the same?

Students will read the third vignette, Boys and Girls, with their partners as
prompted by the teacher. Students will use text evidence to respond to the
teacher’s questions after reading. Students will discuss the text as a class.
Students not speaking will listen actively.
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• How are the central ideas developing over the course of the novella?
Teacher will circulate while students discuss the text, prompting as necessary.
Teacher will bring the class back together to share their thoughts.

3

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will direct students to read the
next vignette, My Name, independently. Teacher will direct students to use text
evidence to respond to the following questions after they read:
• How does My Name further the identity theme?
• How are the central ideas developing over the course of the novella?

Students will read My Name independently and will use text evidence to respond
to the teacher’s questions after reading.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together to share their
answers with the class through a discussion. Teacher will select 1-3 students to
share.
Objective: Students will be able to use quotations from the text to support an
analysis of the development of central ideas over the course of a text.

Students will share their answers with the class as prompted by the teacher.
Students will actively listen to those who are sharing.

Introduction to New Material (5 minutes): Teacher will tell students that
today we will be using quotations from the text to support our analysis of the
development of central ideas over the course of the text, “The Border” in Red:
Teenage Girls of America Write on What Fires Up Their Lives Today, relating to
identity. Teacher will model the process for using the quotation graphic
organizer to support our analysis of the development of central ideas over the
course of the text by thinking aloud through the steps. Teacher will model how
to introduce the quote, include the quote, and analyze the quote.

Students will come to the lesson having read “The Border,” in Red: Teenage
Girls of America Write on What Fires Up Their Lives Today in advance.
Students will listen intently to the teacher’s introduction and model.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher and students will select another quote
that supports the development of the theme of identity throughout the text.
Together, teacher and students will use the quotation graphic organizer to
introduce the quote, include the quote, and analyze the quote. Teacher will use
the established turn and talk protocol throughout this process, giving students an
opportunity to discuss each section of the graphic organizer with their partners
prior to sharing their ideas with the class. The teacher will use ideas that have
been shared to craft a written response for each section of the graphic organizer
and prompt students to copy the teacher’s response.

Students will use the quotation graphic organizer to introduce the quote, include
the quote, and analyze the quote as prompted by the teacher. Students will use
turn and talk as instructed by the teacher. Students will copy the teacher’s
written response.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to find two
pieces of evidence that align to one of the central ideas of the text. Teacher will
prompt students to use the quotation graphic organizer to introduce the quotes,
include the quotes, and analyze the quotes. Teacher will circulate while students
work, prompting students as necessary and looking for exemplar responses.

Students will find two pieces of evidence that align to one of the central ideas of
the text. Students will use the quotation graphic organizer to introduce the
quotes, include the quotes, and analyze the quotes.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher and students will come back together as a class.
Teacher will ask one student with an exemplar response to share with the class.

One student with an exemplar response will share out with the class while other
students listen actively.
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Objective: Students will be able to write an objective summary of a text that
includes two or more central ideas and analyzes their development over the
course of the text.

4

S.A.

Introduction to New Material (5 minutes): Teacher will state, “Today we will
use the quotations we unpacked yesterday to help us construct an objective
summary of the central messages in “The Border” and The House on Mango
Street. Teacher will review the rubric students will use to craft their objective
summaries, stating that students must include two or more central messages,
analyze those central messages using their quotation graphic organizers,
including supporting details, and ensuring their summaries are objective.

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s model, following along with the
rubric.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will state that they will work together
to craft an objective summary of “The Border.” Teacher and students will use
the rubric as a guide as they craft their objective summary. Teacher will move
through the rubric one step at a time, asking students to use their graphic
organizers from yesterday to assist them. Teacher will have students turn and
talk as appropriate and share ideas with the class. After students have discussed
and shared, teacher will use student responses to craft a sentence for the class to
record as part of their objective summary. Teacher and students will repeat this
process until the objective summary is fully crafted. Once the summary is
crafted, teacher and students will compare the summary with the rubric to ensure
all criteria have been met.

Students will work together with teacher to craft an objective summary of “The
Border” using the rubric as a guide. Students will turn and talk and share ideas
as prompted by the teacher. Students will copy the teacher’s sentences. Students
will compare the summary with the rubric to ensure all criteria have been met.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will tell students that now they
will repeat the process of creating an objective summary for the text, The House
on Mango Street independently. Teacher will circulate as students work, will
prompt and assist students as necessary, and will search for exemplar responses.

Students will create an objective summary of The House on Mango Street
independently.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher and students will come back together as a class.
Teacher will ask one student with an exemplar response to share with the class.

One student with an exemplar response will share out with the class while other
students listen actively.
Students will complete the assessment items listed below independently. The
teacher will circulate during the assessment but will not assist students with the
content in any way.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.
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1A. Which statement best summarizes one of the central ideas in this text?
1B. Identify a piece of evidence from the text that supports your response in part
A.
2A. Which statement best shows the way in which the author’s opinion of being
Chinese evolved over the course of her life and the text?
2B. Explain your choice in 2A using text evidence.
3A. Which statement best summarizes a second central idea in this text?
3B. Identify a piece of evidence from the text that supports your response in part
A.
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4. Please write an objective summary of the text.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
*All of the questions are open-ended but should include responses similar to the exemplar responses listed in bold within the assessment below. As long as the response provides
similar information that answers the given question accurately, it will be considered correct even if the sentences are not exactly like the ones written below. There are a total of 14
points that can be earned on the summative assessment and all assessment items will together determine a student’s proficiency with the given standard. Students must earn at least
12 out of 14 points (86%) to demonstrate mastery. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Summative Assessment Items, Answer Key, and Rubric:
Answer these questions after reading the text “Why Couldn’t Snow White Be Chinese?”
1A. Which statement best summarizes one of the central ideas in this text? (1 point)
a. It was deeply unfair to be told as a child that the author could not play Dorothy.
b. Multicultural children’s books allow children to appreciate and embrace the different cultural influences in their lives.
c. Children growing up in two cultures can feel isolated and insecure.
d. The author feels most comfortable writing books about Chinese-American culture.
1B. Identify a piece of evidence from the text that supports your response in part A. (1 point) Students must identify at least one piece of accurate and relevant evidence from the
text. Two exemplar responses are provided here. However, if students select a different piece of evidence that supports their response in part A, it will be considered correct. “I try
to make books that encourage Asian American children to embrace their identities” or “Books that would have made me feel like I belonged, that there was someone else
like me out there, and that who I was, was actually something great.”
2A. Which statement best shows the way in which the author’s opinion of being Chinese evolved over the course of her life and the text? (1 point)
a. The author was grateful to be Chinese-American as a child, but as she grew older, she grew more confused.
b. The author felt neutral toward her heritage, which increased as she grew older.
c. At first, it was a terrible burden. Later, it became a source of joy.
d. The author’s Chinese culture made her feel angry as a child. As an adult, she struggled to contain her anger.
2B. Explain your choice in 2A using text evidence. (1 point) To earn this point, students must introduce, analyze, and explain a quote from the text that supports their response in
2A. One exemplar response is provided here. However, if students select a different quote that supports their response in part A and introduce, analyze, and explain it, it will be
considered correct. Once the author grows into an adult her feelings change. She reflects: “Instead of the curse I felt it was during my childhood, I now treasure it.” This
shows how she eventually learned or evolved from childhood to adulthood.
3A. Which statement best summarizes a second central idea in this text? (1 point)
a. The author must work hard to fit in with her classmates.
b. Children growing up in two cultures can feel isolated and insecure at first but can eventually grow into an understanding and appreciation of both cultures.
c. When you grow up you always feel better than the way you felt as a child.
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d. The author feels that books about Chinese American Culture are the best types of books.
3B. Identify a piece of evidence from the text that supports your response in part A. (1 point) Students must identify at least one piece of accurate and relevant evidence from the
text. Two exemplar responses are provided here. However, if students select a different piece of evidence that supports their response in part A, it will be considered correct. “I’m
older now, and wiser, and I appreciate that difference. Instead of the curse I had felt during my childhood, I now treasure it.” or “I realize the beauty of two cultures
blending and giving birth to me (!), an Asian American.”
4. Please write an objective summary of the text. (8 points) See rubric below for scoring #6.
Rubric for #6
Central Ideas
Analysis of Central Ideas
Supporting Details
Objectivity
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0 points
No central ideas are identified in the
summary.
Does not analyze the development of
central idea(s) over the course of the text.
Relevant details are not provided in
support of the central idea(s) of the text.
Facts and opinions are frequently
intertwined and the summary is not
objective overall.

1 point
One central idea is identified in the
summary.
Analyzes the development of one central
idea over the course of the text.
Central idea(s) are somewhat supported
through details.
The summary somewhat separates facts
from personal opinions and judgments.
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2 points
Two or more central ideas are identified
in the summary.
Analyzes the development of two or more
central ideas over the course of the text.
Central idea(s) are well supported
through details.
The summary separates facts from
personal opinions and judgments.
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

7

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, CASA Academy’s writing block is based off of Lucy Calkin’s Writing Workshop
model. Within Writing Workshop, teachers will target daily instruction based on student needs as demonstrated by data. Each
lesson will have an authentic purpose connected to the real world and will follow the direct instruction model (introduction to
new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure). During independent practice, the teacher will differentiate for
individual students by providing additional coaching and support as necessary. These components can be found throughout the
curriculum sample.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed

Content Area

Writing

Strand: Writing Standards (W)
Cluster: Text Types and Purposes
Standard: #1
(M) 7.W.1 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence.
a. Introduce claim(s), acknowledge alternate or opposing claims, and organize the reasons and evidence logically.
(M) b. Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an
understanding of the topic or text.
c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among claim(s), reasons, and evidence.
d. Establish and maintain a formal style.
(M) e. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument presented.
Pygmalion by George Bernard Shaw, graphic organizers, writing workshop notebooks, exemplar student essays, writing rubrics,
assessment, assessment copies

List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to analyze the argument in model essays,
noting how claims are supported with clear reasons and relevant evidence.

1

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will introduce the unit by
letting students know that in this unit we will writing arguments to support
claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence. We will learn to support our
claims with logical reasons and relevant evidence, use accurate, credible sources
to demonstrate an understanding of a text, and provide a concluding statement
that follows from and supports the argument we have presented. Teacher will
explain that today we will begin our unit by analyzing arguments in model
essays, noting how claims are supported with clear reasons and relevant
evidence. Teacher will pass out copies of the model essays. Teacher and students
will read the model essay. Teacher will model answering the following questions
using the model essay as a guide and modeling strong metacognition:
• What is the argument in this essay?
• What are the claims the author is making?
• How are the claims supported with clear reasons and relevant evidence?

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s introduction of the unit. Students
will read the sample essay with the teacher. Students will listen as the teacher
models strong metacognition while answering the questions regarding the
sample essay.

Guided Practice (20 minutes): Teacher will have students turn to the second
model essay. Teacher will prompt students to read the essay independently, then
will bring students back together. Teacher will prompt students to think-pairshare answers to the same questions used for the model, answering each
question one at a time and citing evidence from the model essay. Teacher will
bring students back together whole class after each question to discuss the
question.

Students will read the second model essay independently. Students will thinkpair-share answers to the same questions used for the model, answering each
question one at a time and citing evidence from the model essay. Students will
discuss each question whole class as prompted by the teacher.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to read a
third model essay independently, then answer the same questions used for the
model, answering each question one at a time and citing evidence from the
model essay. Teacher will circulate around the classrooms during this time,
conferencing with students and asking prompting questions as necessary.

Students will read the model essay independently, then answer the same
questions used for the model, answering each question one at a time and citing
evidence from the model essay.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together and ask them to
think-pair-share their responses to the independent practice questions with their

Students will think-pair-share their responses to the independent practice
questions with their partners. Students with exemplar responses will share out
whole class as prompted by the teacher while other students listen actively.
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partners. Teacher will circulate while students work and call on students with
exemplar responses to share out whole class.
Objective: Students will be able to choose relevant and compelling reasons,
supported by strong evidence from Pygmalion, to support the claim they are
making in their argument essay and demonstrate a strong understanding of the
text.

2

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will tell students that
today, we will be provided with a claim based on Pygmalion which we have
read in a prior unit. Teacher will tell students that our job will be to support the
claim using logical reasoning and relevant evidence from the text to demonstrate
a strong understanding of the text. Teacher will tell students that we will be
using a claim that we discussed and agreed upon as a class in reading earlier this
year regarding the play Pygmalion. Our claim was, “Alfred Doolittle changes
externally, but internally he does not change at all.” Teacher will tell students
that they will need to provide 3 pieces of logical reasoning and relevant evidence
to support this claim, just as they will do to support a claim they will make for
their assessment at the end of this unit. Teacher will tell students to refer to their
notes from the class conversations they had in reading to think about what pieces
of logical reasoning and relevant evidence they want to include in our
argumentative essays. Teacher will model providing the first piece of logical
reasoning and relevant evidence to support this claim, using strong
metacognition. Teacher will model recording this piece of reasoning/evidence in
a graphic organizer, using text evidence, and elaborating on it to demonstrate a
strong understanding of the text. Teacher will prompt students to record the
teacher’s model. Teacher will ask students to discuss why this piece of logical
reasoning/evidence is strong and how it demonstrates a strong understanding of
the text.

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s introduction and model. Students
will record the teacher’s model in their graphic organizers. Students will refer to
their notes from reading class on the class agreed upon claim. Students will
discuss why the teacher’s piece of logical reasoning/evidence is strong and how
it demonstrates a strong understanding of the text.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work together
in their pairs to provide a second piece of logical reasoning and relevant
evidence to support this claim. Teacher will prompt students to record this piece
of reasoning/evidence, using text evidence, and elaborate on it to demonstrate a
strong understanding of the text. Teacher will circulate as students work to listen
in to student conversations and provide feedback as needed.

Students will work together in their pairs to provide a second piece of logical
reasoning and relevant evidence to support this claim. Students will record this
piece of reasoning/evidence, using text evidence, and elaborate on it to
demonstrate a strong understanding of the text.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work
independently to provide a third piece of logical reasoning and relevant evidence
to support the claim. Teacher will prompt students to record this piece of
reasoning/evidence in their graphic organizers, using text evidence, and
elaborate on it to demonstrate a strong understanding of the text. Teacher will
conference with individual students as needed during this time.

Students will work independently to provide a third piece of logical reasoning
and relevant evidence to support the claim. Students will record this piece of
reasoning/evidence in their graphic organizers, using text evidence, and
elaborate on it to demonstrate a strong understanding of the text.
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3

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together and have them
discuss the questions, “How did you choose relevant and compelling reasons
with relevant evidence to support our claim? How does your writing
demonstrate a strong understanding of the text?” Teacher will circulate to listen
to student responses, then ask students with exemplar responses to share.
Objective: Students will draft their essays by organizing pieces of logical
reasoning and evidence for an argument essay on Pygmalion.

Students will discuss the teacher’s questions. Students with exemplar responses
will share out while other students listen actively.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will tell students that we
have done the hardest part already – coming up with our three pieces of logical
reasoning and relevant evidence that support our class agreed upon claim.
Teacher will explain that today our job will be to draft our argumentative essays,
supporting our claim with three pieces of logical reasoning and evidence, using
accurate, credible sources, and demonstrating an understanding of the text.
Teacher will explain that we will not spend our time today writing the
introduction, since we have already covered how to introduce a claim thoroughly
in a previous unit. Today, we will focus on drafting our reasons and evidence
using the play Pygmalion to demonstrate our understanding of the text. Teacher
will refer back to the graphic organizer used in yesterday’s model. Teacher will
model using the notes from the first piece of logical reasoning and relevant
evidence to support the claim to draft a paragraph using this piece of reasoning
and evidence. Teacher will model how to explain the reasoning, include quotes
and information directly from Pygmalion, and elaborate to demonstrate a
thorough understanding of the text. Teacher will model strong metacognition
during this time. Teacher will prompt students to record the teacher’s model
paragraph.

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s introduction. Students will copy the
teacher’s model paragraph as prompted.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will explain that now students will craft
their second piece of logical reasoning and relevant evidence from their graphic
organizers into a paragraph with their partners. Teacher will remind students that
they need to refer back to the play and demonstrate a strong understanding of the
text in this second paragraph. Teacher will circulate while students work, asking
probing questions and guiding students as necessary. Teacher will bring students
back together and ask a pair with an exemplar paragraph to share with the class.

Students will work with their partners to craft their second piece of logical
reasoning and relevant evidence from their graphic organizers into a paragraph.
A student pair will share their exemplar paragraph with the class as prompted by
the teacher. Students will actively listen during this sharing with the class.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will explain that now students
will craft their third piece of logical reasoning and relevant evidence from their
graphic organizers into a paragraph independently. Teacher will remind students
that they need to refer back to the play and demonstrate a strong understanding
of the text in this paragraph. Teacher will circulate while students work,
conferring with students as needed.

Students will work independently to craft their third piece of logical reasoning
and relevant evidence from their graphic organizers into a paragraph. Students
will confer with the teacher.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to share their third
paragraphs with their partners. Partners will use a rubric and evaluate one

Students will share their third paragraphs with their partners. Partners will use a
rubric and evaluate one another’s work.
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another’s work. Teacher will circulate to listen in and observe the peer critique,
offering guidance and suggestions as needed.
Objective: Students will be able to write a concluding paragraph that follows
from and supports the argument presented.

4

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will distribute a copy of
the rubric for argumentative writing. Teacher will ask students to find and share
the place on the rubric where the conclusion is addressed. Teacher will tell
students that their concluding paragraph should cohesively tie the claim and
argument together and leave an emotional, logical, or factual, impression on the
reader. Teacher will point out that the conclusion is one of the most important
parts of the essay, and as such is assessed directly on the rubric. Teacher will
prompt students to re-read a concluding paragraph from one of the model essays
used earlier in the unit. Teacher will point out and describe examples of how this
model concluding paragraph follows from and supports the argument presented.

Students will find and share the place on the rubric where the conclusion is
addressed. Students will re-read a concluding paragraph from one of the model
essays used earlier in the unit and listen to the teacher’s model.

Guided Practice (25 minutes): Teacher will have students work with their
partners to draft a concluding paragraph using the rubric and exemplar essay as
guides. Teacher will circulate during this time, conferring with partners and
asking guiding questions. Teacher will bring the class back together and have
one group share their conclusion underneath the document camera. The teacher
and class will evaluate the conclusion using the provided rubric and make
suggestions to help the group make their conclusion even stronger. Then, teacher
will have each set of partners team up with another set of partners to repeat the
process. Students will review each concluding paragraph, evaluate the
conclusion, and provide feedback to make it stronger. Teacher will circulate
during this time to listen in and provide feedback as necessary.

Students will work with their partners to draft a concluding paragraph using the
rubric and exemplar essay as guides. One group share their conclusion
underneath the document camera. The class will evaluate the conclusion using
the provided rubric and make suggestions to help the group make their
conclusion even stronger. Then, each set of partners will team up with another
set of partners to repeat the process. Students will review each concluding
paragraph, evaluate the conclusion, and provide feedback to make it stronger.

*Note that there is no independent practice in today’s lesson so that students can
collaborate with one another on writing strong conclusions and receive feedback
from one another on this process to ensure they are prepared for the unit
assessment.
Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to reflect on and think-pairshare the question, “What is necessary for a strong concluding paragraph in an
argumentative essay?” Teacher will circulate while students work and listen in,
selecting students with exemplar responses to the question to share out.

S.A.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
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Students will reflect and think-pair-share on the question, “What is necessary for
a strong concluding paragraph in an argumentative essay?” Students with
exemplar responses will share out with the class as prompted by the teacher
while other students listen intently.
Students will write a 5-paragraph essay using the prompt listed. They will
address each of the 3 sub-categories in the assessment (1. Support claim(s) with
logical reasoning and at least 3 pieces of relevant evidence. 2. Use accurate,
credible sources and demonstrate an understanding of the text. 3. Provide a
concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument
presented.). Students will complete their assessment silently and independently.
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mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

Teacher will monitor student progress but will not assist students with anything
related to the standard.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
Summative Assessment Items: Please note that students will be given one prompt to respond to for their summative assessment. However, within this one overarching prompt,
there are three distinct assessment items included (numbered below). Each of these three distinct assessment items will be graded separately and together will determine student
mastery of the standard. It is assumed that students have already mastered how to state claims in a previous writing unit. Therefore, the introduction of the claim is not being
directly assessed here, though students must assert a claim in order to complete the assessment and support their claim with logical reasoning and evidence.
Prompt: Write an argumentative essay responding to the following prompt: Eliza Doolittle changes her outward identity (speech, mannerisms, clothing) throughout the play. Does
she change her inner identity (values, character) as well?” In your essay, do the following:
1. Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and at least 3 pieces of relevant evidence. (3 points)
2. Use accurate, credible sources and demonstrate an understanding of the text. (3 points)
3. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument presented. (3 points)
Summative Assessment Scoring Rubric: *The assessment items included will together provide a cumulative score to show whether students demonstrated mastery of the given
standard. Points are awarded as indicated in the rubric below for a total of 9 points possible. Students must earn at least 8 out of 9 points (88%) to demonstrate mastery of this
standard. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Rubric
Support claim(s) with logical
reasoning and relevant
evidence.

0 points
Relevant evidence is not
provided in support of claims.

Use accurate, credible sources
and demonstrate an
understanding of the text.

Accurate, credible sources are
not used.

Concluding statement or
section that follows from and
supports the argument
presented.

No concluding paragraph is
written.
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1 point
At least one piece of relevant
evidence is provided in support
of claims, with a basic
introduction. May lack analysis
and/or explanation of evidence.
Accurate, credible sources are
used. Analysis may not
demonstrate understanding of
the text.
Generic conclusion paragraph
that does not cohesively tie the
claim and argument together.

2 points
At least two pieces of relevant
evidence are provided in support
of claims, with sufficient
introduction. May lack analysis
and/or explanation of evidence.
Accurate, credible sources are
used. Analysis demonstrates a
general understanding of the text.

3 points
At least three pieces of relevant
evidence are provided in
support of claims, with
sufficient introduction, analysis,
and explanation.
Accurate, credible sources are
used. Analysis demonstrates a
strong understanding of the text.

Conclusion paragraph cohesively
ties the claim and argument
together.

Concluding paragraph
cohesively ties the claim and
argument together and leaves an
emotional, logical, or factual,
impression on the reader.
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

8

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction
Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than
one Standard is listed for a content
area, one is clearly identified as the
focus of review by having (M) before
the standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed

Content Area

Mathematics

These math lessons will serve as the “Math Content Lesson” as described in the Program of Instruction. A large focus for math
content lessons is developing conceptual understanding, which is accomplished in these lessons through helping students
develop a deep understanding of the Pythagorean Theorem including right triangles, multi-step equations, inverse operations,
square roots and squared numbers. These lessons follow the direct instruction model, including setting a purpose for learning,
introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure. Additionally, these lessons use authentic
approaches because of the real-world contexts of the problems students are solving.

Domain: Geometry (G)
Cluster: 8.G.B Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem.
Standard: #7 - Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown side lengths in right triangles in real-world context and
mathematical problems in two and three dimensions.
(M) 8.G.B.7: Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown side lengths in right triangles in real-world context and
mathematical problems in two and three dimensions.

Presentation deck (PPT, smart board, google presentation, etc.), printed handouts, anchor chart with information regarding right
triangles, Pythagorean Theorem, and various strategies, math notebooks for note taking, assessment copies

List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will understand and apply Perfect Square Strategy to find
the missing side of the hypotenuse.

1

Introduction to New Material (15 minutes): Teacher will have students
complete “Do Now/Warm up” which is accessing prior knowledge from 8.G.B.6
that students are able to identify which part of the right triangle is the
hypotenuse, legs and right angle and why. This is a visual matching activity with
options. Teacher will review Do Now/Warm Up whole class with cold calling
students to assess where students are at.

Students will complete the Do Now/Warm up by accessing prior knowledge and
information from the day before and also the materials in the room like anchor
charts, notes from yesterday and other resources available to them. Students will
respond to the teacher’s questions via Cold Call.

Teacher will pose question, “How do you find the missing side of a right triangle
using perfect square strategy for a 2D object?” Teacher will use PPT to show a
right triangle that has 5 for hypotenuse, 4 for leg and 3 for another leg. Teacher
will draw perfect squares outside the sides on the smart board, showing that 5
squared=25, 4 squared= 16, and 3 squared=9, and will ask students, “which two
sides, if you add together, equal the third side?” Teacher will share that the two
sides that make up the right angle, the legs, when squared, equals the squared
hypotenuse. Once you find that square, you can square root the square to find the
missing side. The teacher will model and share that when you make a perfect
square (5x5 or 3x3, etc.) from the sides, the legs should add up to equal the
hypotenuse, and that is how you know it is a right triangle and that is how we
can figure out the missing side. Teacher will prompt students to take notes and
copy down the example problem.

Students will actively listen to the teacher’s model and copy down notes.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will tell students that they will now use
their knowledge from the model to solve problem #2 where the legs are 8 and 6.
Students need to find the missing side, which is the hypotenuse. Teacher will
apply following protocol:
1. Students will have 90 seconds to apply perfect square strategy
2. Students will think pair share with their partners
3. Students will volunteer to share answers and explanation
Teacher will correct any misconceptions as necessary. Teacher will repeat this
protocol with additional problems for practice. (8.MP.1, 8.MP.4, 8.MP.6)

Students will solve the problems and work in partnership with their pairs
following the teacher’s protocol:
1. Students will have 90 seconds to apply perfect square strategy
2. Students will think pair share with their partners
3. Students will volunteer to share answers and explanation
Students will repeat these steps as prompted by the teacher. (8.MP.1, 8.MP.4,
8.MP.6)
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Independent Practice (13 minutes): Teacher will have students practice
additional problems, applying perfect square strategy. Teacher will cue students
to access notes, examples, anchor charts and target students who showed they
need support in the previous problems. Teacher will circulate until students are
ready for the exit ticket. Teacher will issue exit ticket.
Closure (2 minutes): Teacher will collect the exit ticket to assess and adjust for
day 2. Teacher will close out by restating objective and asking students to share
with their partners a response to, “How do you find the missing hypotenuse of a
right triangle using perfect square strategy?” Teacher will call on students to
share their answers whole class.
Objective: Students will understand and apply Perfect Square Strategy to find a
missing leg (a or b) given the hypotenuse (c) and one leg (a or b).

2

Students will work independently on the next few problems, accessing their
notes, examples, and anchor charts. Students will complete the exit ticket as
prompted by the teacher.
Students will turn in their exit tickets. Students will reflect on the posed guiding
question with their partners. Students will share their responses with the class as
prompted by the teacher. Students not speaking will actively listen to others’
responses.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will have students
complete “Do Now/Warm up” which is accessing prior knowledge from the day
before to find the missing length of the hypotenuse using perfect square strategy.
Teacher will pose question, “How do you find the missing side of a leg of a right
triangle using perfect square strategy for a 2D object?” Teacher will show and
review a right triangle that has 5 for hypotenuse, 4 for leg and 3 for another leg.
Teacher will draw perfect squares outside the sides, showing that 5 squared=25,
4 squared= 16, and 3 squared=9, and will ask students, “Which two sides, if you
add together, equal the third side?” Teacher and students will review the answer.

Students will complete the Do Now/Warm up. Students will review the answer
with the teacher.

Teacher will model that if you have one side length of a leg, and the length of
the hypotenuse, you can apply the perfect square strategy to the hypotenuse and
leg, and then subtract the squared leg from the squared hypotenuse to get the
squared of the leg. Once you find that square, you can square root the square to
find the missing side. Teacher will walk through a specific example to show
students how this works. Teacher will prompt students to take notes and copy
down the example problem.

Students will actively listen to the teacher’s model and copy down notes.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will tell students that they will now use
their knowledge from the model to solve problem #2 where they are given the
length of one side and the length of the hypotenuse. Students need to find the
missing side. Teacher will apply following protocol:
1. Students will have 90 seconds to apply perfect square strategy
2. Students will think pair share with their partners
3. Students will volunteer to share answers and explanation
Teacher will correct any misconceptions as necessary. Teacher will repeat this
protocol with additional problems for practice. (8.MP.1, 8.MP.4, 8.MP.6)

Students will solve the problems and work in partnership with their pairs
following the teacher’s protocol:
1. Students will have 90 seconds to apply perfect square strategy
2. Students will think pair share with their partners
3. Students will volunteer to share answers and explanation
Students will repeat these steps as prompted by the teacher. (8.MP.1, 8.MP.4,
8.MP.6)

Independent Practice 15 minutes): Teacher will have students practice
additional problems, applying perfect square strategy. Teacher will cue students
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to access notes, examples, anchor charts and target students who showed they
need support in the previous problems. Teacher will circulate until students are
ready for the exit ticket. Teacher will issue exit ticket.
Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will collect exit ticket to assess and adjust for day
3. Teacher will close out by restating the objective and asking students to share
with their partners a response to “How do you find the missing leg of a right
triangle using perfect square strategy?” Teacher will call on students to share
their answers whole class.

Students will work independently on the next few problems, accessing their
notes, examples, and anchor charts. Students will complete the exit ticket as
prompted by the teacher.

Students will turn in their exit tickets. Students will reflect on the posed guiding
question with their partners. Students will share their responses with the class as
prompted by the teacher. Students not speaking will actively listen to others’
responses.

Objective: Students will understand and apply Perfect Square Strategy to find
the missing leg or hypotenuse in a right triangle in real-world context. Students
will be able to explain their thinking in writing.

3

Introduction to New Material (15 minutes): Teacher will have students
complete “Do Now/Warm up” which is accessing prior knowledge from the day
before to find the missing length of a leg using perfect square strategy. Teacher
will circulate to review responses while students work. Teacher will bring
students back together to review the problem.

Students will complete the Do Now/Warm up. Students will review the answer
with the teacher.

Teacher will share and model the concept of being able to find the missing leg or
hypotenuse in a right triangle in a real-world context. Teacher will model two
problems, one where there is a missing leg and one where there is a missing
hypotenuse. Teacher will model explaining his/her thinking in writing, using
strong metacognition. Teacher will prompt students to take notes and copy down
the example problems.

Students will actively listen to the teacher’s model and copy down notes
including the teacher’s written explanation.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will tell students that they will now use
their knowledge from the model to solve problem #2 where they are given the
length of one side and the length of the hypotenuse in a real-world problem.
Students need to find the missing side. Teacher will apply following protocol:
1. Students will have 90 seconds to apply perfect square strategy
2. Students will think pair share with their partners
3. Students will volunteer to share answers and explanation
4. Students will explain their thinking in writing
5. Students will share their written responses with the class as prompted
by the teacher
Teacher will correct any misconceptions as necessary. Teacher will repeat this
protocol with additional problems for practice. (8.MP.1, 8.MP.4, 8.MP.6)

Students will solve the problems in a real-world context and work in partnership
with their pairs following the teacher’s protocol:
1. Students will have 90 seconds to apply perfect square strategy
2. Students will think pair share with their partners
3. Students will volunteer to share answers and explanation
4. Students will explain their thinking in writing
5. Students will share their written responses with the class as prompted
by the teacher
Students will repeat these steps as prompted by the teacher. (8.MP.1, 8.MP.4,
8.MP.6)

Independent Practice (13 minutes): Teacher will have students practice
additional problems, applying perfect square strategy. Teacher will cue students
to access notes, examples, anchor charts and target students who showed they

Students will work independently on the next few problems, accessing their
notes, examples, and anchor charts. Students will complete the exit ticket as
prompted by the teacher.
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need support in the previous problems. Teacher will circulate until students are
ready for the exit ticket. Teacher will issue exit ticket.

4

Closure (2 minutes): Teacher will collect exit ticket to assess and adjust for day
4. Teacher will close out by restating the objective and asking students to share
with their partners a response to, “How do you find the missing leg of a right
triangle using perfect square strategy?” Teacher will call on students to share
their answers whole class.
Objective: Students will understand and apply Perfect Square Strategy to find
the missing side in a right triangle in a 3D shape.

Students will turn in their exit tickets. Students will reflect on the posed guiding
question with their partners. Students will share their responses with the class as
prompted by the teacher. Students not speaking will actively listen to others’
responses.

Introduction to New Material (15 minutes): Teacher will have students
complete “Do Now/Warm up” which is accessing prior knowledge from the day
before to find the missing length of a leg in a real-world problem using perfect
square strategy. Teacher will circulate to review responses while students work.
Teacher will bring students back together to review the problem.

Students will complete the Do Now/Warm up. Students will review the answer
with the teacher.

Teacher will share and model the concept of being able to find the missing leg or
hypotenuse in a right triangle in a 3D shape. Teacher will model two problems,
one where there is a missing leg and one where there is a missing hypotenuse.
Teacher will model explaining his/her thinking in writing, using strong
metacognition. Teacher will prompt students to take notes and copy down the
example problems.

Students will actively listen to the teacher’s model and copy down notes
including the teacher’s written explanation.

Guided Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will tell students that they will now use
their knowledge from the model to solve problem #2 where they are given the
length of one side and the length of the hypotenuse in a 3D shape. Students need
to find the missing side. Teacher will apply following protocol:
1. Students will have 90 seconds to apply perfect square strategy
2. Students will think pair share with their partners
3. Students will volunteer to share answers and explanation
4. Students will explain their thinking in writing
5. Students will share their written responses with the class as prompted
by the teacher
Teacher will correct any misconceptions as necessary. Teacher will repeat this
protocol with additional problems for practice. (8.MP.1, 8.MP.4, 8.MP.6)

Students will solve the problems in a real-world context and work in partnership
with their pairs following the teacher’s protocol:
1. Students will have 90 seconds to apply perfect square strategy
2. Students will think pair share with their partners
3. Students will volunteer to share answers and explanation
4. Students will explain their thinking in writing
5. Students will share their written responses with the class as prompted
by the teacher
Students will repeat these steps as prompted by the teacher. (8.MP.1, 8.MP.4,
8.MP.6)

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will have students practice
additional problems, applying perfect square strategy in a 3D shape. Teacher
will cue students to access notes, examples, anchor charts and target students
who showed they need support in the previous problems. Teacher will circulate
until students are ready for the exit ticket. Teacher will issue exit ticket.

Students will work independently on the next few problems, accessing their
notes, examples, and anchor charts to apply perfect square strategy in a 3D
shape. Students will complete the exit ticket as prompted by the teacher.
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Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will collect exit ticket. Teacher will close out by
restating the objective and asking students to share with their partners a response
to “How do you find the missing side using perfect square strategy of a 3D
object?” Teacher will call on students to share their answers whole class.

S.A.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

Students will turn in their exit tickets. Students will reflect on the posed guiding
question with their partners. Students will share their responses with the class as
prompted by the teacher. Students not speaking will actively listen to others’
responses.
Students will complete the assessment questions listed under the summative
assessment items and scoring below to show their knowledge of application of
the Pythagorean Theorem by determining unknown side lengths in right
triangles in real-world context and mathematical problems in two and three
dimensions. Students will solve one problem where they need to find the
missing side that is the hypotenuse, one problem where they need to find the
missing side that is a leg, one problem where they need to find the missing side
that is a leg in a real-world context, and one problem where they need to find the
missing hypotenuse in a 3D shape. Students will answer the questions on their
summative assessment independently. The teacher will circulate during the
assessment but will not assist students with the content in any way.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
*The assessment items included will together provide a cumulative score to show whether students demonstrated mastery of the given standard. Answers and point values are
indicated in the rubric. Students must earn at least 7 out of 8 points (87%) to demonstrate mastery of this standard. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher.
However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Problem
1.

Find the missing length of the hypotenuse. Show
your work and explain how you found your
answer in writing.

Rev. 08/08/16

Rubric
(2 points) Proficient: Student will apply perfect square strategy to accurately find the missing side of x, which is
5 mi. Student will be able to explain why and apply squared skills, square roots, identifying parts of the right
triangle and explain the relationship between the legs and the hypotenuse in his/her own words.
(1 point) Partially Proficient: Student scores incorrect on answer and has a few mistakes on computation or math
facts of squared, square roots, or identifying parts of the right triangle. Student does not accurately explain his/her
work in writing.
(0 points) Minimally Proficient: Student has the answer incorrect and has multiple mistakes on most or all of
work regarding computation, squared, square roots and identifying parts of a right triangle. Student does not
accurately explain his/her work in writing.
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2.

Find the missing length of the leg. Show your
work and explain how you found your answer in
writing.

3.

Find the missing length of the leg in the real-world
problem. Show your work and explain how you
found your answer in writing.

4.

Find the missing length of the dotted line on the
3D shape. Show your work and explain how you
found your answer in writing.

8

6

Rev. 08/08/16

(2 points) Proficient: Student will apply perfect square strategy to accurately find the missing side of x, which is
5 in. Student will be able to explain why and apply squared skills, square roots, identifying parts of the right
triangle and explain the relationship between the legs and the hypotenuse in his/her own words.
(1 point) Partially Proficient: Student scores incorrect on answer and has a few mistakes on computation or math
facts of squared, square roots, or identifying parts of the right triangle. Student does not accurately explain his/her
work in writing.
(0 points) Minimally Proficient: Student has the answer incorrect and has multiple mistakes on most or all of the
work regarding computation, squared, square roots and identifying parts of a right triangle. Student does not
accurately explain his/her work in writing.
(2 points) Proficient: Students will apply perfect square strategy to accurately find the missing side of the ground,
which is 5 m, in a real-world context. Students will be able to explain why and apply squared skills, square roots,
identifying parts of the right triangle and explain the relationship between the legs and the hypotenuse in their
own words.
(1 point) Partially Proficient: Student scores incorrect on answer and has a few mistakes on computation or math
facts of squared, square roots, or identifying parts of the right triangle. Student does not accurately explain his/her
work in writing.
(0 points) Minimally Proficient: Student scores incorrect on answer and has multiple mistakes on most or all of
the work regarding computation, squared, square roots and identifying parts of a right triangle. Student does not
accurately explain his/her work in writing.

(2 points) Proficient: Student will apply perfect square strategy to accurately find the missing dotted side of x,
which is 10, in a 3D Shape. Student will be able to explain why and apply squared skills, square roots, identifying
parts of the right triangle and explain the relationship between the legs and the hypotenuse in their own words.
(1 point) Partially Proficient: Student scores incorrect on answer and has a few mistakes on computation or math
facts of squared, square roots, or identifying parts of the right triangle. Student does not accurately explain his/her
work in writing.
(0 points) Minimally Proficient: Student scores incorrect, has multiple mistakes on most or all of work regarding
computation, squared, square roots and identifying parts of a right triangle. Student does not accurately explain
his/her work in writing.

x
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

8

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, these lessons follow the direct instruction model, including setting a purpose for
learning, introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure. Additionally, these lessons use
authentic approaches as they allow students to read natural text for authentic purposes, practice strategies in the context of
reading, and gradually gain ownership of the strategies and use them independently.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed
List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Content Area

Reading

Strand: Reading Standards for Informational Text
Cluster: Craft and Structure
Standard: #6 - Determine an author's point of view, perspective and purpose in a text and analyze how the author acknowledges
and responds to conflicting evidence or viewpoints.
(M) 8.RI.6 Determine an author's point of view, perspective and purpose in a text and analyze how the author acknowledges and
responds to conflicting evidence or viewpoints.

Young Readers Edition: The Omnivore’s Dilemma by Michael Pollan
Author’s Purpose Graphic Organizers for various sections of the text
Assessment copies
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to identify the overall author’s purpose of the
book Young Readers Edition: The Omnivore’s Dilemma.

1

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will introduce the text by
asking students to read the table of contents and blurb on the back cover.
Teacher will ask students to select a section from the Table of Contents that they
are most interested in and talk to their reading buddy about why they are
interested in reading this book based on the Table of Contents and blurb on the
back cover.

Students will use a Turn and Talk Protocol to discuss their preview of Young
Readers Edition: The Omnivore’s Dilemma.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will engage students in the text by
facilitating a Close Reading Protocol using the following questions:
1. How did the author, Michael Pollan, make decisions about what to eat
before he began working on this book? How do you know?
2. In Paragraph 2, the author states that he decided what to eat based on
what tasted good until he “had the chance to peer behind the curtain of
the modern American food chain.” Based on what you can figure out
about these key vocabulary words, explain what he means.
3. Based on what we read on pages 1-4 why might the author not be
interested in having a burger and fries today?

Students will use the Close Reading Protocol to discuss the guided questions as
a whole group.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will direct students to use to text
evidence from pages 1-4 to respond to the following “writing in response to
reading” prompt: Based on what you’ve read so far, why did the author title the
book Young Readers Edition: The Omnivore’s Dilemma? What can you infer
about the author’s purpose in writing Young Readers Edition: The Omnivore’s
Dilemma?

Students will revisit pages 1-4 of Young Readers Edition: The Omnivore’s
Dilemma and write 3-5 sentences demonstrating their understanding of author’s
purpose.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will select student volunteers to share their
responses to the independent practice questions.

Students will share their responses to the independent practice questions.

Homework: Teacher will distribute a reading guide and explain to students that
they will be expected to read the text independently and come to each daily
lesson having read the section of the book identified in their daily reading guide.

Students will complete their homework as described in the reading guide.
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Objective: Students will be able to describe the author’s purpose, perspective,
and point of view.

2

3

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will ask: “Is anyone in
here experiencing trouble with food choices since we started reading Young
Readers Edition: The Omnivore’s Dilemma? Why? What do you notice about
the way the author structured the book?” Teacher and students will use Turn and
Talk Protocol to discuss. Teacher will say: “The Omnivore’s Dilemma contains
facts and information to inform/teach you about where your food comes from
and what happens to it, some parts try to persuade you to eat a certain way or to
not eat certain foods, and some parts do both at once.” Teacher will explain:
“Today we will analyze an excerpt on page 25 to determine the author’s
purpose, perspective, and point of view.”

Students will respond to the teacher’s questions using the Turn and Talk
Protocol. Students will listen actively.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will direct students to turn to page 25.
Teacher will ask “What is the author saying about seed companies here? Does
he make you think they are good or bad? How?” Teacher and students will
discuss using the Turn and Talk Protocol. Teacher will invite students to help to
partially fill out the Author’s Purpose graphic organizer to determine the
author’s purpose, perspective, and point of view. Teacher will model filling out
one detail from the text in the “How Do You Know?” box.

Students will use the Turn and Talk Protocol to discuss the guided questions as a
whole group. Students will collaborate with teacher to begin filling out the
Author’s Purpose graphic organizer to identify the author’s purpose, perspective,
and point of view.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will invite students to work
independently to finish filling out Part 1 of the Author’s Purpose graphic
organizer using the model as a starting point.

Students will complete Part 1 of the Author’s Purpose graphic organizer
independently.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together and have them
use the Turn and Talk Protocol to share their responses in their Author’s Purpose
graphic organizer.
Objective Students will be able to identify the conflicting evidence and
viewpoints used by the author and explain how the author acknowledges and
responds to them.

Students will share the responses in their Author’s Purpose graphic organizers
using the Turn and Talk Protocol.

Introduction to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will invite students to
preview Part 2 (Conflicting Viewpoints and Evidence) of the graphic organizer.
Teacher will ask: Why might Michael Pollan present viewpoints or evidence that
goes against his own in his writing?” Teacher and students will discuss whole
group. Teacher will remind students that some parts of Young Readers Edition:
The Omnivore’s Dilemma contain facts and information to inform/teach you
about where your food comes from and what happens to it, some parts try to
persuade you to eat a certain way or to not eat certain foods, and some parts do
both at once. Teacher will explain: “Today, we are going to analyze pages 47–49
to go beyond the author’s purpose, perspective, and point of view by analyzing
the conflicting evidence and viewpoints used by the author.” Teacher will

Students will preview Part 2 of the graphic organizer. Students will discuss the
teacher’s question whole group. Students will listen actively. Students will use
the Turn and Talk Protocol to discuss the teacher’s question.

Rev. 08/08/16
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distribute the Author’s Purpose graphic organizer. Teacher will direct students to
use the Turn and Talk Protocol to discuss the question “What is the author’s
purpose, perspective, and point of view on pages 47–49? Is Michael Pollan
giving us just facts? Or is he making a claim and supporting it with evidence? Or
is he doing both?”

4

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will direct students to turn to Part 2 of
the author’s purpose graphic organizer. Teacher will engage students in a
discussion about pages 47-49. Teacher will ask:
• “What claim is Michael Pollan making in this portion of the text?”
• “What evidence does he use to support his claim?”
• “How has Michael Pollan responded to the conflicting viewpoint or
evidence? Has he argued against it? Or has he mentioned it briefly but
without many details?”
Teacher will model how to complete Part 2 of the Author’s Purpose graphic
organizer to identify the conflicting evidence and viewpoints used by the author
and explain how the author responds to them.

Students will turn to Part 2 of the graphic organizer. Students will engage in the
discussion about pages 47-49. Students will follow along with the teacher’s
model.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will direct students to complete
Part 2 of the author’s purpose graphic organizer to identify the conflicting
evidence and viewpoints used by the author and explain how the author responds
to them. Teacher will circulate and assist students as necessary.

Students will complete Part 2 of the author’s purpose graphic organizer to
identify the conflicting evidence and viewpoints used by the author and explain
how the author responds to them. Students will confer with teacher as
applicable.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will ask: “What does Michael Pollan think of
CAFOs? How do you know?” Teacher and students will discuss. Teacher will
guide students towards the conclusion: “Although Michael Pollan gives a
positive outcome of CAFOs, he explains that it comes at a cost.”
Objective: Students will be able to describe the author’s purpose, perspective,
and point of view and identify the conflicting evidence and viewpoints used by
the author.

Students will reflect on and discuss Michael Pollan’s purpose in presenting
certain information about CAFOs.

Introduction to New Material (5 minutes): Teacher will tell students they are
going to analyze pages 112–115 of Young Readers Edition: The Omnivore’s
Dilemma to describe the author’s purpose, perspective, and point of view and
identify conflicting evidence and viewpoints used by the author. Teacher will
remind them that they should have already done a first read of these pages when
they read Chapter 10 for homework. Teacher will distribute the Author’s
Purpose graphic organizer worksheet for today’s lesson.

Students will listen actively.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will engage students in a whole class
collaboration to complete the Author’s Purpose graphic organizer. Teacher will
ask the following questions:
• “What is the author’s perspective in this excerpt?”
• “What is the author’s point of view in this excerpt?”

Students will respond to the teacher’s questions through a whole class
collaboration to determine the author’s purpose, perspective, and point of view,
to find details to support their claims about the author’s purpose, to describe
conflicting viewpoints the author has put forward, and to describe how the
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•
•
•

S.A.

“What is the author’s purpose in this excerpt?”
“How do you know the author’s purpose in this excerpt?”
“What details can you find in the text to support your claim about
author’s purpose?”
• “What conflicting viewpoints has the author put forward? Why?”
• “How has the author responded to the conflicting viewpoints?”
Teacher and students will discuss the guiding questions and fill out their graphic
organizers as the discussion progresses. When data is demonstrating that
students are mastering the content, teacher will release students to fill out the
remaining parts of their organizers independently.

author has responded to the conflicting viewpoints. Students will fill out their
graphic organizers.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will instruct students to work
independently to finish filling out their graphic organizers.

Students will work independently to finish filling out their graphic organizers.

Closure (10 minutes): Teacher will bring students back together to discuss the
portions of the graphic organizer they completed independently to verify and
add on to answers. Teacher will prompt students to make edits and additions to
their graphic organizers as necessary.
Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative Assessment
Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed independently and are
separate from instruction and guided or independent practice. In the Student
Activities column, describe the Summative Assessment Items that will allow
students to demonstrate mastery of the rigor of the standard/components
identified as the focus of review, and the context in which the items will be
administered.

Students will engage in a whole class discussion to revisit the portions of their
graphic organizer that they completed independently. Students will make edits
and additions to their graphic organizers as necessary.
Students will independently analyze pages 73-75 of Young Readers Edition: The
Omnivore’s Dilemma and respond to the following assessment questions:
1. What is the author’s perspective in this excerpt?
2. What is the author’s point of view in this excerpt?
3. What is the author’s purpose in this excerpt?
4. How do you know the author’s purpose in this excerpt?
4a. Support your answer with at least three details from the text.
5. What is one conflicting viewpoint the author put forward? Why?
5a. How has the author acknowledged and responded to the conflicting
viewpoint you listed in #5?
Students will take the assessment independently without support from
classmates or the teacher. Students will be able to use the text to complete the
assessment. Teacher will circulate throughout the assessment but will not assist
students in any way.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
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*All of the questions in the assessment are open-ended but should include responses similar to the exemplar responses listed in bold within the assessment below. As long as the
response provides similar information (or information that answers the given question accurately), it will be considered correct even if the sentences are not exactly like the ones
written below. This particularly applies with the details described in question 4a– if the details are accurate, they will be considered correct and if they are not accurate, they will be
considered incorrect. There are a total of 11 points that can be earned on the summative assessment and all assessment items will together determine a student’s proficiency with
the given standard. Students must earn at least 9 out of 11 points (82%) to demonstrate mastery. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher. However, for this
assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Summative Assessment and Answer Key:
Use pages 73-75 of Young Reader’s Edition: The Omnivore’s Dilemma to complete the assessment.
1. What is the author’s perspective in this excerpt?
Michael Pollan’s perspective is that companies take advantage of advertising strategies to make people think the food they are eating is healthier than it is. (1 point)
2. What is the author’s point of view in this excerpt?
Michael Pollan’s point of view is that food corporations are getting rich off of people’s desire to eat healthy and that the help they get from the government is unfair to
farmers. (1 point)
3. What is the author’s purpose in this excerpt?
Michael Pollan’s purpose in this excerpt is to inform and persuade. (1 point)
4. How do you know the author’s purpose in this excerpt?
His purpose is to inform and persuade because Pollan outlines the ways the companies “add value” to products that are unhealthy and use advertising to make a lot of
money off these products. (2 points)
4a. Support your answer with at least three details from the text.
Detail 1: To inform: Pollan states that “The U.S. government helps pay for raw materials” for food corporations, and that these corporations make more money
than farmers. (1 point)
Detail 2: To persuade: Pollan says consumers “can be convinced to pay a lot more” for corn products if they have been “turned into a funny shape, sweetened,
and brightly colored.” (1 point)
Detail 3: To persuade: Pollan points out why companies spend so much on advertising—to “convince” people that they “really have added value to corn and
soybeans.” (1 point)
5. What is one conflicting viewpoint the author put forward? Why?
He presents a possible problem the food industry faces: the size of our stomachs. He says that normal apples are not good enough, and that we need apples that “fight
cancer,” “orange juice with calcium,” and “cereal that keeps us from having a heart attack.” (2 points)
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5a. How has the author acknowledged and responded to the conflicting viewpoint you listed in #5?
He describes the ways food companies get around the problem of the size of our stomachs by using advertising and “adding value” to their food. He suggests that people
buy the vitamin-enriched foods because they are tricked into thinking they are really healthier. (1 point)
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

8

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction

As described in the Program of Instruction, these lessons focus heavily on authentic approaches to learning. Authentic
approaches involve setting a purpose for learning that connects to the real world and utilize materials that exist outside of the
learning environment. Throughout this series of lessons, students are asked to make observations, create models that explain
their observations, and write about their observations, just like scientists do in the real world. This series of lessons follows the
5E model (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend, Elaborate); although the 5E model is not explicitly mentioned in CASA’s
Program of Instruction, this is an authentic approach to science instruction as it provides ample time for students to engage and
explore content, explain the content both verbally and in writing, extend their understanding of the content through application,
and elaborate on what they have learned.

Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed
List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Content Area

Science

Physical Science Standards: Students apply stability and change to explore chemical properties of matter and chemical
reactions to further understand energy and matter.
(M) 8.P1U1.1: Develop and use a model to demonstrate that atoms and molecules can be combined or rearranged in chemical
reactions to form new compounds with the total number of each type of atom conserved.

Erlenmeyer Flask, 250mL
Vinegar, 50 mL
Baking Soda, 15 g
Balloon

Chart Paper, 1-2 sheets per group
Paper Clips, Assorted Colors
Notes pages
Assessment copies
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Triple Beam Balance or Electronic Scale
Computers with Internet Access
Projector
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to develop models to explain observations of
the reaction in a bottle and represent simple compounds.
Engage: Initial Demonstration (15 minutes): Teacher will set up the following
demonstration.

1

Engage: Initial Demonstration
Before Mixing the Substances Together:
Prior to the teacher mixing the baking soda and vinegar, students will make a
prediction about what will happen to the mass after the substances are mixed and
explain why they made this prediction. Using a think-pair-share structure,
students will share their thoughts with a partner and the larger class.
Additionally, students will record the initial mass of the system (flask, balloon,
baking soda and vinegar).

Teacher will prompt students to make a prediction about what will happen to the
mass after the substances are mixed and explain why they made their
predictions. Teacher will prompt students to think-pair-share their predictions.
Then, teacher will prompt students to record the initial mass of the system (flask,
balloon, baking soda, and vinegar).
Teacher will then tip the balloon so that baking soda mixes with the vinegar. The
teacher should allow the reaction to run through completion. Teacher will
prompt students to record any observations including the final mass of the
system and discuss in small groups about whether or not their initial predictions
were correct and what evidence they had to support or refute their initial
predictions.
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After Mixing the Substances Together:
Students will record the final mass of the system. Students will discuss in small
groups whether or not their initial predictions were correct and what evidence
they had to support or refute their initial predictions. Students will come to the
conclusion that the total mass of the system remained the same.
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Creating a Model (15 minutes): Teacher will provide groups with chart paper
and markers. Each group will be asked to create a model that can explain what
they observed in the demonstration on an atomic level. After 10 minutes of
initial modeling, students will hang up their models, and the teachers will have
students do a quick round robin to explain their models and how the models
support what they observed.

Creating a Model: Students will work in small groups to explain what they
observed (the mass remaining the same) on an atomic level. (Note: The initial
models may not be correct. The goal is for students to make their thinking visible
so that the teachers can better support them by understanding their current
thought process.) Students will hang up their models and explain their models.

Explore: Models of Compounds (15 minutes): Teacher will model how to create
a compound such as SO2. After modeling how to create the compound, the
teacher will ask students to create models of the following compounds: CO2,
H2CO3, NO, and NO2. Teacher will also ask students to answer the questions on
their papers. Teacher will do laps and let students know what he/she is checking
for during each lap.
• First Lap – Check for on task behavior and students starting.
• Second Lap – Check student model for H2CO3
• Third Lap – Check student answer to question #1.
• Fourth Lap – Check student model of NO.
• Fifth Lap – Check student answer for question #2.
Teacher will probe and help correct student misunderstanding when he/she
notices errors.

Explore: Models of Compounds Students will observe the teacher’s model.
Students will create models of different compounds using gum drops and
toothpicks. Students will also answer the following questions:
1. Which compound would you predict to have a greater mass: H2CO3 or
CO2? Explain your reasoning.
2. Which compound would you predict to have a smaller mass: NO or
NO2? Explain your reasoning.
3. Which compound has the greatest number of oxygen atoms? Explain
how you know.

Summary Table: Think-Write, Pair, Share (10 minutes)
Teacher will use a think/write-pair share structure to have students complete the
summary table for Models of Compounds.
• Observation – Compounds contain different number and different types
of atoms.
• Figured Out – If two compounds contain the same elements, but one
compound has more of one element, it will have a greater mass.
• Connection to Phenomena – The mass of the compounds in the reaction
depends on the types and numbers of atoms in the container.
Closure: Exit Ticket (5 minutes): Teacher will have students complete the exit
ticket, which compares water and hydrogen peroxide.

Summary Table: Think-Write, Pair, Share
Students will complete the summary table for Models of Compounds as
prompted by the teacher using think-write, pair, share.

Closure: Exit Ticket: Students will draw a model of two compounds (H2O and
H2O2) and will respond to the following question: How does the mass of the two
compounds compare? Explain what evidence supports your answer.

Objectives: Students will be able to discuss how models of chemical reactions
demonstrated that the number of atoms and mass is conserved. Students will be
able to revise their initial models of the reaction in a bottle.

2

Explore: Precipitation Reaction and Visual Model (15 minutes): Teacher and
students will watch a precipitation reaction video. Teacher will direct students to
record what they notice while watching the video and any connections they
make to the initial demonstration. After the video is over, teacher will chart
student wonderings and connections. Teacher will introduce the terms reactants
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Precipitation Reaction and Visual Model: Students will watch a precipitation
reaction video. Students will record their observations and complete a thinkpair-share to make connections between the mass and the model of the reaction.
Ideally, students should notice that the number of each type of atom is conserved
along with the mass.
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and products and then show a model of the reaction. Teacher will direct students
via think-pair-share to see what they notice about the model of the reaction.
Methane Reaction Model (15 minutes): The teacher will show students the
model for the combustion of methane. The teacher will ask students to
think/write-pair-share each of the following questions with a different partner:
• What are the reactants? How do you know?
• What are the products? How do you know?
• What happens to the number of each type of element?
• If I told you the mass of the reactants is the same as the mass of the
products, how does this model support this?

Methane Reaction Model: Students will observe the teacher’s model for the
combustion of methane. Students will think/write-pair-share each of the
teacher’s questions with a different partner.

Summary Table: Think-Write, Pair, Share (15 minutes): Teacher will use a
think/write-pair share structure to have students complete the summary table for
Models of Reactions:
• Observation – The number of each type of atom stays the same on the
reactant side and on the product side.
• Figured Out – Since the number of each type of atom does not change,
the mass does not change.
• Connection to Phenomena – The mass does not change because the
number of each type of atom in this reaction stays the same.

Summary Table: Think-Write, Pair, Share: Students will complete the
summary table for Models of Reactions as prompted by the teacher using thinkwrite, pair, share.

Update their Models (15 minutes): Teacher will direct students to update the
models they created on day 1 based on the learning from the different activities.
The teacher will circulate to determine the order of how to share student models
on the following day.
Objectives: Students will be able to compare and revise models for the reaction
in a bottle. Students will be able to use models to show that the number of atoms
and mass is conserved in any chemical reaction.

3

Update their Models: The students will revise their models using the
information that have obtained from the exploration activities. Students will
work collaboratively to revise their models to show how the atoms are
rearranged but the number of each type of atom should remain the same.

Explain: Debrief Models (15 minutes): Teacher will debrief the student models
from the previous day. The teacher will start with the model that is most
common in the class and then build in other models as needed to help create an
accurate model. Teacher will prompt students to ask questions throughout.

Debrief Models: Students will engage as active listeners while the teacher
debriefs the models from the previous day. Students will ask questions such as:
• I notice…Can you explain why…?
• How does the model show…?

Comparing Models (15 minutes): Teacher will show students a model of the
combustion of methane and narrate what is happening. Teacher will prompt
students to take notes. Teacher will ask students to reflect on the following
questions:
• How is this model similar to my model?
• How is this model different from my model?

Comparing Models: Students will actively listen and watch the model of the
combustion of methane. Students will observe the model and take notes in the
following template:
How is this model similar to my
How is this model different from my
model?
model?
Students will answer the teacher’s reflection questions.
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Create Final Model (10 minutes): Teacher will give students the opportunity to
revise their models to create final models to explain what they observed in the
initial demonstration.

Create Final Model: Students will work in their groups to revise their models to
create a final model. They will then post their models to reference as needed.

Extend: PHET Simulator (15 minutes): Teacher will have students practice
using models showing how mass is conserved using an online simulator.
Teacher will ask students to record their models and a brief explanation on how
this shows mass will not change. While students work on this website, the
teacher will circulate asking questions such as:
• What happens to the atoms of ….?
• How does the number of atoms change?
• How do you know the mass stays the same?
• What evidence do you look for to know that the mass of the reactants
and products are the same?

PHET Simulator: Students will work in pairs to use an online simulator to create
models of chemical reactions that demonstrate that atoms are arranged and the
number of each type of atom remains the same. Students will record their
models and a brief explanation on how this shows mass will not change.

Closure: Exit Ticket (5 minutes): The teacher will provide students with an exit
ticket to assess student progress.

Exit Ticket: Students will complete exit ticket where they will be asked to create
a model for the following reaction that demonstrates mass is conserved:
Na + O2 → Na2O

Objective: Students will be able to use models to demonstrate that atoms and
molecules can be combined or rearranged in chemical reactions to form new
compounds with the total number of each type of atom conserved.

4

S.A.

Elaborate: (60 min) Teacher will create groups based on the performance on the
previous day’s exit ticket.

Elaborate: Students will participate in either a remediation or extension activity
based on their performance on the previous day’s exit ticket.

Teacher Driven Activity: Paper Clips Activity
• Remediation
o The teacher will work with small groups to remediate and reteach
using different colored paper clips to model different reactions.
• Extension
o The teacher will work with small groups to balance more complex
reactions, such as combustion reactions, and create models for
these reactions using either paper clips or whiteboards.

Teacher Driven Activity: Paper Clips Activity
• Remediation
o Students will create models of balanced chemical equations using
different paperclips to represent the different elements in the
reactions.
• Extension
o Students will create models and balance chemical reactions.

Student Driven Activity: ChemThink: The teacher will set up ChemThink
accounts for each student. Teacher will distribute a guided notes template for the
online tutorial and provide instructions for students.

Student Driven Activity: ChemThink: Students will work independently through
the online tutorial and complete the guided notes. Students will answer key
questions in order to progress in the program. After completing the online
tutorial, students will complete the online assessment related to creating models
of reactions and balancing chemical reactions.
Students will complete the assessment questions listed under the summative
assessment items and scoring below to show they can develop and use a model
to demonstrate that atoms and molecules can be combined or rearranged in
chemical reactions to form new compounds with the total number of each type
of atom conserved. On the assessment, students will demonstrate that they

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
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Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

understand how to break down a chemical formula to represent the number and
type of each element, students will demonstrate their conceptual understanding
based on a lab-based scenario, students will demonstrate their ability to provide
the correct reasoning for their claim, and students will create a model and
provide evidence to demonstrate that mass is conserved. Students will answer
the questions on their summative assessment independently. The teacher will
circulate during the assessment but will not assist students with the content in
any way.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
*The assessment items included will together provide a cumulative score to show whether students demonstrated mastery of the given standard. Answers and point values are
indicated in the answer key below. Students must earn at least 6 out of 7 points (85%) to demonstrate mastery of this standard. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or
higher. However, for this assessment, it is not possible to earn exactly 80%.)
Assessment Items:
1. A student created a model of different compounds using the following key.
Hydrogen (H)
Sulfur (S)
Oxygen (O)
Which model correctly represents sulfuric acid, H2SO4?
a.

b.
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2.

In an experiment, a scientist placed two chemicals in a sealed container as seen in the picture below. Before mixing the two reactants, she determined the total mass of the
flask and its contents. After determining the total mass, she mixed the two chemicals to allow the chemical reaction to occur. She then placed the flask and its contents
back on the balance as seen below.

Which represents the most accurate claim for reading of the second scale after the reaction?
a. The second scale will read significantly greater than 300.23 g.
b. The second scale will read slightly greater than 300.23 g.

c.
d.

The second scale will read 300.23 g.
The second scale will read less than 300.23 g.

3.

For the previous question, which best supports the student’s claim?
a. During chemical reactions, atoms will always combine to form larger molecules.
b. During chemical reactions, atoms will be lost or released from the chemical reaction.
c. During any chemical reaction that forms a solid, the total mass of the system will increase.
d. During any chemical reaction, the number of each type of atom remains the same before and after the reaction.

4.

A student is studying the process of how fertilizer companies make ammonia, NH3.
a.
b.

N2 + H2 → NH3
Design a model for this chemical reaction.
Provide evidence for how your model shows that the mass of the reactants and the mass of the products are the same.
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Answer Key
Question Number
1
2
3
4

Answer
A
C
D
Part A
+ 1 point =

Student creates correct model for each compound.

+ 1 point =

Student has the correct ratio of each compound (1 N2: 3 H2: 2 NH3).

Part B
+ 1 point =
+ 1 point =

Rev. 08/08/16

Number of Points
1 point
1 point
1 point
4 points

Student provides specific evidence that there are the same number of each type of atom on both
sides. For example, there are two atoms of nitrogen on both sides of the reaction.
Student explains that if there are the same number of each type of atom, the total mass of the
system will be unchanged.
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Curriculum Sample Template - 8 Pages Max. (12 pages for integrated ELA sample). Instruction Pages above should be deleted before submission.
Grade Level

8

Course Title (grades 9–12 Only)

N/A

Alignment to Program of Instruction
Describe how the methods of
instruction found in this sequence of
lessons align to the Program of
Instruction described in the charter
contract and as amended.

Standard Number and Description
The standard number and description
(see instructions) of the standard being
instructed and assessed to mastery in
the curriculum sample. If more than one
Standard is listed for a content area,
one is clearly identified as the focus of
review by having (M) before the
standard number.

Materials/Resources Needed

Content Area

Writing

CASA Academy’s writing block is based off of Lucy Calkin’s Writing Workshop model.
Within Writing Workshop, teachers will target daily instruction based on student needs as demonstrated by data.
Each lesson will have an authentic purpose connected to the real world and will follow the direct instruction
model (introduction to new material, guided practice, independent practice, and closure). During independent
practice, the teacher will differentiate for individual students by providing additional coaching and support as
necessary. The methods of instruction included throughout this curriculum sample align closely with the Writing Workshop
model described in CASA’s Program of Instruction in the following ways: the lessons follow the direct instruction model, a
model position paper is used as a mentor text, students work together to share ideas prior to, during, and after writing, and
students use a relevant source to provide evidence to support their claims.
Strand: Writing Standards (W)
Cluster: Text Types and Purposes
Standard: #1
(M) 8.W.1 Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence.
(M) a. Introduce claim(s), acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and organize the reasons
and evidence logically.
(M) b. Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an
understanding of the topic or text.
c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and
evidence.
d. Establish and maintain a formal style.
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument presented.
Model position paper, position paper prompts, Young Readers Edition: The Omnivore’s Dilemma by Michael Pollan, Quote
Sandwich Anchor Chart, graphic organizers, rubrics, chart paper to make anchor chart, assessment copies

List all items the teacher and students
will need for the entire sequence of
instruction (excluding common
consumables).
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Instructional Strategies—Describe the Instructional Strategies, lesson by

Lesson lesson, that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage
(add as
needed)

in the grade-level rigor defined by the Standard identified as the focus of
review.

Student Activities—Describe the Student Activities, lesson by lesson,
that would clearly provide students with opportunities to engage in or
master the grade-level rigor defined by the standard identified as the
focus of review.
Indicate alignment of Student Activities to the standard/component
identified as the focus of review and specific Standard(s) of
Mathematical Practice.

Objective: Students will be able to analyze the structure of a model position
paper. Students will be able to clearly state a claim based on a given prompt.

1

Intro to New Material (15 minutes): Teacher will distribute the position paper
prompt and invite students to follow along silently as teacher reads the prompt
aloud. Teacher will explain: “We will now begin reading like a writer—studying
a model position paper to analyze the writer’s moves.” Teacher will explain that
being able to write strong position papers is important in the real world so that
we can assert our opinions and provide valid reasons and evidence for them.
Teacher will direct students’ attention to the focus question on their prompt.
Teacher will refocus whole group and ask students to discuss with an elbow
partner: “What is the claim and what are the reasons for making that claim in
the model position paper?” Teacher will invite students to work with their
partners to annotate the essay to identify the claim and reasons. Teacher will
ask: “Where does the author get his or her evidence to prove the claim?”
Teacher will listen for students to recognize that the strongest evidence comes
from proving the claim with quotes from the text. Teacher will draw students’
attention to a sentence in the first body paragraph. Teacher will remind students
that the writer of this essay doesn’t just write a quote and leave it at that. The
writer then explains his or her reasoning based on the quote. Teacher will point
students’ attention to the Quote Sandwich Anchor Chart from previous units and
invite students to use the anchor chart to help them remember how to analyze
the quotes they use for evidence in their position papers.

Students will follow along silently as the prompt is read aloud. Students will
listen to teacher’s explanation. Students will direct their attention to the focus
question on their prompt. Students will discuss the claim, reasons, and evidence
found in the model position paper with elbow partners by annotating the essay.
Students will focus on the sentence highlighted by the teacher and listen to the
teacher’s explanation. Students will direct their attention to the Quote Sandwich
Anchor Chart and use the chart to help them analyze the quotes they use for
evidence in their position papers.

Teacher will explain that in this unit, we will be writing a position paper to
express our opinions and beliefs based on a prompt. Teacher will explain that
today’s lesson will focus on choosing a claim. Teacher will pass out three
sample prompts students will work from during this unit. Teacher will read the
first prompt aloud and tell students to listen carefully as the teacher models
asserting a claim. Teacher will think aloud using strong metacognition to model
making a claim.

Students will listen actively to the teacher’s model.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will ask students to share with a partner
what they noticed as the teacher made his/her claim. Teacher will circulate to
listen to student answers, then bring students back together to share out. Teacher

Students will share with partners what they noticed as the teacher made his/her
claim. Selected students will share out with the class. Students will read the
second prompt with the teacher then work with their partners to make a claim,
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and students will read the next sample prompt. Teacher will tell students that it is
their job to work with their partners now to make a claim, using the same
thinking process the teacher had modeled previously. Teacher will circulate
while students work, listening in and prompting students using guiding questions
as necessary. Teacher will bring students back together and have several sets of
partners share their claims.

using the same thinking process the teacher had modeled previously. Several
sets of partners will share their claims with the class.

Independent Practice (10 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to now read
the third prompt and assert their own claim based on this prompt. Teacher will
remind students to use the same thinking process that was modeled to come up
with their claim.

Students will read the third prompt and assert their own claim based on this
prompt.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will have students think-pair-share their claims
and explain their reasoning for choosing their claims. Meanwhile, teacher will
circulate and confer with students. Teacher will choose several students with
exemplar claims to share out. Teacher will prompt students to revisit their claims
and make any adjustments they feel are necessary.
Objective: Students will write two supporting reasons with evidence to support
their claims, using accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an
understanding of the text.

Students will think-pair-share their claims and explain their reasoning for
choosing their claims. Students with exemplar claims will share out. Students
will revisit their claims and make any adjustments they feel are necessary.

Intro to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will remind students that in this
unit, we will be writing a position paper to express our opinions and beliefs
based on a prompt. Teacher will explain that it is a critical skill for us in life to
be able to express our opinions and back them up with reasoning and evidence.
Teacher will explain that today’s lesson will focus on writing two supporting
reasons with evidence to support their claims, using accurate, credible sources
and demonstrating an understanding of the text. Teacher and students will revisit
the claim the teacher modeled yesterday based on the first prompt. Teacher will
model writing strong supporting reasons with evidence from the text to support
the claim in a graphic organizer. Teacher will refer back to the Quote Sandwich
Anchor Chart when crafting reasons with evidence, making sure to assert the
reason, provide the evidence from the text, and elaborate on the evidence.
Teacher will prompt students to copy the model into their notes. Teacher will
then model using the rubric to analyze the supporting reasons and whether the
reasons use accurate credible sources and demonstrate an understanding of the
text. Teacher will tell students that they will also use this rubric to help them
ensure they are writing the strongest reasons and evidence possible.

Students will listen attentively to the teacher’s model, copying the teacher’s
model into their notes.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work in their
same partner groups as yesterday to write two supporting reasons with evidence
to support their claims, using accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an
understanding of the text. Teacher will remind students that they should be
referring back to the Quote Sandwich Anchor chart as they record their claims in

Students will work in their same partner groups as yesterday to write two
supporting reasons with evidence to support their claims, using accurate,
credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the text. Students will
refer back to the Quote Sandwich Anchor chart as they record their claims in
their graphic organizers. Students will use the rubric to evaluate how the
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their graphic organizers. Teacher will circulate to observe student progress,
prompting students as necessary as they work. Teacher will bring students back
together to have students share exemplar responses with the class. Teacher will
prompt the class to use the rubric to evaluate how the exemplar responses would
score on the assessment and will guide students to make revisions as necessary
to make their responses stronger.

exemplar responses would score on the assessment. Students will make revisions
as necessary.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work
independently on crafting their own two reasons with evidence from the text
based on the third prompt that they created claims from yesterday. Teacher will
remind students that they should be referring back to the Quote Sandwich
Anchor Chart as they record their claims in their graphic organizers. Teacher
will circulate while students work, conferring with students.

Students will work independently on crafting their own two reasons with
evidence from the text based on the third prompt that they created claims from
yesterday. Students will refer back to the Quote Sandwich Anchor Chart.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will have students work with a partner to share
their two supporting reasons with evidence and evaluate one another’s work
using the rubric. Teacher will circulate to listen to student conversations and
prompt students as necessary.
Objective: Students will be able to plan a counterclaim and response to include
in their position paper.

Students will work with partners to share their two supporting reasons with
evidence and evaluate one another’s work using the rubric.

Intro to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will invite students to reread the
third body paragraph containing the counterclaim and a response to the
counterclaim on the model position paper. Teacher will explain: “Today we will
plan our counterclaims and evidence using our graphic organizers.” Teacher will
ask the following guiding questions and prompt students to discuss these as a
whole group:
• “What is the counterclaim?”
• “What evidence was used to respond to that counterclaim?”
• “How does the evidence respond to the counterclaim?”
Teacher will model writing a counterclaim for the first prompt, using strong
metacognition. Teacher will then model thinking through and writing a strong
response to that counterclaim. Teacher will prompt students to copy the
teacher’s model into their notes. Teacher will explain that today students will be
writing their own counterclaims and responses to those counterclaims.

Students will reread the third body paragraph containing the counterclaim and a
response to the counterclaim on the model position paper. Students will listen
actively to the teacher’s model, copying the teacher’s model into their notes.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work with the
same partners as in previous lessons to write a counterclaim and response to that
counterclaim. Teacher will circulate to observe student progress, prompting
students as necessary as they work. Teacher will bring students back together to
have students share exemplar responses with the class. Teacher will prompt the
class to use the rubric to evaluate how the exemplar responses would score on
the assessment and will guide students to make revisions as necessary to make
their responses stronger.

Students will work with the same partners as in previous lessons to write a
counterclaim and response to that counterclaim. Students will share exemplar
responses with the class. The class will use the rubric to evaluate how the
exemplar responses would score on the assessment. Students will make revisions
as necessary to make their responses stronger.
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Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work
independently on crafting their own counterclaim and response to that
counterclaim based on the third prompt they have been using this unit. Teacher
will circulate while students work, conferring with students.

Students will work independently, crafting their own counterclaim and response
to that counterclaim based on the third prompt they have been using in this unit.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will invite students to share their counterclaims
and responses with the whole class. Teacher will prompt the class to evaluate the
counterclaims and responses based on the rubric.
Objective: Students will be able to organize their reasons and evidence logically
as they write a draft of their position papers.

Students will share their counterclaims and responses with the whole class as
prompted by the teacher. The class will evaluate the counterclaims and responses
based on the rubric.

Intro to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will have students take a look at
the model position paper. Teacher will ask: “What do you notice about the way
the author has organized the model position paper?” Teacher and students will
discuss. Teacher will explain that today we are going to write a draft of our
position paper with a focus on the structure and organization. Teacher will use
student responses to co-construct a “Qualities of a Strong Position Paper” anchor
chart. Teacher will be sure the chart includes:
– Introductory Paragraph: introduces the claim and the reasons why the
author is making that claim
– Body Paragraph 1: provides evidence and reasoning for the first reason the
author stated in the introduction
– Body Paragraph 2: provides evidence and reasoning for the second reason
the author stated in the introduction
– Body Paragraph 3: provides and responds to a counterclaim with evidence
– Concluding Paragraph: restates the position and restates own claim and
leaves the reader with something to think about
Teacher will explain that today we will focus on writing body paragraphs 1-3 of
our position papers. Tomorrow we will focus on the introduction paragraph.
Teacher will model drafting his/her position paper, using strong metacognition
to detail how the reasons and evidence are logically organized.

Students will review the model position paper. Students will respond to the
teacher’s question. Students will listen actively. Students will assist teacher in
co-constructing a “Qualities of a Strong Position Paper” anchor chart. Students
will listen actively, participate in discussion, and contribute ideas. Students will
observe the teacher’s model actively.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work in their
partner groups for the unit to logically organize the reasons and evidence into a
draft position paper using the “Qualities of a Strong Position Paper” anchor chart
as a guide. Teacher will circulate while students work, listening in and coaching
students as necessary.

Students will work in their partner groups to logically organize their reasons and
evidence into a draft position paper using the “Qualities of a Strong Position
Paper” anchor chart as a guide.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work
independently to logically organize their reasons and evidence (for the third
prompt they have been responding to independently in the unit) into a draft
position paper using the “Qualities of a Strong Position Paper” anchor chart as a
guide. Teacher will circulate while students work, conferring with students.

Students will work independently to logically organize their reasons and
evidence into a draft position paper using the “Qualities of a Strong Position
Paper” anchor chart as a guide.
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Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will ask students to reflect on the process of
drafting their position papers. Teacher will ask students to share their reflections
with their elbow partners.
Objective: Students will be able to draft a strong introductory paragraph for
their position papers.

Students will reflect on the process of drafting their position papers and share
their reflections with their elbow partners.

Intro to New Material (10 minutes): Teacher will review the “Qualities of a
Strong Position Paper” anchor chart that was created during yesterday’s lesson.
Teacher will explain, “Today we are going to analyze the introduction in the
model position paper before drafting our own strong introductions.” Teacher
will invite students to read along silently as the teacher reads the introduction of
the model position paper aloud. Teacher and students will discuss how the
author introduces the claim and the reasons why the author is making that claim
in the introductory paragraph. Teacher will model drafting an introductory
paragraph, prompting students to copy the model into their notes.

Students will listen actively. Students will read along silently while teacher reads
the introduction of the model position paper. Teacher and students will discuss
how the author introduces the claim and the reasons why the author is making
that claim in the introductory paragraph. Students will actively observe the
teacher’s model and copy the teacher’s model into their notes.

Guided Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work with their
partners to draft a strong introductory paragraph. Teacher will circulate while
students work, listening in and prompting as necessary. Teacher will bring
students back together and have students with exemplar introductions share out.
Teacher will prompt the class to use the rubric to evaluate the introductions, then
make suggestions to make the introduction even stronger.

Students will work with their partners to draft strong introductory paragraphs.
Students with exemplar introductions will share out. Students will use the rubric
to evaluate the introductions, then make suggestions for how to make the
introductions even stronger.

Independent Practice (15 minutes): Teacher will direct students to draft the
introduction paragraphs for their position papers. Teacher will circulate and
confer with students as they are working. Teacher will ask guiding questions and
provide assistance as needed.

Students will draft the introductory paragraphs of their position papers.

Closure (5 minutes): Teacher will prompt students to work with their partners
to evaluate one another’s introductions using the rubric. Teacher will circulate to
listen in and prompt students as necessary during this time.

Students will work with their partners to evaluate one another’s introductions
using the rubric.
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S.A.

Provide an opportunity for students to complete the Summative
Assessment Items. These Summative Assessment Items are assessed
independently and are separate from instruction and guided or
independent practice. In the Student Activities column, describe the
Summative Assessment Items that will allow students to demonstrate
mastery of the rigor of the standard/components identified as the focus
of review, and the context in which the items will be administered.

Students will write an essay using the prompt listed. They will address each of
the 5 sub-categories in the assessment:
1. Introduce a claim
2. Support your claim with three logical reasons and relevant evidence
3. Cite accurate, credible sources and demonstrate an understanding of the
text
4. Acknowledge and distinguish your claim from counterclaims
5. Organize your reasons and evidence logically
Students will complete their assessment silently and independently. Teacher will
monitor student progress but will not assist students with anything related to the
standard.

Summative Assessment Items and Scoring:
Provide below, at least three Summative Assessment Items for each content area, with answer key(s) and/or scoring rubric(s), clearly describing, for each
Summative Assessment Item, components to be scored and how points will be awarded, that together accurately measure student mastery of the application of
the content and/or skills as defined by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review. Mastery of the application of the content and/or skills as defined
by the grade-level rigor in the standard identified for review is clearly demonstrated by an identified acceptable score or combination of identified acceptable
scores.
Summative Assessment Items: Please note that students will be given one prompt to respond to for their summative assessment. However, within this one overarching prompt,
there are five distinct assessment items included (numbered below). Each of these five distinct assessment items will be graded separately and together will determine student
mastery of the standard.
Write an essay responding to the following prompt: Which of Michael Pollan’s four food chains would you choose to feed the United States? In your essay, do the following:
1. Introduce a claim (3 points)
2. Support your claim with two logical reasons and relevant evidence (3 points)
3. Cite accurate, credible sources and demonstrate an understanding of the text (3 points)
4. Acknowledge and distinguish your claim from counterclaims (3 points)
5. Organize your reasons and evidence logically (3 points)
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Summative Assessment Scoring Rubric: *The assessment items included will together provide a cumulative score to show whether students demonstrated mastery of the given
standard. Points are awarded as indicated in the rubric below for a total of 15 points possible. Students must earn at least 12 out of 15 points (80%) to demonstrate mastery of this
standard. (The bar of mastery at CASA Academy is 80% or higher.)
Rubric
Introduce a claim.

0 points
Absent, confusing or ambiguous
claim.

Support claim(s) with logical
reasoning and relevant
evidence.

Relevant evidence is not
provided in support of claim.

Use accurate, credible sources
and demonstrate an
understanding of the text.

Accurate, credible sources are
not used.

Acknowledge and distinguish
your claim from counterclaims.

Missing alternate or opposing
claims.

Organize your reasons and
evidence logically.

Reasons and/or evidence are
missing or illogically organized
throughout the essay.
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1 point
Introduced claim but claim is
insufficiently sustained or
unclear.
At least one piece of relevant
evidence is provided in support
of claim, with a basic
introduction. May lack analysis
and/or explanation of evidence.
Accurate, credible sources are
used. Analysis may not
demonstrate understanding of
the text.
Insufficiently addresses
alternate or opposing claims.

2 points
Introduced and maintained claim,
though some loosely related
material may be present.
At least one piece of relevant
evidence is provided in support
of claim, with sufficient
introduction, analysis, and
explanation.
Accurate, credible sources are
used. Analysis demonstrates a
general understanding of the text.

3 points
Strongly maintained claim with
little or no loosely related
material.
At least two pieces of relevant
evidence are provided in
support of claim, with sufficient
introduction, analysis, and
explanation.
Accurate, credible sources are
used. Analysis demonstrates a
strong understanding of the text.

Alternate or opposing claims are
included but may not be
completely addressed.

Reasons and evidence are
organized logically throughout
parts of the essay but seem
disorganized in other parts.

Reasons and evidence are
organized logically throughout
the majority of the essay.

Clearly addressed alternate or
opposing claims and
distinguished the counterclaims
from the original claim.
Reasons and evidence are
organized logically throughout
the entire essay.
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